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Tan81, Ale13, Bau14, BZ14, CH14, HLN13, Liu97, RY14, SS15, Pia01.

Branching-Process [Spo84]. BRAVO [DVN15]. Breakage [Jir74].

Breaking [GL04a]. Bridge [LS89, Ver78]. Brief [JH92a]. Bright [Sau78].

Brittle [GL04a]. Broad [Bi76, Sch74a]. Broadcast [FFH86]. Broken [FS89b]. Brownian [AW87a, Adl79, AP97, Bar81, Bat70, Bat76a, Beg12, BK05, Cau74, Cau76, CJFY97, CH80, CK85, DMY93, Du01, FS09a, FS08, Gen80, GRW10, Imh86, LW11, LS89, MPP98, MY03, Ott76, Pit74, Pit75, Pyk75, Ry14, Sal88, Sch03c, Sch06b, SW13, Taq75, VJV10, Ver78, Yor92, Yuh82, ZÇ96].

BSDEs [Cha09b]. Buffer [Cao89, Kos76, Lee99a, Maj07, MS90, Mit88, RSS99, Sch76b, Zwa00]. Buffered [Sz94]. Buffers [AT90, Kel82, LM00, DVN15]. Buffon [DM90]. Bulk [BC89b, CR04, Dag75a, Dag75b, Dag78, LC08]. Bulk-Arriving [CR04, LC08]. Bulk-Service [BC89b]. Bundle [GL04a, PT73, Pho79, Tie81]. Bundles [Dan89, Tay79, Tie82]. Burke [Dad84]. Burn [CP15, Mi94]. Burn-in [CP15, Mi94]. Burst [GT75]. Burstiness [DR06]. Bursts [BD97, Bal97]. Bush [Fin80]. Bush-Mosteller [Fin80]. Busy [AB94, Box78, Coh72, DT80, Hau78, PR06, Ram84, Ros73, Ros76a, Sat85, Tru75a]. Busy-Period [DT80].

c [SW91, Tak81, TVF81]. Cache [Oso10]. calcul [Yca84]. Calculating [CHM91]. Calculation [Cao89, KS01a, Yca84]. Calculations [Smi76]. Calculus [AW96, PR94]. Calls [Fal84a]. Campbell [BB93a]. Can [Ano06e, ACDHT05, DEKS11, FS09a, Hal87]. Cancellations [LY77]. Cancer [BP83, Bar85b, HRY93, HJ00, Kel12]. Candidate [CG08, QG11]. Candidates [HMV06]. Cannot [JH92a]. Canonical [Hol78, Pre77]. Cantelli [Bru80, EPS79]. Cantor [Sha09]. Capacities [Cao89]. Capacity [AB15, DDSV87, FX00, Sch76b, Tak91b, TV78, WN12, YZ78]. Capital [DE08]. Caracterisation [Cap86, Dio78, Dio76]. Carcinogenesis [HRTY97]. Card [EL05]. Carlo [BCJW14, BT08, CR08, Dai11, GR08, Gla93b, MT09, PH99, Pes75, PS94a]. Cascades [Bar01, Hui03a, Way96]. Cascading [GL09]. Case [BP79, BFL04, BL06, CNP91, Fie76b, Fre82, Ga00, KR81a, KR81b, KT01, MY01b, NHH86, Pak79, Pfe85a, Sch07, KM14c]. Catastrophe [BGR82, Bro85]. Cauchy [RSS94, Tay77]. Caudal [Neu86a]. Causality [Li09]. Cell [AS08, ABB08, Ban09, Cal02, Cal03b, Chi94, HRY93, HSS05, HW95, Jag77, MNW08, Ols07, Yao10, AG13, HH14]. Cells [BO07, BCM13, CalD3c, Cow10, HRS04, Mec96, Mee82, RSZ12, Sch94, Tau74, WB71]. Cellular [Rob92, BMM13, MS14]. Censored [Tho81b]. Central [AMS09, AK95, AK78, Bar74a, Bro95b, CQ01, FP12, GLS05, HM06, HM99, HS13, Hey79, Kha80, Lee99b, Nak79, PSS06, PR09, Qio8, Rog92, Rog94, Rud98, SU79, Sch02, ST10, Sco73, SGW96, Vos90, AS14, LPST14, Par98]. centraux [Par98]. Centre [PR90]. Certain [AS07, Als88, Bas79, Can74b, Can75b, Dav73a, Din94, Ell87, FKM82, Fin80, GMT1, Hog86, KK73, Lin74b,
Mil75, Mil95, NRT83, Ott75, PL89, PT85b, Sie79, Van84. certaines [Die82b, Yca84]. chaines [Let82, Yca84]. Chain [And99, BC04, Cha89, Coh79, DS93, FMP92, GP02, GH75, HV84, HS92, JLM05a, JLM05b, KD85, KR71a, Led04, Man88, PH99, PC96, RN70, Res72, RZ13, RS07, ST85, Sys77, Tol88, TS99, YS79, SWL14]. Chain-Binomial [And99, ST85]. Chains [AE95, AANQ04, AHO96, Ano93g, Ano04f, Ano04g, AN78a, AN78b, AK98a, AK98b, AL99, BMY94, BMTY97, Bat73a, Bat73b, Bat73c, Bat76b, BC87, Big87, Bob04, BFK92, BH04b, BC81b, Can74b, Can75b, Ca90, CPZC05, Coh76, Coh77d, Coh81, DL05, Eco05, EF80, EF81, EN80, EN88, GHT96, GHT97, Gal11, GTY70, Ger94, Gha08, GL79, GT08, HS94, HH03, HIS76, Hor02, Kai78, KAS1, Kes76, Kes95, LT01, LL97, LZ05a, LZ05b, Man74, MY01a, MT92, MT93a, M¨oh98b, NP93, Neu78, Oka79, Per97, Pes75, Pit77b, Pol94, Pol87, PR90, PS04b, Ris91, Rob76b, Roo88, Rud73, Rud74, Sen80, Sen97, Sha97, SS77, Sys75, Sys79, Tav76, TV10, Tjo90, TTT94, Tte76, Twe77, Twe82, VY94, Van90, YS94, YZ02, YZB03, ZL09, EP15, Let82, Mas15]. chains [Yca84]. Champ [Pia01]. Chance [CW75]. Change [BK04, Jac80b, Neu77a, Neu77b, O’N95, Pic85a, YZ78]. Change-over [Neu77a, Neu77b]. Change-Points [Pic85a]. Changed [FL09, Gzy80]. Changes [BV90, Deh98, HJ00, Mor76, Neu71]. Changing [GJL84]. Channel [BMY94, BD97, Bal97, FFH96, IW70a, IW70b, Rob92, SY97, Whi70, WN12]. Channels [AW71, SSS04, Van71, Van73a]. Chaos [MS01b, MS04]. Chaotic [TC92]. Character [Bu74, LL97]. Characterisation [Bin79]. Characteristic [Ell87, Hey78, KPUU01, Luk72, Neu86a, SB98, Wor94, Wor95]. Characteristics [BRS99, Bro89, Cal03c, GS95, KM95, MT11, Sch87]. Characterization [BH04b, Cha14, CT08, DJ91, Fac09, Fei78, Gro78, KR85, KM12, Kot80, Let85, Mec77, NW05, Rao83, RS86, Rie80, RS92, SY91, TF08, Wes90, Ano90e, Dio76, Dio78, Cap86]. Characterizations [Gup80, Mel79a, NZ77, Tak88]. Characterize [KD94]. Characterizing [JT13]. Characters [Smi79]. Charged [Lep76b]. Chart [Bat76a]. Cheeger [ACP12]. Chemical [AT80, Arn80, DSSW11, Git69, Kot87, PV92]. chemostat [CMMS13]. Chen [BH89a]. Chi [SR76]. Chi-Square [SR76]. Chiasma [KL83]. Children [Ste80a]. Choice [AGSC04, BW96, Pet84, Pet82, RR90b, Sam04b]. Choosing [CS81, Pes75]. Chord [AS08, DEKS11, HV01, HR04, HO09, Hei98, Muc10]. Chosen [Man94]. Chromosome [Ben75b, DAG95]. Chronic [Mes71]. Circle [CS09b, GAC000, Hui03b, Hui04, JM13]. Circuit [Kel86, Kel88, KF90, Kog89, Mit87, Mor94, RT90]. Circuit-Switched [Kel86, Kel88, Kog89, Mit87, Mor94, RT90]. Circuit-Switching [KF90]. Circular [Che89a]. Clade [BF05]. Claims [AEM94, AS07, BH98, GW13, HW09a, LTW10]. Clamped [Eli77]. Clark [Ano98e, FP96]. Class [AA88a, BW93, BE88, Bas79, BL08b, Bri76, CLM08, ...
Classes

CHM91, CLW95, Coh78, Cro07, Fin80, FE06, GV98, Gla93c, GNMA02, GM79, HM96, HM99, Hös11, Jac05, Kar83, KL79, KKSS90, Ken75, KM12, Kog89, KP12, LG05, LMHN90, Mil98, Mit87, Nyr98, POGP95, Per97, Pie78, RL10, Sch81, SS85, TV78, VJ05, Voi90, Wis80, HH14, Sak15.

Classes

AST10, Arj80, BP83, BMV03, CNP91, Cow10, Dav73a, EPS79, FE06, GV98, Gla93c, GNMA02, GM79, HM96, HM99, Höss11, Jac05, Kar83, KL79, KKSS90, Ken75, KM12, Kog89, KP12, LG05, LMHN90, Mil98, Mit87, Nyr98, POGP95, Per97, Pie78, RL10, Sch81, SS85, TV78, VJ05, Voi90, Wis80, HH14, Sak15.
Complementary [Cow06, Mil71b]. Complete [Ano91e, Don68, Kai78, KM95, PS90b, Pla02, PT77, RK89, Tru97].
Completion [Chi95, CY00, KNT87]. Complex [All82, CTS76, CTS78, Hak82, Miy83]. Complicated [GTY70].
[ACPP12, BBSW09, Bar78c, Cox80, Der83, Kes80, Maj07, Wes90, Ste15].

**Constants** [Sch82a, BCIW14].

**Constrained** [BR86, HSM9, Ker86, LH07].

**Constraint** [BK99, CFW87, FOFO].

**Constraints** [Ala99, BMS89, CS12, DPY08, DTV84, DHP12, Gla91, Gla96b, Sek06, DP13, PS83, RW14].

**Constructed** [CQZ03].

**Construction** [Gat94, HS10, Jac80b, MNW08].

**Consumer** [Lan13b].

**Consumers** [Mit88].

**Contact** [BKO11, Gri80a, HBG99, Hei98, HLW02, LS8a, Mol78, Muc10, Wei82].

**Contagion** [DZ11a].

**Containing** [Cal02, Lin78, Lin79].

**Contamination** [Bar09].

**Content** [Bro77, Mat99, RSS99, HS13].

**Content-Dependent** [Bro77].

**Contingent** [BH98].

**Continual** [MW78].

**Continuation** [Lev78].

**Continued** [FG00, Pea89, Woe85].

**Continuity** [Cly11, Esh72, Esh73, Kas73, Whi74].

**Continuous** [Aas82, Alp09, Ano93g, ACPP12, BMY94, BMTY97, BNJS98, BGRSC10, Bat76b, Bim75, BW97, Bro99, CPZC05, DL11, Epl86, Fad74, FZ85, Fei76b, GHL07, Gly10, HK09, HSM03, HS74, HS76, JK11, Kps73, Kms08, Ly94, Leh02, LM04, MW96a, MT93a, MT93b, MVS84, NP93, PT85a, PP96, PL89, Pes82b, Pfe85a, Pla02, Pr07, Pr90, Sam04a, Sch07, SR00, Ste80b, SBT96, Van90, Wb08b, Wn93, DP15, EP15, GEV13].

**Continuous-Range** [LM04].

**Continuous-State** [PT85a].

**Continuous-Time** [Aas82, Alp09, Ano93g, BMY94, BMTY97, BW97, Bro99, CPZC05, Epl86, Fei76b, GHL07, Gly10, HSM03, HS74, JK11, Kms08, MT93a, MT93b, MVY84, NP93, Pes82b, Pol87, Pr90, Sam04a, Sch07, SR00, Ste80b, SBT96, Van90, DP15, EP15, GEV13].

**Continuous-Range** [LM04].

**Control** [AT75, Ahm80b, ADZ04, AS79, AH97, Bar79, Bat76a, Bim06, Bim74, Ben75a, BK80, BDF84, CR04, CK85, DTS3, Deb76, Dos78, EF80, EF81, Fad74, Fad76, GRW10, HRY93, Has76, HS89, JS83, LS80, K83, LK80, LW11, MAN74, MOR70, MVS04, OSM11, ÖS05, OT06, RO67, Rud72, Ser81, Sti78, SW92, TE96, TV78, Wan01, WS87, Wc02, WR76b, Whi81b, Yas85, BPS15, DP15, JVL15, Lef88, LF13, Lem14].

**Controllable** [Gal79b].

**Controlled** [DH82, Dsh85, Duf77, Hor03, Rat75, Shi93].

**Controlling** [FR80].

**Controls** [Br676, Gro78, ZK96].

**Convergence** [Ais79, AP98, Ako80, Ano93e, BO94, BH89a, BW90b, BFP98, BS06, BS05, BS78, B809, B99a, BP94, Br89, CB95, CMP09, C’er98, Coh82a, DO80, DJ91, Dju75, DW96, FP96, Fox14, G077, GH90, GL01, GZ95, Han78, HS85, Hey77, Hor91, Igl73a, Igl73b, JY04, JMS86, JRR14, KEN72, KEN72b, KW88, Lcd79, LKn74a, LY12, Man90a, MY01a, MP03, MS76, MRSV86, Möh98b, Möh00, MS04, Oka79, Ott06, PM08, Pol79, Pri99, RW03, Res80, Res86, Roo83, RS88, Sat78, SU79, SF79, SM82, Taq75, Ten79, TT94, Van91, Wl88, Ym90, FN13, HL14, SWL14].

**Convergent** [Coh79, VV78].

**Convex** [AD93, AB07, BFV10, Bat73c, BS95, Bia02, BY09, BV02, BHB98, Bro89]
Convex-Ordered [BV02]. Convex-Polygonally [KL87]. Convexity [SS88a, SS90]. Convolutions [GPD00, Ken77c]. Cooperation [Sch82b]. Cooperative [PS09, PS11]. Coordinates [Whi95]. Copulas [LN11]. Corollaries [KS01a]. Corrected [Fuh97, LYA07, Sie79, Hog86]. Correction [Ano77e, Ano79e, Ano80e, Ano83e, Ano83f, Ano84e, Ano85e, Ano86f, Ano86e, Ano89e, Ano91e, Ano92e, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano03e, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07e, Ano09e, Ano12]. Corrections [Ano76e, Ano78e, Ano79f, Ano95e, DDH78, Dio78, Wor95, Yuh82]. Correlated [DGN92, Had80, HK00, Lat88, POGP95, SW13, SS85]. Correlation [BD87, Bal07, BD93, CI00, DH05, FS08, Gne99, Gne00, Hil76a, Ols07, Sni80, SP80, Whi80a]. Correspondences [Fer77, GSS01]. Cosmic [Gre78]. Cost [AK08, AD94, CD79, DHP12, FT78, MMC91, Pic83, RX91, DP13, GVZ13]. Counts [BC87, Box79a, Box79b]. Counting [EL05, LR97, MS87, Neu87, PL96, SS88b, Whi81a]. Country [BRB+71]. Counts [AK95, Ano06f, FT12, KO87, McK88, Rem00, Rød06]. couple [Let82]. Coupled [GT12, Mit88, Wri92]. Couplings [LMS00]. Coupon [DP12, Mah10, MS12]. Covariance [BS03c, CB95, CB03, CFD85, FVK08, Gil02, GSS01, KOS03, Ma05, Mas83, Ott76, Ott77a, Ott77b, Rey75]. Covariances [KS12, WHZ10]. variates [SSKB13]. Covariogram [AB07]. Covariograms [Bia02]. Cover [CCH00]. Coverage [ARS04, AFM91, BB01, KT01, MS03b, Ros89]. Rounding [HSS08, Hui03b]. Cowan [Mec89]. Cox [Bri99, HP108, Me03, MT05]. Crack [NW05, TS98]. Creation [Jac74a]. Credit [VV06]. Criteria [Bha86, CPZC05, GS87, KK73, Kes76, MT92, MT93b, STC94, Twe76, Twe77, GVZ13]. Criterion [BW96, CD79, DHP12, Mer79, MS04, DP13]. Critical [AP05, BBSW09, BD75, EM89, GH80, Gri01, Gri05b, Her73, Hol76b, Iva83, Lj04, Maj07, Ney74b, Pak98, Pak10, Rah07, RT02, Sze76, VJV10, Whi82b, Wil74, Bau14, SS15]. Criticality [G110]. Critically [AMN11, HK89b]. Crofton [Cal02, HRS04, Jen95]. Crop [CS81]. Cross [BV13a, Cur74]. Cross-commodity [BV13a]. Crosses [Cur74]. Crossing [BH04a, Beg12, Bet98, CP08, Co98, DGN92, DM00, Gri80b, Le07, LN92,
PL96, WA82, Wil88]. Crossings [AA86, BL08b, Hsi87, Kon89b, Lin78, Lin79, Lin80, Sha78a, Sha78b]. Crossover [KL79]. Crump [BD75, Edl78, Hol76b, Gri92]. Crump-Mode [BD75]. Crump-Mode-Jagers [Edl78, Hol76b]. Crystal [KS04a]. Crystalline [IM02]. Crystals [Møl95b]. Cubes [Adl79]. Cumulative [Ano94e, Gut90, POGP95, Rog94, SS85, Yas85]. Current [CS81, Gan79, TS98]. Curvature [IM02, Rat96b]. Curve [Ano06e, ACDHT05, HJ00, Lie76, Neu86a]. Curved [Bar81, Dan74a, DM00, DG03, DG04c, TF08, Ano99e]. Curves [CY99, Gol77]. Customer [BM77, RK89, SG92, TX10]. Customers [BBH84, BB93a, BGPS87, CKW09, De83a, FX00, HR89, HP96, He96, HP91, Neu77a, Neu77b, Ros73, Web92]. Cusum [Sta92]. Cut [ACPP12, Lit69b]. Cutoff [MY01a]. Cuttings [Hol11]. Cycle [Box78, Coh72, DS07, Har84]. Cyclic [Box83, BY89, KMW96, LOS03]. Cyclic-Type [BY89]. Cylinder [HS13]. Cylinders [Hof07b].

D [Alf03]. D. [Mii95, Van83]. Daley [Ano95e]. Dam [Kha80, Min80, PL89, Tur74]. Damage [Ano94e, GL09, Pel93, PZ86, Sob87]. Damped [Oro84]. Dams [Bro77, BPS80, Fad74, Kha80]. dans [Par89]. Darling [Sho79]. DARMA [JL79]. Darwinian [Sch82b]. Data [Ais79, Bad80, BT71, Cur81, DR06, DR08, DK97, FL09, Gla96a, Gor01, Hii81, Kos78, LA02, Maj07, MW94, Mss83, MKS+78, Ste76a, Ste79, Wai76, ZCSW96]. d'attente [Brè75]. Davidson [Pap77]. Day [Cha99a, Cha99b, DWH+99]. Dead [BG06, GG12a, Gil02, Mån07]. Deadline [Bro99]. Death [Aks75, AW79, BD87, Bar75, BL10, BC89a, BR83, BV90, Bro85, BD93, CK73, Cav78, CZLR04, CC77, Con77, Dav70, Ebe80, FMP92, FG00, GM71, Gar95, GJL84, HSM03, Hel75, Hun83b, Hut80, Ke74a, Kes76, KNPV97, KK03, LP96, MW78, Mer79, MT06b, Nat75, PL99, Qi08, Ser81, Sie76, SR82, Van80, Van85, Van91, Wu93, JS14]. Debit [Cai07, ZYY11]. Decay [DEKS11, GI10, LC08, MY01a, MT06b, Ros74b, TT79a, Van85, ZG04]. Decentralization [Kel88]. Decentralized [Gha08]. Decision [Bal78, Bat73a, Bat73b, Bat73c, Bat78, BR86, DFT77a, DFT77b, DHP12, FT78, GY10, HV83, Hüb87, Hüb80, Ken78a, Rob76b, SF79, Sen97, SW80, Sza93, VW77, Van78d, Wh80, DP13, DP15, GVZ13]. Decision-Makers [Sza93]. Decomposability [BNPS01, FE98, KM95, Miy93, Tru97, Urb77]. Decomposable [Ito79, Ito80]. Decomposition [BM77, BS03b, CA94, CQZ03, ES04, Gäs12, GP08b, Jac74b, Kal80, Koh80a, Koh80b]. Decompositions [Gre75, Maz89]. decoupled [Aaz13]. Decrease [DGR02]. Decreasing [Aas82, BD73, MLY84]. Decrements [Pak92a]. Default [CFW09]. Defaultable [BYW10]. Define [Ano83f, Nat82]. Defined [GH75, MPP07, RN70, Res72]. Deflated [GW00]. Deformations [SCA00]. Deformed [BM03]. Degeneracy [AS08, Yao10]. Degeneration [AS95]. Degraded [Hal87]. Degree
[135x646][AR97a, AR97b, BJML07, DGP10, DGM09, Hen87, Jor10, Min05, TM91]. Degrees [DM06, HJ08, LR12, Van78c]. Delaunay [BTZ00]. Delay [Le 74, OSZ11, SW90, VL98]. Delayed [FD83, HP83]. Delays [Gri80b]. Deletions [CK07]. Delivery [HP83]. Delta [RS98]. Demand [BV93, DTV84]. Demands [FZ85]. Dense [Ken00]. Densities [Ant78, BN10, BN12, Bin80, BNR87, GNRS89, GNR90, Gup80, Hof07a, KL87, Le89b, Lin05, Mac79, Sch06a, Sch06b, WW84, Wei01, Le88, STZ14]. Density [Bro72, Cra74b, DN02, GM91, Gri79b, Hal98, Hea78, Leh02, Lom78, RL10, Ric75, Sar98, Sch03b, SM87, Cor14, LX13]. density-dependent [Cor14]. Denumerable [AANQ04, Bat76b, FT78, Fed78, Sen97]. Deny [RS86]. Departure [BW83, Cha92b, FS89a]. Departures [AMNW11, Ali90, MW96b]. depend [FZ13]. Dependence [BN12, DR08, DS03, DZ11b, HL02, Hüs89, Lip75, Pel83, RPS01, LY15b]. Dependencies [DS95]. Dependent [AK93, Ano79e, BB07a, BW89, Big76, BL08a, Bor98, BV91, BB10, Bro77, Cao90, CYZ99, CR04, Con77, Con83, DRV00, DSSW11, Ebr90, Edl78, Fil72, Fil74, FJ09, GW92, GH80, HVJN03, Hal86, HNT94, HK93, Jac80a, JP00b, JD89, KD92, KR71a, Kim83, Kie84, Kne00, LJ04, LJJ04, Lev79, LWT10, Ma07, MAFO7, McK88, MP10, Mer79, MMYV84, MY89, Ney74a, Pak71a, PP02, PMG08, Pon05, RG89a, Ric11, Rob07, Ros76a, RH89, Sav75b, Sch71, Slu84, SS88b, Wal73, Wau74, Web92, CP15, CH14, Cor14, JS14, STZ14, BF80b]. Depending [HH81, Pet82]. Depletion [ENPS78, KS83b]. Deposition [Hui04]. Derivate [Tod77]. Derivation [Ant79, Bha86, CT76, GM91, Miy83, Vit95, Yun86]. Derivations [Mii75]. Derivative [Ano91e, PS90b, Tod76]. Derivatives [Ber80, Gla93a]. Derived [Fie76a, Lie76]. Dermal [Ros76b]. Derrida [Hui03a]. Descending [DL05]. Descent [SB09]. Description [PR90]. Descriptions [Nyr98]. Design [BK83, Che00, HJ02, Le 78, Sva14]. Design-Based [HJ02, Sva14]. Detail [Hal87]. Detailed [Ram80]. Detect [Car78]. Detectable [Don81]. Detected [JH92a, Pro76a]. Detection [GS13, HRTY97, Pro76b, SC77, Ste80a]. Deteriorating [LY94, RG89b]. Deterioration [AH87, SM78]. Determination [Ben80, KL87, Kid02, Rat98]. Determined [May78]. Determining [Bia02, BC81b]. Deterministic [Ano12, AT80, Arr03, Bal85, BL08b, BDD12, CT85, Daw75, DK80, Fad79, FLZ12, GT12, KD85, Kin79, Linn79, Mat98, MW74, Nea06]. Development [Bro80, Rej82]. Developments [Bar78b, BSA84, Pyk79]. Deviation [CS06, CP08, DM05, KT92, Loo91, Ma07, Rai07, SH89, Whi95]. Deviations [BB03b, Bor79, BMS09, CYZ99, Cho93, FVK08, GP02, HMM06, PP96, RH81, Se96, SW11, Shii93, SW93, CF14]. Deviations-Based [HMM06]. Devices [AH87]. Diagnostics [HJ00]. Diagrams [MH08]. Diallel [Cur74]. Diameter [ANR02, GX07]. Dickman [PW04]. Dickman-Type [PW04]. Dietrich [DKMJ10]. Difference [CT85, Hor03, Kar90, Rob74b, ST94, Ver77, Ver79, Wol80b]. Differences
Different [AE95, Alm97, AK00, AFH09, BX01, BFP98, BB95, BP94, BP99, Cal03c, CC09, Cov09, Cre74, CJ11, Deh98, DGN92, Duf77, FKM82, Gar95, GNR90, Gne99, Gne00, Hal85b, HKT91, HS10, Hut80, Ill01, Im02, Iso00, JK94, KK80, KW87, Ken95, Ken77c, Kes76, MSV01, NR85, pea89, Per85a, Pit74, Pit75, Sch86b, Tho07, TC92, Yao10, Ah15, BCT13, FPZ13, JS14, KM14b, Zha15]. Dimensions [AS08, CK85, GT12, Jac74b, Ken77c, Ken78b, Lin05, MA95b, PMG05, PMG08, Fra89, Lem14, Zha15]. Dimensions [AS08, CK85, GT12, Jac74b, Ken77c, Ken78b, Lin05, MA95b, PMG05, PMG08, Fra89, Lem14, Zha15]. Dirac [Cau74]. Dirac [Cau74]. Direct [Mil75, Fra89]. Directed [BLP06, BR04, Gat97, LC92, PW04, PW06, Was78]. Direction [Rat96a]. Direction [Rat96a]. Directional [GKRH06, Kid01, KJ03, NW98, RS12, WN99]. Directionally [AM01, BY09]. Directions [CM03, Gan79, HS11, LOS03, LO04]. directs [Fra89]. Dirichlet [BVH10, Xu11]. Disaster [CZLR04]. Disasters [Hai80, PS01]. disc [FKV14]. Discarding [LA02]. Discipline [BL89, DN78, HK89a, RW91, Sch90]. Disciplines [MH97, Neu76a, Rit94, Tam74]. Discontinuities [Sak04]. Discontinuous [RS88]. Discount [GY10]. Discounted [Ass78, Ath85, CFW09, CD79, DPY08, GLM02, GH07, LTW10, PP07]. Discounting [AEM94, KK92]. Discovered [Con77]. Discovery [FS93]. Discrete [Aaz13, Abr79, Alf03, ACP12, Bal79, BNJS98, BSC11, Blu84, BC04, CW03, Cek03, Cha09b, De 74, DL11, Elv71, Epl86, GVM*03, GLS05, HC08, HT92, HIS76, Hor91, HM11, Hwa99, KS06, KM10b, Lim97, LS13, Mel79b, MT92, PP96, Pic5b, Pit96, Sha97, Sho74, Swi75, TTT79a, Van90, WS11, YC96, YZB03, EW14, HL14, Mas15]. Discrete-Parameter [Blu84]. Discrete-State [Mel79b, Van90]. Discrete-Time [Cha09b, Elv71, Epl86, HC08, HT92, LS13, MT92, YC96, YZB03, Aaz13, Mas15]. Discretely [Sch07]. Discretization [GW00]. Discriminating [NS77]. Discrimination [Ger80]. Discs [MH98, FKV14]. Discussants [Cha99b]. Discussion
Disequilibrium [AH78, Hil74, Hil76b].

Disorder [Hui04].

Dissociated [BE85, Sil76].

Distance [AA108, AS77, BV02, BBH98, Gec77, HLW03, NR85, Ros79, She85, Kol14].

Distributed [Ais79, AAR08, BCL10, CQZ03, DM06, Di01, GO73, MRV02, Pen98, Pie00, Szp94, Tak70, TE96].

Distribution [AA88a, Ag74b, AMS07, AS08, And99, Ano93e, Ano06f, Bai86, BB92, BW90a, BNX02, BN94, BNS05, BP94, Box78, BN92, Cal03b, Can74a, CS99, CP90, CM98, BZ91, Cse92, DT00, De83b, DEKS11, Dwa74, EGV79, Eth90a, F172, Fil74, Fre82, Fuj79, Fuj80, Gal79b, Gec77, GO73, GL04a, GR88, Gor01, Gre78, GR96, HV01, Har77, HR78, HO09, Hei98, Hey74b, Hol11, JH92a, JZ08, JS15, Jen84, Kat90, Kel76, Ken77c, KD94, Kid01, LS98a, LB10, LP90, Let85, LBZ98, Lin10, Lit69a, Lit69b, LY12, Loa91, LR80, Man90b, MPB96, MCK89, MT97, Muc10, Näs96a, Neu76a, Nie98, Nie99, Nor82, ON06, OC10, OB89, Ott87a, PT81, PH99, Phi78, PT73, Pho79, PL90, PLPA96, Rat96a, Reh80, Rod06, Ruk02].

Distribution-Free [Dwa74].

Distributional [BL07, Beh11, BP82, FN13, TWIN12].

Distributions [AW96, AAL08, Ag74a, Ais79, AM07, AM97, Ano91e, Ano92e, Ano93g, Arj90, Bar76b, Bar80, BP00, BFL04, Bar85a, BL09a, BV93, BVH10, BS12b, Bob04, Bon82, BJML07, Bro77, BB96, Cal02, Cal03c, CDPP11, Cav78, CAX00, CSH01, CCS99, CSH11, Cov09, DRV00, DSH85a, DSH84, DM00, DJ91, DM91, Ehe80, Eko05, Fac09, FS89a, Fei76a, FFG07, FMP92, GM71, Gtn04, Gw08, GLS01, Gre82, GR88, GLS11, Gt97, Gt08, Had76, HB99, HP92, HZ02, HS77, Hue99, HLW02, HL02, Hús99, Hua99, JIN05, KR81a, KR81b, KD92, Ken73, Ken85, KNP07, KM07, KLS02, KNS04, KS08, KP12, LCH02, Lep76a, MS02, MS92, MR75, Mar77, MD89, MW94, MGW96, MPS98, Maks95, MCK86, Mje77, Mer66, MM96b, Mil98, Mol95a, Myl02, NP93, Neu76a].

Diversification [GPD00].

Diverse [GS77a, Han95, ZK89].

Dissociated [Van84].

Divisible [Ano91e, Ott74, Ott75, PS90b, Ste73, Ste75b, Van78c].
[AAMRM05, Bon82, Cek03, Chi12, HS77, HL06, Mas79, MiI74, Roy07, ST10, Ver79, Wol78, Chi14]. **Division**

[Cow89a, CC96a, CC96b, Cow96, Cow97, Cow10, Mec89]. **Divisions**

[MMW08]. **DNA** [Bob04, DR85a, HMV06, JP00b, Lit69b]. **Do** [Sam04b].

**documents** [JS15]. **Doebelin** [Coh81]. **Domain**

[Gec77, GR88, Koh78, MPS98]. **Domains** [CQZ03, Sch03b, HS13].

**Dominance** [Vet81]. **Dominating** [KM00]. **Domination** [Gec77, GR88, Koh78, MPS98].

**Dots** [Ano06e, ACDHT05]. **Double** [Sza93, TF08, Ano09e]. **Doubly**

[CCP91, Cha09b, MS80b, Pro76b, Rud72]. **Dove** [MMC91]. **downtime** [Bré75].

**Drainage** [PW10]. **drains** [Dio76, Dio78]. **Drawdown**

[Sek06, RW14]. **drawdowns** [Zha15]. **Drawings** [Sta90a]. **Drawups** [Zha15].

**Drift** [AS77, ACLM77, AML77, Ant78, Ant79, ACV80, Can74a, Can74c, Can75a, Can76, CS99, Fuh07, Haj82, HV83, Imh86, Jan86, MPS98, Ott76, VJ10, Wal09, Mas15]. **Drifts** [MY03].

**Driven** [AAMRM05, BT08, BK05, Fas05, GRW10, KKSS08, Mal90, MS11b, Zaz92, Aaz13, CDIM13]. **Driving** [Pes82a].

**Driven** [AAMRM05, BT08, BK05, Fas05, GRW10, KKSS08, Mal90, MS11b, Zaz92, Aaz13, CDIM13]. **Driving** [Pes82a].

**Drug** [QG11]. **Drugs** [CG08].

**Dual** [Gat94, Giv77, TV10, EL14]. **Duality**

[CS12, HML11, Lan05, Sch99b, SR00, Tho07]. **Duals** [Roe73].

**Dufresne** [MY03]. **d'un** [Let82]. **d'une** [Bré75, Fri86].

**Duplications** [CK07]. **duration** [Tam13]. **during** [Coh72, Deh98].

**Dynamic** [AR06, All82, Ass78, BV93, Bra98, By98, CG80, CL87, CM93, CM98, D11a, GV98, Gla88, Hak82, Ker78, Kos76, Law92, Nic82, ÖB05, RR90b, Ric75, Ros74a, Sch73, TE96, VV78, XZ96]. **Dynamical** [Le 78, Mal93, GM14].

**Dynamics** [Cau74, Imh08, Led04, Ren86, Sch05, Sve93].

**Early** [But94a, SC77]. **EARMA** [JL77, Jac80a]. **Ecological** [LC76].

**Ecology** [Kit71]. **Economic** [Dyn78, Nec78]. **Ecosystem** [Rej82]. **Eddy** [Roe74]. **Edge** [BK02, DMR13, HP82, Kho01, TS98].

**Edges** [BPL06, Muc05, VGS10]. **EDITOR** [CM09, CC05]. **Editorship** [Gan08].

**EEG** [Ger77]. **Effect** [Ave76, AHT78, Ave79, Hil76a, Lan13a]. **Effective** [Hii81].

**Effects** [BK02, Car78, HP82, KHH76, Mat98, Whi92b]. **Efficiency**

[AR92, IS83, LJJ04, Pfe85b]. **Efficient** [DM05, PS94b]. **Ehrenfest**

[Bin91, Blu89, Cho00, FR12, Pal93, Pal94, V887]. **Eigenproblems** [JH92b].

**Eigenvalues** [FVK08, Ger77]. **Einstein** [LO04]. **Einstein-Type** [LO04].

**Elastic** [GL04a]. **election** [KM14a]. **Electric** [Mal90, Pal93, Pal94].

**Electrical** [BN94]. **Electricity** [Gat85b, BNV14]. **Electromagnetic**

[HR04]. **Elementary** [MOK95]. **Elements** [Ran80]. **Elliptical** [HL02].

**Embedded** [EC75, Hun84, KW88, Neu86c, Ser75, Wij78]. **Embeddings**

[Die06]. **Emergence** [Had79, Whi92b]. **Emerging** [BKO11]. **Emigration**

[Pak86, Pak89a]. **Emphasis** [Gup80, Hui03a]. **Empirical**

[AIs79, Bal97, CY99, FS93, G077, KS09, Pyk79]. **Empty**

[Han96, L111, SG92]. **Encoding** [BE88]. **Endemic** [Nas96, Nea14]. **Energy**

[BM05, DH82, Hui03a, Lep76b, Sys75, Sys79, Sys80, BV13a, BV13b].

**Engelen** [Rog89]. **Engineering** [RT90, CKL14]. **Engin** [FR12].
Enhancement [TS98]. Ensembles [Mat72]. Entrance [Pak93]. Entries [MS87]. Entropies [AFN74]. Entropy
[Ano86e, Fra85, Hua90, KR81a, KR81b, Pap77]. Entry [Kos76, Wij78].

Enumeration [CAK00]. Envelope [HP78]. Environment
[BM94, Ban09, Bar77, Bar79, Cha76, DH97, DMB11, FV99, Iva83, KM80, LM90, Tan81, Bau14, GM14].

Environmental [GG90, KX94]. Environments
[Ave76, Bal79, BM04, BV06, BC81b, DS94, Eco05, Fuj79, Fuj80, GJL84, HM81, Hor03, Kap73, Kie82, Lin74a, Smi74, Zir01].

Epidemic [AD94, And99, BT71, Bal86, BC93, BO93, BB07a, BST09, BS12a, But94a, But94b, Cap76, Dan74b, Elv71, Fad79, Fad79, Gan79, HKM+84, LP90, LP93, LP99, Mol72, MW74, O’N95, PL90, PL99, Sve93, VML80, Wat79a, WD71, Wic77, Wil71, Woo74].

Epidemics
[Aba74, Ano12, Bal85, BO94, BL01, BKO11, BRB+71, BJML07, Dan71, GL09, KR71b, MT11, Nag71, Nea06, VJ10, Wei71, CL14, Nea14].

Epidemiology [ABA+80, Gan71, Kit71, Tau71]. Epistatic [Car78]. Epoch [YZ78]. Epochs [Ver73, Wac09]. Equal [AMS07]. Equality [SW90].

Equation [ARMAG00, BU98, Bra86, BNR87, Cau74, CDL99, DS76a, FFH86, FT78, Gly94, Kar90, Loh02, Nar91b, Neu86b, Pes82b, RSS94, Sac90, Shi79, Spo84, Ver77, Ver79, Wol80b, FPZ13, Liu97, Liu97].

Equations
[Ahn89b, AAMRM05, Ati80, Beg12, Ber80, Boy78, CLM08, CT85, CR90, CEP10, De 76, DN02, GR08, GNRS89, Hor03, KLRM05, Le 74, LMX05, MC09, Met80, MT90, Nar91a, OSZ11, Ors90, Rob74b, Sen69, Tör78, Wad76, WCL01, Aaz13, GS14, MT13].

Equilibria [Bro05, Hin94b]. Equilibrium
[Bar80, BM77, Col74, CT94, DS76b, Dyn78, Heu79, RH81, Saw77, Sha87, SR76, Lin15].

Equivalence [BZ03, CH14]. Equivalent
[HJK05, Sin80, WCK96]. Equivariant [Soo10]. Erdos [Sho79]. Ergodic
[Alp09, Dav79, FGM12, Gri75a, KR71a, Ken75, Kli80, KZ92, KZ94, Lin78, Max77, Ott76, Ran80, Sch77, Sys77, TT94].

Ergodicity
[BH04b, CK73, CT85, Cha89, Coh77b, Coh77c, Fal84a, HS92, KW90b, Las04, Sen79a, Sen79b, Sen88, TT79a, TT79b, Van85, BDL14].

Erlang
[DL82, Di 01, GLM03, JZH08, LBZ98]. Erlang-Distributed [Di 01].

Erlangian [Con83]. Error
[BCJW14, Dia13, Hua02, Mas15, Nak96, Roo78, Tru97, AB15, CKB14].

Escaping [SS09]. ESS [Hin94a, Hin94b]. Esseen [ZG11, Lau87]. Essential
[Whi69]. Estimate [McK89, Nak79]. Estimated [Ric75]. Estimates
[AA10, CP08, DR85b, Eng84, FGM12, Mae79, Nyr05, Ran77, RS88, SW13, SRTM97, Wal74, ZG88].

Estimating
[Hal80, Hey74b, IL97, Joy91, Kim75, KM99, KOS03, KL00, LWR9, Mas84b, Pic85a, San98, TTS81, Wat79b, WIt79, ZG04, Bré75].

Estimation
[ACF09, AK78, BT71, BC01, Ber78c, BA81, Bré75, Bue88, CB03, CSY98, CRC04, DE80, Eden76, EF81, ES94, EC75, Fei76b, FL09, GL95, God85, Hah98, HS98, HKT91, HBG99, HV01, Hey75, Hil81, HJ02, IPV05, JP98, JK94, KPUU01, Kas80, Kei74a, Kid01, Kjo03, Kid08, KS75, Lj04, LJ04, Le 78, LM04, LL98, Man74, Mas95, Mas83, MT06a, Mol95a, Mrk01, ON96,
ON98, PLRC08, PS09, Pro76b, Rat96a, Rat04, RH81, Ros81, Sch96, Sch00, Smi80, Sri85, Tho81b, Van06, Wal73, Wei95a, Wei78, WHZ10. **Estimator** [Lie76, LY12, PS11, RS97, RS12]. **Estimators** [DR81, FR97, Han96, Hea78, Koh78, MS94, Pic00, RC94, Sch99a, Sva14].

**état** [Bré75]. **Étude** [Fri86].

**Euclidean** [Kol14, Lee99b, Mat99, Max77, MP03, Mil99, Mil71b, OD07, Pit77a, Sto98].

**Euler** [AO95, Rat04, Wor94, Wor95]. **Evaluation** [BNR87, GNRS89, Gla91, KS83a]. **Evaluations** [ST96].

**Evasion** [Lim97]. **Évasion** [Wil74].

**Evasionary** [Ben80, CG80, CM93]. **Evolutionary** [CC09, Imh08].

**EVT** [DE08]. **EVT-Based** [DE08]. **Exact** [FS09a].

**Examples** [Fad77].

**Examples** [Fad77]. **Example** [FS09a].

**Exchangeability** [MS11a]. **Exchangeability-Type** [MS11a].

**Exchangeable** [BE83, Fou11, FM09, HJ08, Möh00, Möh04, Wat86a].

**Excitation** [BM02]. **Excited** [orsi84, Bau14]. **Exciting** [CS97].

**Excursion** [AST10, Cao99, CH80, Tak91a, Ver78, Wor94, Wor95].

**Excursions** [CJFY97, Gau02, Il01]. **Exhaustive** [LZ95].

**Existence** [BD99, BW97, Der09, DMPG90, FMP92, Kar90, May78, Sar97].

**Exit** [AT81, BDD12, DM00, Eme73, GM11, Jan86, Kei74b, LS89, Ros90, Sal88, Wal88].

**Exits** [II98, KK92].

**Expanded** [Lem14].

**Expansion** [DDSV87, Gri79b, Mei77, Van88b].

**Expansions** [Ano04g, BC89a, BG07, Cek97, FL01, Fuh07, HH03, JFZ08, LP96, MM83, MM85].

**Explicit** [AP98, Ker86].

**Expected** [Ali90, ASC96, CFGW87, DGM09, DHP12, Fro04, Gha08, HMM06, Jan84, KSC09, MP08, PR82, PP07, SC83, Sta92, VL98, Wor94, Wor95, DP13].

**Experimentally** [Sch82b]. **Expert** [BS03a]. **Explanation** [Hey78].

**Explicit** [Cal03b, KLS7, Neo77c, SY97, Wad07, Yca84]. **Explicitly** [Yca84].

**Exploiting** [Igl80].

**Exploration** [SK85]. **Explosive** [Pak93]. **Explosiveness** [Gre89a].

**Exponent** [BBR09, Cek97]. **Exponential** [Bal90, BLLL2, BLS88, Box83, Bri76, BP99, CK73, CNP91, Dc 73a, DL82, DL11, DS00, Fac09, FS08, GI10, HZ07, HW90a, Hol76b, JL77, KD94, LL81, LY15b, MY03, Sen89b, SSS40, Szc90, TT79a, TT79b, Van85, Van88b, Yor92, Sch06b].

**Exponentiality** [Tak81].

**Exponents** [AB15]. **Expected** [AP88].

**Expression** [Cal03b].

**Expressions** [Whi95].

**Extension** [Bal78, Gyi75, MS76, Pit78, RS92, Liu97].

**Extensions**
External [BF05].

Extinction [Agr74a, Agr74b, Bro85, CLCZ12, ENPS78, Fuj79, Fuj80, GZ93, HLN13, Hel75, JKS07, Jr76, KK73, Li09, MP10, Nor82, Pak89b, Pak89a, Pol74, Sze76, Tho79, Cor14].

Extreaneous [Neu71].

Extrema [AA85, AA86, AA88b].

Extremal [BS95, CHM91, HK89a, HT89, LN11, RR73a, RR73b, Res74a, Res74b, Res75, RR90b, Shi93, Sho74, Smi88, Ste02].

Extreme [Ber87, BVH10, Coh82a, DR85b, DZ11b, Gal79a, GR88, Lin50, Mej77, Per97, Pic83, PC96, Rei81, Roo93, Smi82, Tak88, ZG04, EMOS14].

Extreme-Value [Coh82a, DR85b, GR88, Smi82].

Extremes [BNX02, Ber82, BFL09, Coh82b, Fas05, FS09b, Hal80, HL02, LT98, Pen98, Roo83, Seg03, ST98].

Faced [McN90].

Faces [CC96a, CC96b, HS11, Sch09].

Facilities [Coh78, IL73, IL74].

factor [BDLP14].

Factorisation [Dag75a, Dag75b, Gre75, Ric75].

Factorization [Die06, Pra73].

Factors [Cao90].

Failure [AA88a, Arj80, Ave83, Bar85a, Ber78b, De 83b, FE06, HP82, LL97, LM03, LM04, Pho79, RG89a, SS84b, SW98, Tay79, Tie81, Tie82].

Failures [CAK00, GL09].

Fair [Che89a, KM14a].

Fairness [AIL04].

Falling [CT94].

Falling-Leaves [CT94].

Familial [Wil79].

Families [BLL12, GRHK06, LS93, Wat92].

Family [Bob08, Büh74, Gla93c, Hil76a, LP90, Möb06, RS07, Ste76a, Ste79, Ste80a].

Fast [BDM99, DEKS11, Hös11].

Fatigue [Sob87, Tie82].

Fatou [Pes82b].

FCFS [Bro05, CKW09].

Features [Ger77].

Featuring [BK01, O’N95].

Fed [DS00, LM00].

Feed [SW11].

Feedback [BM77, DKS84, FD83, Hun83a, Hun84, Hun85, Rei88].

Feedbacks [Hau78].

Feller [Bob08, Sac90].

Fermés [Mat72].

Ferromagnetic [Geo84].

Feynman [GR08].

Fiber [PT73, Pho79, Tay79].

Fibers [GL04a, Tie81, Tie82].

Fibre [AS95, Hah8, Kid01, WN94].

Fibrous [De 83b, HP82, KPUU01].

Field [Cha09a, COOR91, Iva80, Nar91b, Nos94, RSZM02, SWI75, Wil85, Wor01, AS13, Pia01].

Fields [Adl76, Adl77, AST10, Ber87, BY09, BMR05, Cao99, Dob77, Häg00, Kar86, KLRM05, KMW96, MW98, OB89, Pic80, Pic85b, Pre73, Rav83, Roz78, Sch05, Ser80, TP92, WS11, Whi92b, WA82, Wil88, Wor94, Wor95, BNBV14, LX13].

FIFO [HK89a].

Fighter [BSC11].

File [LRS10, Brö67, Fri86, Fri87].

File-Sharing [LRS10].

Files [MY80].

Filtering [CC12, CPR01, Hun83a, Hun83b, Hun84, Hun85, Kar85a, Kri79, MS80b, MT09, BJ77].

Filters [Cam88, HCO8, LM03, LM04].

filtrage [BJ77].

Final [And99, BC93, BST09, But94a, But94b, CM98, LP90, LP99, PL90, ST85].

Final-Size [ST85].

Finance [Gau02].

Financial [ACDP12, Duf04, CKL14, LY15a].

Finishes [SG92].

Finetti [Pit78].

Finities [Yca84].

Finite [AE95, AT90, AK79, Ave76, Ave79, BB92, Bat73a, Bat73b, Bat73c, BR88, BKS12b, Cao89, Coh77c, Coh76, CM98, Cse92, Dsh85, EF80, EF81, Fad74].
GJL84, God85, GW13, HV84, HW09a, Hil74, Hil76b, Hol81, Hüb80, LT01,
Mar70, MS90, Mil69, Min80, MRSV86, OD07, Ott74, Pak79, Roe73, Ros73,
Sar98, Scha86b, Sha97, Sma76, Son79a, Son79b, Sta80, Ste75b, SW92, Tak91b,
TT04, TW87a, TV78, Tru75a, Tru75b, Zwa00, DVN15, Yca84]. Finite-
[GW13, Scha86b, TT04]. Finite-Alleles [BKS12b]. Finite-Capacity
[Tak91b]. Finite-Dimensional [AE95]. Finite-Horizon [CM98].
Finite-Stage [Hüb80]. Finite-State [AK79, Coh77c]. Finite-Time
[HW09a, MRSV86]. Firing [Fie75, Kry76]. First
[Ott74, Pak79, Roe73, Ros73, Sar98]. First-Crossing [Lef07]. First-Crossing-Time
[BK99, EY14]. Five
[Ken95]. Five-Dimensional [Ken95]. Fixation [Hol76a, Hol81]. Fixed
[AT75, Ber82, Cal03a, DN02, DMPG09, FN85, IJ02, IS06, JK94, Liu98, Nat80,
Nat86, Pau07, Rob92, Tam08]. Fixed-Point [DN02]. Fixed-Size [DMPG09].
Flag [Tau75]. Flat [BL09a, Kid02, Kid08, Sch96, Sch00, Spo01]. Flats
[HLW03, Kri77, Mil69, Mil71b, Sch99b]. Fleming [Gri14, Fou11, Hir00].
flexibility [ARW13]. Flexible [ADZ04, AR06, ARW11, HTO+15, Sto15].
Flights [Tak84]. Flips [SoO10]. Flooding [Gan69]. Flow
[Fei76a, HO98, Hum85, IM02, LS96, RSS99, TE96, Tur74]. Flows
[AS07, Beu83, BZ03, KSSS90, TX10, ZÇ96]. Flowtime [Kam78].
Fluctuating [Cha76, DMB11, Pol78]. Fluctuation
[Adl89, And74, Bin73a, Bin75, Bin91, GS77a, GP80a, GP80b, IPV05, Kei74c,
Pal93, Sta78a, Tak76a, Tak76b]. Fluctuations
[Cor91, GS77b, Kot87, Lep76b]. Fluid
[Bäu02, DW06, DS00, FS09a, KD08, KSSS80, KM95, LW11, LA02, Mit88,
Oso10, PTW10, RSS99, Zwa00, RFZ14]. Fluids [AB94]. FM [Hua97]. fMRI
[Wor01]. Focusing [Pen02]. Fokker [Sac90]. Following [DR85a].
fonctionnelle [Liu97]. fonctions [Let82]. Force [CY05]. Forces [Pes82a].
Forecasting [Hal86, Kas78]. Forecasts [Coh85]. Forest
[LT94, Myl02, VT94]. Forests [Dai08, HNS13]. Fork
[BMS89, Dai11, KSS04b, LF13]. Fork-Join [BMS89, Dai11, KS04b, LF13].
Form [BB92, BS12b, Coh82b, DTM07, Eco05, FS09a, MiY93, MT97, PMG05,
PMG08, RT90, YM98, YS94]. Formal [FG00]. Formalization [KL83]. Forms
[BV91, G073]. Formula
[BB93a, JPV08, Jen95, Jen96a, Ott06, Rat96b, Vit95, Xu11]. Formulae
[BKS12b, Cal03c, Chi94, LR97, Mil75, Buc13]. Formulas
fortement [Cap86].
Fortes [Dio86, Dio76]. Forward [Rus10, SW11, VK78, Aaz13, FPZ13].
Forwards [AK79, QG11, BV13b]. Foschini [WN12]. Foster [MT93b].
Four [CC99b, LOS03]. Fourth [Bad77a]. Forward [SW80]. Fractal [Cro07, VJ99].
Fractals [HJ03, HR00]. Fraction [DSS09, Hen76, Sch99a]. Fractional
[ARMAG00, AAMRM05, Beg12, BK05, FS09a, GRW10, KLRM05, Ken77c, KR07, KMP06, MC09, Taq75, BFS15].
Fractional-Dimensional [Ken77c]. Fractions [BR83, FG00, M˚an07, Pea89, Woe85]. Fragment
[DR85a]. Fragmentation [BM05]. Frailty [GAH03]. Framework [CTR00].
Fréchet [KL00, KL03, LK00, Le01]. Free
[BM96, Dad82, Dwa74, GHT97, LA07, SW80, Van73b, Wei76]. French
[Bré75, BJ77, Cap86, Dio76, Dio78, DM90, FG81, Fra89, Fri86, Fri87, Gal84, Le88, Let82, Liu97, Mat74, Par98, Pia01, PS83, Tau75, Yca84].
Frequencies [Eth90a, Gar80, TS81, ZG88]. Frequency
[FL09, Hin94a, Joy91, KOS03, Rob76a, Rak02, Fas14]. Frequently [KS78].
Front [Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano70c, Ano70d, Ano71d, Ano72d, Ano72e, Ano72f, Ano73d, Ano73e, Ano73f, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano74g, Ano74h, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano76i, Ano77f, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano78f, Ano78g, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano79g, Ano79h, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano80i, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano81g, Ano81h, Ano82e, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano83g, Ano83h, Ano83i, Ano83j, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano84h, Ano84i, Ano85f, Ano85g, Ano85h, Ano86i, Ano86j, Ano86j, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano87h, Ano88i, Ano88j, Ano88k, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano89i, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano91e, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano91i, Ano92f, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93i, Ano93j, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano100f, Ano100g, Ano100h, Ano100i, Ano101f, Ano101g, Ano101h, Ano102e, Ano102f, Ano102g, Ano102h, Ano103f, Ano103g, Ano103h, Ano104i, Ano104j, Ano104k, Ano105c, Ano105f, Ano105g, Ano105h, Ano106i, Ano106j, Ano107f, Ano107g, Ano107h, Ano107i, Ano108e, Ano108f, Ano108g, Ano108h, Ano109f, Ano109g, Ano109h, Ano109i, Ano109j, Ano110c, Ano110d, Ano110e, Ano110f, Ano110g, Ano110h, Lin10]. Frost [LP90, PL90]. Froths [CK99]. Fuel [SW92]. Fulfilling
[CFPL12]. Full [BCM13, Pet82]. Full- [BCM13]. Full-Information [Pet82].
Fully [GT12, LT00]. Function
[AR82, Bal07, BV97, CB03, CTR85, DP84, Ell87, FV95, Gec77, Han96, Han07, HO09, Hum77, Jun84, Ken75, Ker78, LG05, Ott74, Ott76, Ott77a, Ott79b, PP07, Ros75, San98, TS99, Kol14]. Functional
[AK95, AD94, Ano98c, Bar74a, CM98, DM00, FFH86, FP96, Igl71, JLV05a, JLW05b, Mec77, QI08, Rah07, RSS94, Sen69, Ser75, VS80, Liu97, SS14]. Functional
[Ahm80a, AP98, AO95, ACF09, BKZ95, DMY93, DEP91, IL97, JAC74a, Lev77, Lev78, Lin74b, MY03, MZ98, PSS06, PR99, Sch06a, Sch06b, Sch07, Seg03, Ser89, Yor92, Buc13, LPST14]. Functions
[AM90, AB07, BGS89, CB95, CTS78, Cao98, DK97, Ebr90, ENM89, EGV79, Gne99, Gne00, GSS01, GGV89, Kei76, Koh80a, Koh80b, LS11, LT01, Led04, Lin80, LW92, Luk72, Mat73, Muc10, Mül97a, NR85, OT02, PT77, RX91, RS88, Sav75a, Sav75b, Sen74, SP80, Stu78, SM87, Van84, Van78c, VW77, Wei98, Wol78, Let82, LV15a, LX13]. Fundamental [Arj72a, Arj72b, AL99, EL05, LC76, Vet80, Wis72]. Further [CSI94, Heu80, JK85, Kij92, MM96b, MW72, Pra73, Sys88, Tjo83, Can75b]. future [FZ13]. futures [BNBV14]. Fuzzy [Fér77].

G [Ali90, Asm82, BW90a, Ber78c, Box78, BK01, Cha92b, Coh74, Coh77a, CH80, DT80, Dos78, EW14, FS89a, Fal84b, Fri86, Fri87, GHT96, GHT97, Gal79b, Gly82, Gly94, Gri94, Hal85b, HP96, Hau78, Hok79, Hok85, Igl71, JS83, JD89, KS83b, Köl81, Kuc83, Kyp71, LZ95, LZ05a, LZ05b, MA95a, Mii95, Min80, MZ04, Naw91, Neu76a, Neu77b, Neu86c, Num79, Ott77a, Ott77b, Ott87a, PR06, Ram84, Ram80, RW91, Ros73, Ros76a, Sat85, Sch84, Sch90, Sen89a, SW91, ST90, TH90, TV10, TV78, TVF81, Tru75a, Tru75b, Van88b, Whi82a, WW03, YC96, BW90a, BC89b, GHT96, GHT97, HK89a, Ott87b, RW91, Sen89a, SW91, SP80]. G. [Tra74]. G / G / 1 [BW90a, Sen89a]. G / G / c [SW91]. G / G / m / [RW91]. G / I F R / 1 [HK89a]. G / M / 1 [GHT96, GHT97, SP80]. G A [Kuc83]. G A / G / [Kuc83]. Gabriel [BBDO2, DGMO9]. Gain [Aas82]. Galaxies [MPB96]. Galton [SS09, SS15, BD74b, BD74a, BM08, DS94, Dou75, FQVJ71, FV99, Hir76, KM01a, KRS07, Lin74a, Lin74b, Min05, Qui72, Sen69, Sri85, Sze76, Ven82, Wau81]. Gambler [Sti06]. Gambling [HS74, Pes82b, Ros74a]. Game [Dro89, EL05, EX11, Hai75, Imp09, Lim97, MMC91, MS01b, MS04]. Games [And75, CC09, Fed78, FW81, GHL07, Phi78, Lim15]. Gametic [Esh73]. Gametophytically [May78]. Gametophytically-Determined [May78]. Gamma [AAR08, BL09a, Bri99, CQZ03, GLS0, Let85, MZ96, Wen89, Wes90, Zuy99]. Gamma-Distributed [AAR08, CQZ03]. Gamma-Type [MZ96, Zuy99]. Gani [Fei76a]. Gani-Type [Fei76a]. gap [LS15]. Gaps [Hol89]. GARCH [Ano97e, Cli07, Cli11, Rud98]. Gating [BD97, Bal97]. Gaussian [Whi81b, Abr79, AAMRM05, Ano98f, BN94, BNK98, BV13b, CP08, CS99, Dan89, Dav73b, Dav73a, Gly82, HTO + 15, HR05b, Ill01, JVZ08, KM12, Koj78, Kom96, Lin72, Lin80, LXi3, Mah10, Mer06, PR99, PLPA96, Sak15, Sel96, Sha79, TP92, Vit01, WA82]. Gegenbauer [Gal84]. Gelfand [Let82]. Gene [Rob76a, Ros74b, Tho75, Tho78, Tho81a, Tho82]. Genealogical [Llo73, Tho76]. Genealogy [Edw79, O‘C95, STW84]. General [Ano98f, Ano13a, Ano14a, AN78a, AN78b, Ave83, BT71, BO93, BW93, BFM + 84, Bat73c, Ber78b, BV93, BKS12b, BGR06, BL08b, BG93, Box83, BM02, BRT82, Cap76, CPZC05, CTR00, Coh78, CEP10, Dag75a, Dag75b, Dag78, DFT77a, DFT77b, De 73b, DM91, ES94, EX11, Fad77, FE06, GV98, GLS11, GW13, HS91, Håg00, HJK05, Han07, Här81, HR78, Her73, Her75,
Höss11, JM101, KP10, Kas80, Ker78, Kom96, LMX05, LG05, Liu90, McD81, McD83, MH97, Nak96, Nat75, Num79, Nyr98, Oso10, PT73, QS00, RX91, Rit94, Ros81, RS88, Ser05, SS84b, Sha97, SY81, Teo82, TT79a, TT79b, TT79c, Tve76, Tve77, VL07, Wil71, Nea14, Coh77b. General-Purpose [Ros81]. Generalisation [Kas80]. Generalised [BC93, Bat76a, BC78, CC77, Con77, Con83, JH92b, MT05, Ros73]. Generalising [Adl76, Adl77]. Generalization [BB90, EDH90, Fei76a, Hol76b, MC75, Nai86, WD71]. Generalizations [Baz74, Dav70, Dvo77, KSC09, Neu86b]. Generalized [BS81, Bar01, BMV03, Bri99, Cao95, DLS2, Eba05, Fou11, HLW02, Jen96a, Lem74, LZ95, Li09, Liu98, Mah10, MS12, MC09, Mei77, MSS95, Pre73, RW03, Ric77, Ric91, Sch76a, Sch78b, Won08, Cha14, CDIM13]. Generalizing [Lor79]. Generating [DM06, McC77, Mü97a, PS94a, Tjo76a, SS14]. Generation [AO95, Edl78, Fil74, Mei95b, vdHK04]. Generation-Dependent [Edl78]. Generations [Cha74, Hi75]. Generators [Gzy80, MT06b]. Genes [Hi74, Hi84]. Genetic [ACLM77, ACV80, AH78, Can74a, Can74c, Cer98, Dom07, Don81, HVM06, HKM+84, HKH76, Hol78, Hol80, RT07, Ros79, Ros81, Sen78, Smi76, Wat78, WB81]. Genetical [Edw74]. Genetics [ABA+80, Can74b, Can75b, EN80, EN88, HT10, Kin79, Mar80, Möh98b, NM79, Oka79, RL77, Ros76b, Sat78, Saw76, Sen86, SS84a, Stu78, Tav76, Tav87]. Genic [Wat79b]. Genome [WW97]. Genotype [HH81]. Geodesics [Ken95]. Geographically [Saw77]. GEOM [EW14]. Geometric [ALS08, An91e, AC098, BDM85, BS95, BG07, BLS88, Cal03c, Cha89, DL82, DMPG09, Du01, FRW12, Gat85a, GI10, HT92, HNS13, HS82, IY12, Jor10, Le95, MY99, McK86, MT97, Neu78, Pen02, Phi78, PS90b, Scho3c, SF79, SK04, SV76, Tve82, Urb77, YM98, CYG14, GI15, GD09, HNGS15, JW15, Mas15]. Geometrical [Bad77a, Bad77b, BM11, GM91, Le89a, Lit74, Mor69]. Geometrically [GT78]. Geometry [Amb77a, Amb77b, An91b, An91d, AS77, ACLM77, AML77, Ant78, Ant79, ACV80, DRS11, Rip77, Sch03b]. Georges [Jeu00]. Gerber [LG05, PP07]. Germ [DS99, HM96, HM99, LS98a, LS11, PSS06, KL13]. Germ-Grain [HM96, HM99, LS98a, PSS06]. Germination [CQ01]. Germination-Growth [CQ01]. GI [An04e, Fe93, WK99b, Ali90, Asm82, Ber78c, Cha92b, Coh74, DN78, De83a, Fri86, Fri87, Gly82, Gri94, Hau78, Hok85, Igl71, Kö81, Kyp71, LZ05a, LZ05b, Min80, MZ04, Nav91, Num79, Ott87b, Ott87a, PR06, PR00, Sen99b, ST90, Whi82a, WW03, YC96, BB10, TV10]. GI/G [Ott87b]. GI/G/1 [Gly82, Whi82a]. GI/G/1-Type [MZ04]. GI/G/1/0 [Nav91]. GI/G/1/N [Cha92b]. GI/G/s [Hok85]. GI/H [De83a]. GI/M/1 [DN78, TV10]. GI/M/s
[De 83a]. GI/PH/1 [Sen89b]. GI/PH/N [PR00]. GI/PHA/V [Ano04e].
Giant [LC92]. Gibbs
[BBD99, KT92, Mas84a, MM98, NZ77, Pre73, Pre77, SS14]. Gibbsian
[DoB77]. Gilbert [BCM13]. GINAR [Lat97]. Ginibre [MS14]. Gittins
[WG91]. Given [HS11, Kar86, Min05, SC83]. Glivenko [EPS79].
Glivenko-Cantelli [EPS79]. Global [Hor02, Ken88b, Yin00, BMZ14]. Goal
Gontcharoff [LP99]. Good [H¨ub80]. Goofspiel [Dro89]. Gordon
[MB82, Dad84]. gossip [BR13]. Governed
[GTY70, NPOTC00, OR90, Ste84]. Grade [Bar77, Bar79]. Gradient
[EF81, GL95, Hah98, LS98a, LS98b]. Grain
[Deh98, HM96, HM99, LS98a, LS11, PSS06, KL13]. Grained [Sch03b].
Grains [DSS99, Der09, MR02]. Grand [Pre77]. Graph
[AC97a, AR97b, ACPP12, BTZ00, BBHM11, BBD02, CGH+99, CM93, CC96a, CC96b, Cro10, FRW12, Gri75a, HJ04, LR12, Naw91, NR06]. Graphs
[ACS93, BBSW05, BJML07, CT08, DM06, DMPG09, GI10, H¨ag00, HS98, IY12, Jor10, LC92, McDS1, Now88, Sha99, Tak84, VJ810, VV05, Was78, Wh92b, Aih15, CY14, Gra15, HNGS15, JW15, KK15, Ros13]. Grassmann [Mar77]. Grids [Gat85b, Tho07]. Group
[FS89a, Ger84b, Lom78, Pak86, PS94a, Sch74b, SM78, Sta90a]. Group-Arrival [FS89a]. Group-Departure [FS89a]. Group-Valued
[PS94a]. Grouping [Mor76]. Groups [Ott75]. Growth
[BPSZ06, CY00, CQ01, Coh77c, D’S94, Deh98, Dei03, DH04, DMB11, FS90a, GM14, Gat97, GG12b, GM98, HM10, JN84, KK73, KR71a, Kes70a, Kes70b, Kes72a, Kes72b, Ks04a, KK03, LMX05, Mel87, Mol74, Q00, Rob07, SK96, Sch94, Sma76, Tam08, Wil74, LY15b]. Growth-Collapse [BPSZ06, Rob07]. GSMP [My93]. Guidelines [Pes75].

H [De 83a]. Half [BCM13, Ken74]. Half-Gilbert [BCM13]. Half-Line
[Ken74]. Halfin [An004e, AJV13, GM08, PR00]. Halflines [Hoo89].
Hameed [An94e]. Hamiltonian [NG77]. Hammersley [Van83]. Handed
[Sti06]. Handling [Kos78, SE91]. Haploid
[Can75a, Can75b, STW84, Can74b]. Hard [KL13, SKF80]. Hard-core
[KL13, SKF80]. Hardy [Cha74, MS74, RH81, SR76]. Harmonic
[PH06, Sav75a, Sav75b, Wal73]. Harris [MY89, Sch82a]. Hartley [AFN74].
Hastings [JRR14]. Hausdorff [BHB98, Cro07, HTO+15]. Having
[Phi78, SM87]. Hawk [MMC91]. Hawkes [BM02, MR05]. Hazard
[AK93, BLL12, LS11, SS87]. Hazards [Tie83]. Head [DN78]. Headstarts
[Yas85]. Heat [ARMAG00, KLRM05]. Heavy [AR92, AK06, BGZ95, BZ03, CDL12, Dag78, DS07, FQVJ71, Fal89, FR97, GPD00, GW91, Gri94, GW13, HR89, Har78, HW09a, IW70a, IW70b, Jac80a, JT13, Ken72a, Ken72b, K¨ol81, Kus94, Kyp71, LZ05a, MM85, OC10, Ott77b, PY13, Rat75, Rei88, Sch87, Sta78a, Ste92, Sze90, Sze99, VL98, Whi70, WH80, Wh82a, BPS15, LF13]. Heavy-Tailed
[BZ03, CDL12, DS07, GPD00, GW13, HW09a, JT13, LZ05a, Ste02].
Heavy-Traffic [GW91, WH80, Whi82a, PY13]. Heavy-Usage [MM85].
Hedging [BH98, CS12, KP10]. Height [Fuh07, Gau02, Sch06a, Sch06b].
Height- [Gau02]. hemispheric [CM09]. Hendricks [Die82a]. Heredity [Ser86]. Hermite [TM91]. Heston [AE08]. Heterogeneity [Sta80].
Heterogeneous [BMV03, But94a, But94b, LM00, SS95a, Sad95, Web92].
Heterozygosity [HA79, Str74]. Heterozygotes [Hol76a, Smi79]. Heuristic [Mil95, Sto78]. Hidden [AE95, DMR13, FS82, HR05a, ZG88]. Hierarchical [CL00, HJ04, Ke12, OT02]. High [AS08, BB95, DE08, FL09, JLW05b, Muc10, NR85, Sar98, Sch03b, BCJW14, Fas14]. High-Density [Sch03b].

I.D. [Hü89]. i.i.d [ASC96, BR91, Ito79, Ito80, KK92, Mij80, Shi93]. I.I.D. [FJ09, Yu08]. Identical [Box79a, Box79b, RX91]. Identically [As79, BCL10, DM06, GO73, Rie80, Tak70]. Identifiability [AAR08, BL04, CH14]. Identification [Moo79]. Identifying [HCD94].

Identifiers [Cow07, Gre75, GP80a, GP80b, Tho75]. Identity [Arj72a, Arj72b, Kry76, Saw77, SB09, Tho78]. Idiosyncratic [PS10]. Idle [CR04, WW03]. IFR [HK89a, RX91, WC90]. Iglehart [Ber85]. Ignatov [Rog89]. II [LP96, AW87b, ACLM77, AK98b, BP79, Bat73b, BF80b, BD75, BC81a, Box79b, Can75b, Coh77b, Dag75b, DG04b, DFT77b, DG04c, EN88, Her75, Hin94b, Hun83b, IW70b, IL74, JLW05b, KR81b, KR71a, Ken72b,
Infinite-Alleles [Gri82, GP88]. Infinite-Allelic [Shi82]. Infinite-Capacity [Sch76b]. Infinite-Dimensional [Sch86b]. Infinite-Server [GW91, Sch87]. Infinite-State [GT08]. Infinite-Time [GW13, TT04]. Infinitely [AAMRM05, Bon82, Cek03, Chi12, EK81, Eth90b, HS77, HL06, Mas79, Mil74, Roy07, ST10, Ver79, Wol78, Chi14, HLN13]. Infinitely-Many-Neutral-Alleles [EK81, Eth90b]. Infinitesimal [Gzy80]. Influence [CGH +99, DR08, GW78, Wes79]. Influenced [HA79]. Influence-Handling [SE91]. Informative [Neu86c]. Inheritance [CR78, Od00, Ste76b, Sti80]. Inhomogeneous [BM08, HJVN03, HLW02, LR12, Pio06, RC94, VV06, KK15]. Initial [AW87b, But94a, But94b, CR11]. Inner [HSS05, Wei82]. Innovations [PS10]. Input [BZ03, Bro77, BPS80, CYZ99, DH82, Dsh85, Fal84b, FS09a, GRW10, JS80, KP84, LW11, MW78, MSS95, Nat75, Ott87b, Rol81, Sch74a, Tak75c, Zwa00, BPS15]. Input-Output [JS80]. Inputs [BRT82, Cam88, Le 78, MB00, Miy83, Tur74, Wil98, Wri92]. Inscribed [BFV10]. Insensitive [BS81, BB10, Jan84, MSS95, Sch86a]. Insensitivity [Ano80e, Bur81, Hen83, Miy93, RH89, Sch87a, Sch78b, Sto78, Tay89, Whi86]. Insight [JK85]. Inspection [AH87, LY94]. Inspired [HMV06]. Instantaneous [CM00, CZLR04]. Insurance [Bor09, ES94, PM08]. Integer [DLO06, McD78, SVW83]. Integer-Valued [DLO06, McD78, SVW83]. Integrals [Mel87]. Integral [Amb77a, Amb77b, Ber80, BNR87, De 76, DS76a, Duf01, GNRS89, GKW96, Le 74, Leh02, Mil75, Miil97a, Neu86b, NZ77, Rat96b, Rob74b, Sch03c, TF08, Wei98, Ano09e]. Interconnected [PT94]. Interdependence [Ch75]. Interdependences [WN99]. Interdependent [Nat80]. Interest
Length-Related [Gau02]. Lengths [DM03, HR04, SS95a, Sad95, VGS10].
Lept [HK93]. Letter [CC05, KO87, CM09]. Level
[AA86, BH04a, BL08b, Coh77a, DSSW11, DTV84, Eth93, HP82, Imh86,
JLW05b, LN92, Lin78, Lin79, Rej82, SÖ11, WA82]. Level-Crossing
[BH04a, LN92]. Level-Dependent [DSSW11]. Levels [Hau78, TV78].
Leverage [BV13a]. Lévy
[Aaz13, Beh11, BBR09, Cov09, DL11, Dia13, Die06, EK12, EY14, Fas05,
FL09, GP15, GAH03, GP80a, GM11, Har77, HPJ08, HW09a, KS09, Kar76,
KR02, Lac04, MS11b, PM08, Rog90, Sch07, Sur08, Woe07, ZY01, BB07b].
Lévy-Based [HPJ08]. Lévy-Driven [Fas05]. Lévy-Type [Woe07].
Libraries [Die82a]. Lie [PS94a]. Liénard [Nar91b]. Lieshout [BV97]. Life
[AA88a]. Lifecycle [Kas78]. Lifelengths [LM90]. Lifetime
[Arj80, Bue88, DR03, Fil72, Fil74, Ghu87, Per85b]. Lifetimes
[Ano83e, BS99, ENS03, Rub81, NSB13]. Light
[BB93a, BN12, BZ03, DR92, Igl71, LZ05b, Wan97]. Light-Tailed
[BN12, BZ03, LZ05b]. Lightbulb [GZ11]. Like [FS09a, Har84, KF90].
Likelihood [Ano03e, BA81, DP84, Fei76b, Gla93b, GL95, HW09b, Kei74a,
PS09, PS11, Ran77, Ros81, VV01, Van06]. Likelihood-Based [HW09b].
Likelihoods [CT76]. Lilypond [CV04, DL05]. Limit
[AMS07, AMS09, AK95, AD94, ANR02, AT80, AK78, Asm82, AN78a,
AK98a, AK98b, Bac00, Bae80, BD73, Bar74a, BP79, Ber77, Ber87, Bin73a,
Buh4, Bro95b, Chuy95, CQ01, CP90, CH80, Coh88, Cre79, DMR88, Din94,
DM00, Ell86, Fas14, FP12, Gly82, GW91, GLS05, Gut74, HR89, Här81,
HM96, HM99, HSS05, Hey74a, Hey79, Hol76b, HR05b, Igl71, Igl75, IPv05,
Iva89, JK11, Jir13, KD92, KS83b, KW87, KK90, Kk92, Ks72a, Ks72b,
Kes95, Kha80, KR02, KS12, KT92, Lala84, Lee99b, Len74, Lin74b, Mae79,
McD78, Mej77, Mij78, MY01b, Mol93, Myl02, Nak79, Nor75, Num76, Oso10,
PTW10, Pak71b, Pak79, Pak92, Pak98, Pak10, PSS06, Pap87, Pap88, PW10,
PR99, PT85b, Qi08, RS95, Rah07, RN70, Ric11, Rog92, Rog94]. Limit
[Rooy8, Rud98, SU79, Sch02, ST10, Sco73, Ser75, Shi80, Sil76, ST08, Sma76,
Smi83, Sta78a, Sta78b, SGW96, Sys80, ST94, TV75, Tol88, VJ08, VS08,
Voi90, VML80, WH08, Whi82a, Wuo80, YZB03, ZK89, AS14, HS13, LPST14,
Par98, RFZ14]. Limited [HK88, Min80, Pic98, Pol75]. limited [Par98].
Limiting [Alb83, An92e, BC88a, De 83b, Eth93, KNVP97, KP12, Pak93,
Pit86, Sch76a, Sta78b]. Limits [Bal75, Cro10, DW06, FLZ12, JP00a, MP10,
NW03, S95a, Sad95, SKF80, Sch05, TH90, VGS10, PY13]. Lindelöf [Ros78].
Lindley [BB90, KS83a]. Line [AK08, BGPS87, CB95, Cal03c, Cow13, DN78,
FI74, HR89, Ken74, Kid01, Kus94]. Lineage [Gri06]. linéaires [FG81].
Linear
[Ahm80b, BR87, BDM85, BH04a, BK80, BD93, CY00, CS99, DS03, DDH78,
DH76, FR97, Fin69, GO73, Hal85a, Han79, HK84, Hor03, Hua97, Hut80, Kas80,
Kes76, KRS07, Kili80, Lala84, Le 78, Led04, LP96, LRS10, LL98, MW93, PL96,
Q50, Ros75, Sel96, Sie76, ST04, Tjo90, Wah76, Wli81b, ZG88, FG81, Jir13].
Linear/Quadratic/Gaussian [Whi81b]. lines [Par98]. Linguistic [Gan75].
Link [GI10]. Linkage [AH78, Don81, Hil74, Hil76b, HA79, Stu78, TS99].
Linked [Ave79, HH81, Hil81, Hol78, Wat82]. Linking [Cow07]. Linnik [Gyi75].
Lists [MY80]. Littlewood [McK89]. Litvin [Jof77]. Living [DMR13, Ton82]. LLN [Mas00].
Load [AR06, Bro05, HP82, Mal90, Sni83, Tie82]. Load-Increasing [Bro05].
Load-Sharing [Smi83]. Loaded [AMNW11, HK89b]. Loading [Maj07, Mal00].
Loads [GJ80, Tay79]. Local [Adl89, BMZ14, BJML07, CC09, DLS04, DS07, Fri77, Hal98, Han07, HI08, HP82, KSS08, Mae79, McD78, McG82, MP03, Sva14, Tie82, Woz94, BZ14, TK13]. Local-Time [KSS08]. Localization [AK05, AK05]. Locally [FLS10, Hor02, KM00, Mas84a, Tau74]. Locally-Interacting [Hor02].
Locating [Le01, Sau78]. Location [HJVN03, HS82, MY99, Wor01].
Location-Dependent [HJVN03]. Locations [CQ01, CL00, Lim97]. Locally [AV79, BS12b, FFT75, Fie80, HH81, Hol78]. Locus [Bob04, CR78, EG90, Fie76b, GJS08, HH81, Hin94a, May78, Str75, DAG95]. Loeve [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Log-concave [Bac00]. Logistic [Nor82]. Log-Normal [Duf04]. Logarithm [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Logconcave [Bac00].
Logistic [Nor82]. Lognormal [Duf04]. Log [Duf04, Agr95]. Log-Normal [Duf04]. Logarithm [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Logconcave [Bac00].
Local-Dependent [HJVN03]. Location-Dependent [HJVN03]. Locations [CQ01, CL00, Lim97]. Loci [Ave79, BS12b, FFT75, Fie80, HH81, Hol78]. Locus [Bob04, CR78, EG90, Fie76b, GJS08, HH81, Hin94a, May78, Str75, DAG95]. Loeve [Mei77]. Log [Duf04, Agr95]. Log-Normal [Duf04]. Logarithm [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Logconcave [Bac00]. Logistic [Nor82]. Lognormal [Duf04]. Log [Duf04, Agr95]. Log-Normal [Duf04]. Logarithm [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Logconcave [Bac00].
Local-Dependent [HJVN03]. Location-Dependent [HJVN03]. Locations [CQ01, CL00, Lim97]. Loci [Ave79, BS12b, FFT75, Fie80, HH81, Hol78]. Locus [Bob04, CR78, EG90, Fie76b, GJS08, HH81, Hin94a, May78, Str75, DAG95]. Loeve [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Log-concave [Bac00]. Logistic [Nor82]. Lognormal [Duf04]. Log [Duf04, Agr95]. Log-Normal [Duf04]. Logarithm [Hey79, Kue75, Ver75]. Logarithmic [DRS11, Sad95]. Logconcave [Bac00].
HP96, JS83, KS83b, LZ95, MA95a, Neu76a, Neu77b, Ott77a, Ott77b, Ros73, Ros76a, Sch84, Sch90, TH90, TV10, TV78, Van78b. M/G/1 [Fal84b]. M/G/2 [Hok79]. M/G/c [TVF81]. M/G/k [FS89a]. M/Gi [BB10]. M/K [Hok80]. M/M [GS95, KS93, SK08]. M/M/1 [AW88, Ali90, AFGR06, Par87, SG92, Sys88]. M/M/1/N [Cha92b]. M/M/N [Cho93]. M/M/s [KS04b]. MA [GPD00]. Mabinogion [Cha96]. Machine [DG01, GF87, GW92, LBZ98, MGW96, Bré75]. Machines [Wei95b]. Maclaurin [Cha96]. Macromolecules [Sch82b]. Macroscopic [Hai85a]. Made [Ott76]. Maintained [Nat80]. Maintaining [Bar77]. Maintenance [AIS79, CD79, Ger84b, GV76, Mi94, RG89b]. Majority [BS03a]. Majorization [Cha92a, LS93, Sha87, STC94]. Makers [Sza93]. Makespan [PR82]. Makespans [CFGW87]. Malaria [Die71, Pic98]. Malliavin [AE08]. Mammalian [Ben75b]. Management [Al99, Bro99, DE12, FX00, LY15a]. Manifold [Bad77b, PR00]. Manifolds [HZ06, Mar77]. Many [Ano06e, ACDHT05, DR92, De 73a, De 73c, De 73b, De 74, De 75, De 77, Eth90b, ES04, MB00, MZ04, MT06b, Po94, WH80, DNV15, HNL13, JV15, PY13]. Many-Server [DR92, De 76, WH80, DNV15, JV15, PY13]. Many-Sources [ES04]. Map [ZY11]. Mapping [Stu78]. Mappings [DEP91, HJ08]. Maps [BH00, BP99, LL98, TC92]. marches [Gal84]. Marginal [Ben98, McK86]. Marked [AGS1, BKS12a, He96, KS09, Kon77, MM98, SKB13]. Market [BWY10, BH98, FX00]. Markets [Har80, Plat02, Pri99, TW87a, BV13a, BV13b]. Markov [AWZ93, AE95, Alm80a, AANQ04, AK95, AK79, AHO96, Ano93g, Ano98f, Ano04f, Arj72a, Arj72b, AS73, AB94, AK00, AN78a, AN78b, Ath79, AK98a, AK98b, AL99, BTZ00, BVM96, BS88, Bal90, BMY91, BM94, BD97, Bal97, BMTY97, Bar74a, Bar76b, Bar80, BS81, BNJ00, BE88, Bat73a, Bat73b, Bat73c, Bat76b, Bat87, BOR02, Ber87, BR86, BL88, BC87, Big87, Bob04, BF92, BNO0, BL08b, BG93, BC01, BDD12, BC04, Can74b, Can75b, Cao95, Cao98, Cha89, CF01, CFP05, CB99, CB00, CIN69, CN74, CN75, CN78, Cohn76, Coh77d, Coh79, Coh81, CP88, Cra74a, Cra74b, Cse92, DS93, Daw75, DFT77a, DFT77b, DNPR01, Die82b, DHP12, DP13, DP15, Eco05, EF80, EF15, EN80, EN88, FKM82, FT78, FS79, FLZ12, FS82, Fro13]. Markov [FJ09, Fuh97, FL01, Fuh07, FP12, GHT96, GHT97, GT12, GTY70, Ger94, Ger95, Gho98, GL79, Gly82, GT08, Gre89a, GGV89, GP02, GHL07, GY10, GVZ13, GH75, Gy76, Häg00, HS94, HV84, HH03, Hen83, HPPT92, HL14, Hop85, HS76, HV83, HS92, Hor02, Hüb78, HM11, Hun69, Hun83a, Hun83b, Hun84, Hun85, JLV05a, JLV05b, Jac05, Jac80b, JHC92a, JHC92b, JNH98, KAI78, KAS1, Kap73, KD85, KD92, Kei74b, KS93, Ken78a, KMW96, Kes76, Kes95, Kin73, KM80, Kom96, KM95, Lam93, LT01, Led04, LL97, Leh02, Let82, Lev77, LZ05a, LZ05b, LS13, Man74, Man88, MY01a, MS87, Mas15, Mat72, McD85, McG82, MSS95, Möh98b, MW98, Mor73, NM79, NP93, Neu70, Neu76b, Neu78, Neu86c, NS77, Num76, Oka79, Ott74, Ott75, PT81, Pak89a, Pak93].
Markov [Pak95, Pak10, PH99, Pea89, Per97, Pes75, Pic80, Pic85b, Pit77b, Pol94, Pol86, Pol87, PR90, PS94b, PC96, PZ86, Pre73, RSZM02, RL10, Rav83, RN70, Res72, RZ13, Ris91, Rob76b, Rol78, Roo88, RS07, Roz78, Roz80, Rud73, Rud74, Sch71, Sch76a, Sch78b, Sch05, SF79, Sen80, Sen89b, Sen97, SP73, Ser89, Ser05, Sha80, SD98, Sim80, SS77, SE91, Sys75, Sys77, Sys79, Sze76, Tak75c, Tav76, Tav78, TV10, Teu73, Tho81b, Tjo90, Tod76, Tol88, TS99, TT79a, TT79b, TT9c, TT94, Tve76, Tve77, Tve82, VY94, VP88, Van88a, Van90, VV77, Van78d, VV06, Wes76, Whi83, Wij78, Wil85, WD90, YS79, YA00, Yca84, YS94, YZ02, YZB03, ZL09].

Markov-Dependent [FJ09, KD92]. Markov-Modulated [AB94, KM95, SE91]. Markovian [AAR08, BPSZ06, BPS80, BP82, CR04, CPR01, Coh77b, Coh77c, CC99b, DS95, DGR02, FE98, Hiib80, JKS07, LT01, LC08, LMS00, Mal90, Mel79b, MT92, MT93a, MT93b, Mol78, Nak96, Neu77c, PS01, PL99, Pru78, Sma76, SW80, Tur74]. Markoviens [Mat72]. Marks [RPS01]. Marriages [Haj76].


Mating [HA79, SV75, Sta80, Vet78, Wil79]. Matrices [FVK08, Ken78a, Kho01, Mai97, Ott74, Ott75, SB09, ZLB98]. Matrix [AL99, Dag75a, Dag75b, DSSW11, Fae09, FM88, GT08, HZ07, KS93, Neu78, Pes75, Sen89b, Smi76, Wil80a, YS94]. Matrix-Analytic [DSSW11, GT08]. Matrix-Exponential [Sen89b]. Matrix-Geometric [Neu78].

Matter [Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano69c, Ano69d, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70c, Ano70d, Ano71a, Ano71b, Ano71c, Ano71d, Ano72a, Ano72b, Ano72c, Ano72d, Ano72e, Ano72f, Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano73d, Ano73e, Ano73f, Ano74a, Ano74b, Ano74c, Ano74d, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano74g, Ano74h, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano76d, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano76i, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77f, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78c, Ano78d, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano78g, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano79h, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano80d, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano80i, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano81g, Ano81h].

Matter [Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano83a, Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano83d, Ano83g, Ano83h, Ano83i, Ano83j, Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano84h, Ano84i, Ano85a, Ano85b,
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HJK05, Kid02, KJ03, Kid08, KM96, KM99, KM10a, Li92, MS80b, Pri99, Sta78b, VJ05, W0l80a. Measure-Branching [Eth93]. Measure-Valued [EG90]. Measured [Sen88]. Measurements [HLW03]. Measures [Ano77e, Ano93g, ACF09, BKZ95, BS07, BR76, BHJ11, BS78, BY09, Bri99, EK12, FV95, Gra77, Gri77, HM96, HM99, KL79, Kar76, MY80, MS76, NP93, Pol83, Pit77b, Pol91, Rat96b, Rat98, Roy07, Sch01, Urb77, YZB03, Zäh96, BMM13]. Measuring [AIL04, Coh85, KL83]. Mechanical [Orn77]. Mechanics [Cor78, KR97]. Mecke [Jen03]. Melamed [Ano79f]. Membrane [MRV02]. Memory [Gal11, KS12, LS03, Sur08, WHZ10, FPZ13, GS14]. Mendelian [Odo80]. Merge [Cra97]. Merge-Sort’ [Cra97]. Message [LA02]. Metapopulation [Arr03]. Metapopulations [MP10]. Metastatic [Bar85b]. Method [Ano98e, AR92, Bar76a, BH89a, Baz74, BS06, BM96, Bra98, CSY98, CP88, DLU12, DFT77a, DFT77b, FP96, Lan82, LW92, Rai07, Sys74, Tru97, Wei71, Br75, Ros13]. méthode [Bré75]. Methodology [Bri76]. Methods [Ben74, Ben75a, BT08, BDD12, Dai08, De 77, Ger84a, GT08, Gre75, Hey75, HS90, HIS76, IS83, JS83, Ken88b, MM98, Mes71, MT90, Mit87, Nag71, Ott87a, Pes75, Ravn83, Sch06a, Sch07, Tak75a, Tak75b, Tan96, WDH98, MT13]. Metric [Deh98, Pol79, SX08]. Metrics [HR00, Mül97a, RR95]. Metropolis [JY04, JRR14]. MGF [PM08]. Microorganisms [KR71b]. Microtubule [HM10]. Migrating [JP98]. Migration [Aks75, Dav70, Dur75, Gor01, Hel75, HKH76, Hös11, Ser05]. Mine [CL00]. Minima [AG81, Gre75]. Minimal [Ave83, Bac00, BL06, BF05, Fin92, GH80, HNS13, Lee99b, Nij74, Fen98, FW04, FW06, Pri99]. Minimax [BL06]. Minimize [RX91]. Minimizing [ASC96, CFGW87, KSC09, PR82]. Minimum [AR97b, Jan86]. Minkowski [Mas79]. Mises [Ken77c]. Missing [DR81]. Mixed [Alb83, Fas05, JL77, Mec96, Mec98a, MS11b, Rat96b, SÖ11, SK73, Wei01]. Mixed-Level [SÖ11]. Mixing [AP98, LR11, McL75, Pel83, Roy07, VPCG10, ABL15]. Mixture [BZ03, FE06, NSB13]. Mixtures [BLL12, J7L9, SS77, Wil90]. Mobile [BTZ00, FVK08, MY11]. Mode [BD75, Edl78, Gri92, Hol76b]. Model [Aas82, AW79, AP05, AAR08, ACDP12, ACV80, AT80, Arr03, ABS00, AD78, Ave83, BB01, Bal78, BBSW09, BC93, BB07a, BS12a, BB90, BSO1, BND81, BB07b, BR93, Bat76a, Ber78b, BRS99, B Slo8, Bob08, BGR06, Bov98, Box79a, Box79b, BPSZ06, Bro85, CMP09, Can79, Car78, CR11, CY00, CV04, CR78, DSS99, DLO5, DRJ11, Dav70, DH91, DFT77a, Dei03, DH04, DK12, Dom07, DLS94, DLO06, Dyn78, ENPS78, ES94, EK81, Eth90a, Eth90b, EG90, EX11, FH02, FRW12, FS79, GG12a, Gal79b, Gar80, Ger77, Gil02, Gor01, GKP84, Gri79a, Gri79b, Gri80b, Gri82, GS08, Gue93, GG90, Had79, HL85, HJK05, HRTY97, HMV06, HW95, HH81, HJ02, HV83, HM10, Hu103a, JM01, Kap73, Ke177, Kel12, Ken96, Ken98, Ker78, Kes70a]. Model [Kes70b, KD08, Kl89, Lan05, Lan96, LL81, Lew75, LTW10, LR12, Lip75, Liu90, LA02, Man07, MPP07, Ma90, MGW96, Mar80, MT11, MP03, Mit88,
MS94, Mol95a, Näs96, Nat75, Neu77a, Nor82, Pai01, PT85a, Pak92, PS90a, Pen91, PL89, Pfe85b, Pfe91, Pic98, PP07, Pru78, PT85b, Qia90, QT97, Rob74a, Ros74b, SK96, Sat78, SKF80, Sch82b, Sch76b, SP73, SS84b, Shi79, Sma76, Ste84, Ste76b, Str75, Sud99, Sur08, Sur79, Tol88, VS87, Van78b, VV06, Wal81a, Wat79a, Wat79b, WWY12, Wen89, Whi91, Wli88, Woo80, Yeh90, ZYY11, ABL15, AG13, BDLP14, BV13b, BGM13, EL14, Fox14, Fri87, Lan13b, MS14, RFZ14]. **Model-Based** [HJ02, MGW96]. **modele** [Fri87].

**Modeling** [BP83, BGR06, Ebr93, KK03, BV13a, BJ77, Cor14].

**Models** [AE95, ABB80, AANQ04, AK79, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano94e, Ano03e, ADW75, ACS93, Arn80, AR92, Bal86, BD78, BD97, Bal97, Bal95, BFM84, B¨au02, BBD99, Bha86, BR76, BKS12b, BC76, BM03, BLS88, Bro80, BN92, Can74b, Can74c, Can75a, Can75b, Can76, Cha96, CS97, CPR01, CQ01, CLW95, CLI07, CLI11, CL00, DR06, DR08, DG04b, DDH78, DP84, DL11, Die71, Dow74, DS76a, Dro86, DR03, DH76, Elv71, Fad77, Fad79, FKM82, FZ85, Fel76a, Fel75, FL09, Fin80, Han75, Gar71, GW78, Gat85b, GL09, GJL84, GAH03, Gla93c, GK896, GL85, Gra82, Gri75b, Gut90, HK90, Hal86, HK84, HM96, HM99, HKM84, Hua97, HLW02, JML92, JP00b, KP90, KS93, KW03a, Kes72a, Kes72b, Kid96, Kin79, Koc90].

**Moderate** [CYZ99, SH89]. **Moderate-** [SH89]. **Modification** [BO93, Cha76]. **Modifications** [Pic00]. **Modified** [KS83a, Phi78]. **Modular** [Maz89]. **Modulated** [AB94, BS03b, KS93, KD08, KM95, Sha97, SE91].

**Modulated-Poisson** [BS03b]. **Modules** [Gas12]. **Molecular** [AAR08, DR85a]. **Molecules** [Reh80]. **Moment** [BK99, Lep76a, Neu76b, PM08]. **Moments** [BB10, Coh77c, CWW09, Fuh07, HR04, Hun99, II98, Jan86, Kar90, KP86, Kem87, KS74b, KM96, KM99, KP94, KPST14, Mec98b, MW96a, MM83, Pia06, Pic00]. **Monotone** [Ano91e, Bal75, Bar85a, Ben91, Bue88, FN85, Gás12, Gal79b, GHK13, KM14c, LS93, Nat86, Nat89, PS90b, SR00, BZ14, LY15a, Mas15].

**Monotonicity** [CCP91, Coh88, Gla93b, Kij92, LS98b, LMX05, Van80, Fox14]. **Monte** [BCJW14, BT08, CR08, Dai11, GR08, Gla93b, MT09, PH99, PS75, PS94a]. **Moran** [AD78, BS83, FX13, HL85, KEI77]. **Mosaic** [CT94, Hal85b, Hal85a]. **Mosaics** [HS11]. **Most** [Möh40, O'C95]. **Mosteller** [Fin80]. **Motility**
[ABB+80]. **Motion**
[AW87a, AW87b, Bar81, Bat70, Bat76a, BK05, Cau74, Cau76, CK85, DMY93, Dufo1, FS09a, GRW10, Imh86, KMP06, LW11, LOS03, MPS98, Mer79, Ott76, Pit74, Pit75, Sal88, Sch03c, Sch06b, ST04, Taq75, VJV10, Yor92, Yuh82, Ry14].

**Motions** [Adl79, CCH00, De10, Di01, Gem80, Jac74a, Lac04, LO04, MY03, Max77, Ors90, OD07, Pie78, SW13]. **Motivated** [BO93, DR85b].

**Movement** [HW95]. **Movements** [CM00, YM98]. **Moving** [Bad77b, BLS88, Cha99a, Hal86, JL77, McK86, MS11b, Sal88, Sto80, Wal74].

**Moving-Average** [Hal86, McK86]. **Moyen** [Pia01]. **Multi** [AG95, ARM99, AK00, CLW95, FFH86, Gla83, Gri79b, Kes76, Kos76, Sat78, SRTM97, SK73, Son79a, Son79b, Van73a, JS14]. **Multi-Access** [FFH86].

**Multi-Allele** [Gri79b]. **Multi-Allelic** [Sat78]. **Multi-Armed** [Agr95, Gla83].

**Multi-Class** [CLW95]. **Multi-Dimensional** [ARM99]. **Multi-Dimensional** [Kos76]. **Multi-Entry** [Kos76]. **Multi-Entry** [CLW95, SRTM97].

**Multi-Resolution** [ARM99]. **Multi-Server** [SK73, Son79a, Son79b]. **Multi-Terminal** [Van73a]. **Multicasting** [RSZM02]. **Multichain** [SF79]. **Multichannel** [BGPS87, Fal84a, Szc93]. **Multicasting** [FFH86].

**Multiclass** [Ano04e, Fal88, PR00, Rei88]. **multicolor** [ZHCC14]. **Multicompartment** [Tol88]. **Multicomponent** [SM78, Sz76].

**Multidimensional** [DMR13, FL01, GS77a, HS85, KS75, Lin80, Sev71, WC90, BPS15, GVW15]. **Multidirectional** [Roz80]. **Multifractal** [BHJ11, KM10a, MNR02]. **Multifractality** [ALS08]. **Multifractional** [Lac04, ST04]. **Multigene** [Wat92]. **Multilevel** [DH91, Wu93]. **multilinear** [AS13]. **Multilocus** [Hol81, KL79]. **Multimode** [KNT87]. **Multinomial** [SR76, ZL09].

**Multinormal** [FFG07]. **Multiparameter** [Kur78, Smy76]. **Multiphase** [Mac75b]. **Multiple** [ARW11, Be85, BS06, BV90, BV91, CH76, De80, Fie80, IW70a, IW70b, Imh08, MM83, MM85, Tho75, Whi96].

**Multiple** [ARW11, De80]. **Multiple-Trial** [Imh08, Whi96]. **Multiplexing** [JL99]. **Multiplication** [Hol78]. **Multiplicative** [Bar01, DGR02, Lev78]. **Multiplicative-Decrease** [DGR02]. **Multipurpose** [Has76]. **Multirate** [GLM93]. **Multiresolution** [KW03a]. **Multiscaling** [ACDP12, Way96].

**Multiserver** [Dsh85, GHT88, GM08, KRW09, PT94, SS95a, Sad95]. **Multistage** [KF90]. **Multistate** [Ano83f, Bue88, FJ09, FN85, Gás12, Iye88, Nat82, Nat86, NSH86, Nat89]. **Multitrees** [Buk01]. **Multitype** [AD94, And99, AK78, BC93, BL01, Big76, BK04, BS05, Can76, GB03, GLM90, Iva89, JM86, KM80, Li92, LW96, Pim07, Pol74, Qui72, Ry14, SS09, Tan11, Ale13]. **Multitype-Branching** [LMW96]. **Multivariable** [Pri77]. **Multivariate** [BNPS01, BS99, BG08, Ber78d, Ber78e, Ben83, BS05, EK12, Ger77, Ghu87, HK84, Hua82, HL02, KR81b, Kei74b, Lat97, MD79, MS11b, OMS06, Pri77, RR90b, Ros76b, SL80, SS87, Shu84, Tak88, BV13b, LT14]. **Mutant** [CW75, Hi76b, Wat82]. **Mutants** [Pak92]. **Mutation**
N [Cha92b, Agr95, Cha02b, Cho93, KW90b, PR00, Ram80]. N/G/1 [Ram80]. Nash [Bro05, Lin15]. Natural [AFN74, BLL12, Edw74, KL79, LC76, Rob76a, Vet80]. Nature [GVM+03]. Navier [MT13]. Navigation [BM11]. NBU [MS80a, RA98]. NEAR [LL81, BPS05, Lj04, Pak00, Tru97, Kot87, Qui72, SS15, WA82]. Near-Critical [Lj04, SS15]. Near-Maxima [Pak00]. Near-Record [BPS05]. Nearest [BB80, BBSW09, BBD99, CM03, Col74, DL05, FRW12, GI10, Hen87, NRT83, NR85, Sha09, Van94, Wad07]. Nearest-Neighbor [GI10, Sha09]. Nearest-Neighbor-Type [Wad07]. Nearly [KM95, OC10]. Necessary [Kam87, WCK96]. Negative [Bai90, CS99, Har77, HP96, Imh86, Ken78a, McK66, MW66a, SM87, Tuc71, Ver79, Vet78, Wac09, YZ01, EY14, Ros13]. Negative-Binomial [McK66]. Neighbor [GI10, Sch86b, Sha09]. Neighbors [NRT83, NR85]. Neighbour [BBSW05, BBSW09, BBD99, Col74, DL05, Hen87, Van94, Wad07]. Neighbourhood [Chi94]. Neighbours [CX04, CM03, FRW12]. Nerve [AS95]. Nested [ABH80, LS98c, STW84]. Network [BST09, BS12a, DR06, DR08, ES04, FK89, GC02, Hoo78, HS92, Hun95, KF90, LW11, MT97, Mor94, SW11, SRTM97, TM98, TE96, TW83, VK78, FR14, MS14, PY13]. Networks [AK08, AK95, Ano80e, BTZ00, BBW09, BBSW10, BW89, Bar76a, BN94, Biut02, BGZ95, BM77, BVH10, BM98, BV90, BV91, Bra78, BP82, Cao87, Cao89, Cao90, CM00, Dad82, Dad84, DS95, DAI11, DGP10, DMM12, FE98, Fri82, GX70, Har84, HT92, HNT94, HK89b, Hun89, Hun95, IW70b, Ig80, IS83, Jan84, KKS890, Ke76, KP83b, Ke86, Ke88, KSO4b, Kg89, KW90b, LY88, Law92, LT00, LRS10, LT94, Lom72, Mal93, MK01, Mas84b, MS01a, Mel79a, Mit87, MW96b, Pal93, Pal94, PW10, PBMO0, RSMZ02, RT90, Sc78a, Ser89, Sto78, TX10, Tœr78, TW84a, VT94, VW80, WS87, YM98, Zac91, Zha97, ZK89, BR13, CL14, EW14, LS15]. Neuro [Fri82, Wals81a]. Neuro-Anatomy [WDH98]. Neuro-Anatomy [WDH98]. Neuron [Fie75, Kry76, PTW10, Whi91]. Neutral [BF05, EK81, Eth90b, EG90, Gri79a, Hii74, Hii76b, Ke77, Ric11, Wat74]. Neveu [Hui03a]. Nevzorov [Pfe91]. Newell [Dad82, Dad84]. Newman [ABL15]. Nikodym [Tod76, Tod77]. Niu [Gre87]. No [Ano89e, Har77, IL73, Tam13]. no-information [Tam13]. Node [BGPS87, FK89, HK92]. Nodes [PBMO0, SS92]. Noise [AAMRM05, Beh11, BY09, Bri99, HK90, KHT01, HSV85, HSM87, HT89, IJ02, KD85, Kon89b, Lan87, Lin72, Mar75, Mlo03, MT05, ORs84, RPS01, Ric77, WCK96, Wei76, CF14]. Noises [BM02, KS09]. Noisy [Wah76]. Non [AW87b, AH97, AS99, BH00, BD73, BD93, CQ01, Coh76, Coh77d, Coh81, DSS99, Dav79, DMC00, FE98, FMP92, Fin69, GHT88, GHT97, Ger80,
non-Bandlimitedness [Wis80]. Non-Decreasing [BD73]. Non-Ergodic [Dav79, Lin78]. Non-Euclidean [OD07]. Non-Expansive [BH00]. non-Gaussian [BV13b]. Non-Homogeneous [Coh76, Coh77d, Coh81, HRY93, Jir76, Van74, Woo74]. Non-Identical [RX91]. Non-Lévy [BB07b]. Non-Markovian [FE98, Pru78, Sma76, Tur74]. Non-Multinomial [SR76]. Non-Negative [Ken78a, MW96a, Ver79]. Non-Optimal [Hüb78]. Non-Overlapping [DS99]. Non-Parametric [DMC00, Kid01, Mas83, Par77]. Non-Poisson [CQ01, Had74]. Non-Prewittive [GHT88]. Non-Random [Gri77]. Non-Renewal [LMHN90, Neu87]. Non-Stationary [Hof07a, Lef07, Rao06, Sch03a]. Normal [Ahm81, BX01, Cek03]. Normalising [BCJW14]. Normality [GLS11, Mas84a, PS11]. Normalised [ACPP12, EW14, FL09, HV01]. Normally [Pen98]. Normally [Bal77]. Norms [Wes76]. Note [Alb83, Bad77a, BN94, Bar78c, Beu83, Big87, Bue88, Cha89, CV04, Dan71, Fri87, Gre89a, Har84, HJ02, Hop85, Hor88, Hüs89, KP86, Ken88b, Li92, Lit74, Liu90, Mec89, MSV01, MS76, Mor69, Pel83, Pfe83, Qia90, Sek06, Sha03, Sig91, TH90, TC92, TW83, TW84a, WG91, Yeh88, Fri87]. Notes [Fin92]. Notion [Adl76, Adl77]. Notions [BS99]. Nucleation [Mel87, Mel95b]. Nucleation-Growth [Mel87]. Nucleotide [Wat82]. Number [Ali90, BPS05, BR88, BS12b, BL88, Bin80, But94a, But94b, Cal03b, CS06, ENM89, FM09, Gar99, GP79, GLS01, GLS05, GLS11, GRI82, Hol76a, Hol11, IM08, Ilt98, KP86, KAT90, KEN87, KP94, MAS00, MS87, MS01a, MIL69, MIN05, MöH06, MOY72, MYI02, Pak00, Pen02, PET84, PIT77a, RAT04, RS07, ROS73, RUK02, SON79a, WAT92, WAU81, WEI95a, FN13, JS15, NA14].
Number-Theoretic [Bin80]. Numbers [Haj76, Pak92, Roo93, Son79b, Wad07, HI79]. Numerical [AD78, BDD12, Bra78, De 77, Mer06, Sak04, SK85].

O [Agr95]. Obituary [Jeu00]. Object [HCD94, RS98, Van94]. Objects [Cow89b, FLS+80, Ken95, Tan96]. Observable [Ger84b, LM03, LM04]. Observation [Pet82]. Observations [BP90, CC12, CY99, DR81, JP98, LM04, MT06a, Pet84, Pet82, Wei78, Zir01].

Observed [Kar80, KP11, Rud74]. Obtaining [Eng84]. Occasion [DKMJ10]. Occclusion [BGR06]. Occupancy [JH92a, Lat77, RS09, Nak14].


ON-Periods [Ste02]. ON/OFF [Ste02]. On/Off [DS00]. One [AFH09, BFP98, BP94, Box83, BGPS87, BP99, CC09, Cov09, Duf77, GNR90, Hal85b, Hel75, HS10, HH81, Hin94a, KW87, Mer06, Mer79, Per85a, Pit74, Pit75, Sch74a, Sta92, TC92, Ahl15, FPZ13, Zha15, BF80a, Whi80b]. One-[Mer06]. One-Dimensional [AFH09, BFP98, BP94, BP99, CC09, Cov09, Duf77, GNR90, Hal85b, HS10, KW87, Per85a, Pit74, Pit75, TC92, Ahl15, FPZ13, Zha15]. One-Locus [Hin94a]. One-Node [BGPS87]. One-Sided [Sta92]. online [AS14]. Only [SM78]. Onset [Sim81]. Open [HS92, LY88, Mas84b, MM83, PR82, SY97].

Openings [BD97, Bal97]. Operating [CFW09, NPOTC00]. Operational [AW96]. Operator [Ahm80b, BW90a, Tew82, Wah76]. Operator-Geometric [Tew82]. Operator-Valued [Ahm80b]. Operators [APP99, Cli11, Moy72, Tjo76a]. Ophthalmic [SD98]. Optimal [Ab74, AT75, ADZ99, ADZ04, AM01, AS14, ABS00, AGSC04, Ave83, BBHM11, BBSS07, BDM85, BB07b, BGRSC10, BSC11, Bat70, Bat73a, Bat73b, Bat73c, Bat76b, Bäu02, Ben74, BK80, Ber78b, BR86, BWY10, BG93, Cam84, CL87, CG08, Che98, Chi80, CFW87, Coh77a, DSV87, DE12, DS73, Deb76, Dos78, DW02, Dur75, ENS93, EX11, Fad74, FR11, Far76, FZ85, FS89b, FWS1, Gal79b, GV98, Gat85b, Ger84b, GRW10, GP97, Git69, Gla83, God85, Gro78, HRY93, HS10, HV83, HK92, Hüb78, IS06, JM01, JS83, KP10, KK90, KK92, Ker78, Ker86, LY88, LYA07, MS01b, MS04, Mor73, MW74, NG77, OSZ11, PT94, Pau07, RG99b, Sch99a, Sek06, Sen7, Ser81, SS92, SZ90, Sti78, Sto80, Tan13, Tho82, Tie83, Van73b, VT94, WS87, WWY12, Wei95b].

Optimal [Wie77, Yeh88, YE14, EL14, GP15, Le88, PS83, RW14, PS83]. optimale [Le88]. Optimality [FOF06, FT78, FS91, GY10, HK93, Käm87, KS78, Lee99a, Rob92, SSS04, Str78]. Optimisation [CM98]. Optimization [Bal78, Gat85a, Kei88, Ken88b, LH07, Lan82, PK96, Yin00]. Optimum [Rob74a]. Option [AE08, BB07b, Sch06b, Won08, EP15]. Optional [Sha80].
Options [BB07b, Bro99, CJPY97, DL11, Pri99, BV13b]. Oracle [KPO09].
Order [Ahm81, Als88, BR93, Ben95, BENF92, Bor09, BW97, BR91, DW06, Ell87, Fei78, GL80, GVM+03, Glä91, GM96, Köhl81, LP93, LO04, Mat98, Meij77, Ors90, Pic74b, Pic83, Rei81, RW77, SB98, ST10, SY91, WN94, Yuh82].
Ordered [BV02, Cro10, DJ91, Eth90a, KM00, MY80, SS90, WR76a]. Ordering [AABK86, AK93, BM89, Bar85a, BY99, BR91, BW97, BR91, Ell87, Fei78, GL80, GVM+03, Glä91, GM96, Köhl81, LP93, LO04, Mat98, Meij77, Ors90, Pic74b, Pic83, Rei81, RW77, SB98, ST10, SY91, WN94, Yuh82].
Orders [APP99, BB95, KLS02, Mül97b, RS92]. Ordinary [BV02, Cro10, DJ91, Eth90a, KM00, MY80, SS90, WR76a]. Ordering [AABK86, AK93, BM89, Bar85a, BY99, BR91, BW97, BR91, Ell87, Fei78, GL80, GVM+03, Glä91, GM96, Köhl81, LP93, LO04, Mat98, Meij77, Ors90, Pic74b, Pic83, Rei81, RW77, SB98, ST10, SY91, WN94, Yuh82].
Orderings [Ano93f, Ano94e, DLU12, Koc90, SJ89, TW87b]. Orders [APP99, BB95, KLS02, Mül97b, RS92]. Ordinary [BV02, Cro10, DJ91, Eth90a, KM00, MY80, SS90, WR76a]. Ordering [AABK86, AK93, BM89, Bar85a, BY99, BR91, BW97, BR91, Ell87, Fei78, GL80, GVM+03, Glä91, GM96, Köhl81, LP93, LO04, Mat98, Meij77, Ors90, Pic74b, Pic83, Rei81, RW77, SB98, ST10, SY91, WN94, Yuh82].


KS12, Mij80, NM01, Pel87, SJ89, TV75, Tuc71, Whi86, Yao10, Yin00. Partially [Cre74, Gue93, Had80, KP11, LM03, LM04, Per85a, Rud74].

Particle [CB03, CLM08, CDL99, DLS04, Dur79, Dur80, EC75, FH74, GKP84, Jac74a, Kid98, Li98, Mas95, MW78, Moy72, ON98, Sch01, Sud93, Wei95a, Wei97, Wu93, ZÇ96, FX13]. Particles [Adl89, Hol83, Lep76b, Mer79, PS90a, HTO +15].

Partition [Ala99]. Partitioned [BL01]. Partitions [Las06]. Parts [Tuc71]. Pass [Ano06e, ACDHT05]. Passage [BH04a, BOR02, BVH10, BNR87, Cox80, Dad82, Dad84, Der83, DNPR01, FL01, GNR890, Gut74, Jan86, Kes80, KW03b, Lai84, LL97, Lebl92, McD83, MV96a, Pim07, ST96, Sha84, SW77, SW78, SZ11, Van83, Whi95, Wie77, Yuh82, Ahl15, HNGS15, KK15, Lef88]. Passage-Time [MW96a]. Passengers [BBSS07]. Passing [Lep76b]. past [FZ13]. PASTA [KS90].

Patch [BBZ10, MP10]. Patch-Dependent [MP10]. patches [Lan13a]. Path [Ano85e, AA88b, AB94, DS85, Dan89, DM03, FG00, GP80b, Kal80, Kes80, Sig91, STC94, VGS10, HNGS15]. Paths [Ano92e, BTZ00, BBHM11, Dad82, JKS07, PIt86, BCT13]. Pathwise [SSS04]. Pattern [Bar74b, Bar74c]. Patterns [AK08, BT98, BBB+76, CAK00, Che89a, DMC00, FJ09, God91, GS93, HBG99, MR02, Tan96, VJ99, WD998]. Payments [Pau07]. Payoffs [GHL07, Lin15]. PCR [LJJ04, Pia01]. PDE [Kne00]. Peak [BZ03].


Performing [Mer79]. Period [DT80, Haut78, PR06, Ram84, Ros73, Sat85, Tru75a, WW03, Nea14]. Periodic [Fal89, KM80, Pro76a, Pro76b, Rol87, Woe85, MT13]. Periodicity [Çin74]. Periods [AB94, GG12b, Ros76a, Ste02]. Perishable [KP83a, KP84, Per85b, PS01]. Permanent [MM06]. Permutation [LY15a, Pit96]. permutations [Die82b]. Perpetual [BB07b, Won08]. Perpetuities [GG96, KM14a, PH99]. Persistence [Hai80, Sak15]. Persistent [Gre89b]. Person [And75, Fed78, Fei76a, Phi78, Pon05].

Person-Flow [Fei76a]. Personalized [VL10]. Perspective [Wil88]. Perturbation [AANQ04, AFGR06, BKZ95, Dan71, HV84, KKSS90, Lat88, MH97, R88, Sen88, VP88, Van88a, Wei71]. Perturbed [AG05, AL99, CY05, YZB03]. Petkantschin [Jen96a]. PH [PR00, Sen89b, Tak81, Neu86c, Tak81]. PH/G/1 [Neu86c]. PH/PH/c
[Tak81]. **PHA** [Ano04e]. **Pharmaceutical** [WG91]. **Phase** [Abr79, BFL04, JS83, JW15, Lan05, Lat88, MK01, MSM92, Neu71, Neu76a, NPOTC00, O’C91, Ott87a, Per85a, Rem00, Sar97]. **Phase-Type** [BFL04, Lat88, MSM92, O’C91, Rem00]. **Phases** [KM12, Lan82, Mah10, MT06b]. **Phenomena** [Baz74, BFK92, FR97, Rub78, Shi82, Teo82, Wac09]. **Phenotypic** [DMB11]. **Phragmén** [Ros78]. **Phylogenetic** [FS93]. **Physical** [And79]. **Physics** [Ano83e, Rub81]. **Pick** [BGPS87]. **Pick-up** [BGPS87]. **Piecewise** [AS13, BL08b, BDD12, FLZ12, GT12, LL98, Rof78, Sel96]. **Piecewise-Deterministic** [BL08b, BDD12, FLZ12, GT12]. **Piecewise-multilinear** [AS13]. **Piles** [Die82a]. **Pinned** [CP08]. **Pitman** [Imh92]. **PL** [Ros78]. **Place** [LL89]. **Planar** [CC96a, CC96b, Gat94, Gat97, KJ03, LOS03, LO04, NW98, NW03, Rat96a, Rem00, WN94, WN99, Cow13]. **Planck** [Sac90]. **Plane** [BBB76, BM11, Cal02, CI00, DRS11, DM91, EC75, HQ00, HQ02, HS82, Sch05, ST10, She85, Wad95, WB71, Zak77, Par98, TC13]. **Plans** [Ker78]. **Plantations** [GW78, Wes79]. **Plants** [Heu79, Heu80]. **Plates** [Eli77, GKRH06]. **Playing** [HK88]. **Plenary** [Fie76a]. **Poets** [Had79]. **Point** [Ano77e, Ano93e, ANR02, ACS93, AG81, AS96, BB93a, BT98, BV97, Ber78d, Ber78e, Bré76, BM02, BK02, BN92, CDDP11, CF85, CS97, CB99, CM03, Cin78, CQZ03, Cow06, DO74, DS93, DRV00, Dav77, DNP10, DN02, DMC00, Dob77, Eli86, Eli87, Foi78, GL80, GM96, Gra77, GL04b, Gri77, HJVN03, Härl81, HPJ08, HW09b, JL77, JL73, JP00a, JK94, JN98, Kar85b, KM00, Kid96, Kim83, Kön77, KW88, Kri78, KT92, Le95, Lea76, Led79, Lie76, LR80, Mac75a, MD79, MC09, Mec77, MS95, MS10, MB12, NRG77, NR85, Pap77, Pie78, RCG94, Rem00, Res80, Res86, Ric75, Rip77, Rud73, SC83, San98, Sau78, SB98, SX08, SCA00, SS95b, Shi80, Str78, Thö99, Tod77, Van94, VJ99, WG83, WW84, WD99]. **Point** [Wis72, AB15, BY14, SS14, BJ77]. **Point-Based** [AC93]. **Point-Measures** [Gri77]. **Point-Process** [Ell87, GM96, Kim83, MS95]. **Points** [Ano06e, AR97a, AR97b, ACDHT05, BL06, BM00, BM11, Cal03a, Gec77, HJ03, HSS08, Hen87, Hol90, IJ02, KK80, Liu98, Mij78, Pen98, Pic85a, Pit77a, She85]. **Pointwise** [As79]. **Poisson** [AAL08, Alb83, AK08, AS08, Alm97, BTZ00, BB01, BB92, BE83, BH89a, BU98, BM00, BX02, BL07, BL09a, Ber87, Bue83, BVH10, BE06, BS03b, BT08, CY05, Cal02, Cal03b, Cal03c, Cek97, CW03, Cha09a, CCP91, CK07, CVS96, CQ01, Cow89a, CQZ03, Cow06, DSS99, DRS11, Dav77, DNP10, DTV84, Dwa74, EJMT85, FS09a, FG81, FZ96, FS82, Gar95, Gly94, God91, GS93, GL04b, GM79, Had74, HQ00, HQ02, HS13, Huf07a, HH14, HRS04, HS11, HS14, HLP114, Hwa99, IJ02,Iso00, JPD0a, JZV08, Kar80, Kar86, KS04, Kem73, KS01a, Lan87, LPST14, MSM92, MS80b, McK88, Mec95, Mec96, Mec98a, Mec98b, Mel79a, Mel79b, MRV02, MP03, Mil69, Mil71b, MM96b, Mil98, MW72, Mil74, MZ98, MW70, MS10, MB12, Mrk01, Muc05, Muc10, Now88]. **Poisson** [Ols07, PP02, PP07, PB00, RR90a, RC94, Roo93, RS07, Rud72, SKF80, Sch74a, Sch99b, Sch03a, Sch09, Ser89, SJ89,
SV76, Str78, Teu79, VPCG10, Wes74, Wil90, Xu11, Yao10, Zaz92.

[Cha99a, Cha99b, DWH+99]. Present-Day [Cha99a, Cha99b, DWH+99].
Preservation [APP99, Ano93f, Koc90, MSM92, SJ89]. Preserve [Cam88].
Preserving [Pol87]. Preventive [Ger84b, GV76]. Price [EX11, BV13a].
Prices [GW00, Kel88, MS11a]. Pricing [AW79, AE08, BV13b, MAF07, PR94].
Principal [Cal03c, HZ06]. Principle [Ant79, Bor79, Edw74, Gl88, KT92, McD85, Rol78, EY14].
Prior [Gla93c]. Priority [BY89, DN78, FX00, GHT88, Hau78, Käm87, KS83a, Ken79, Nai86, PT94, Sch74a, Sti72, We95b].
Prisms [Cow96, Cow97]. Prisoner [CC09].
Probabilistic [AFGR06, BMM13, CJ11, De 76, De 80, FM88, GV76, JP00b, Lin77, MT13, MY11, R95, Stu88, Vit95]. Probabilities [Ano80e, AP88, ASS99, BH04a, BS95, Beg12, BC81b, CS06, Cao89, Che98, CH76, CLW95, Che93, DGN92, DM05, FJ09, Fut97, GLM93, GW13, HL85, Hl80, Har71, HV84, HT92, Ke86, KS01a, Las06, LN92, LS89, Mal00, MP10, MS01b, MS04, Mor94, Nyr95, Pol74, Pon95, ST96, Sch78a, Sch86b, Sch76b, SRTM97, SH89, Smi76, Sta98, Sze76, TT04, The79, TVF81, Wei82, Yuh82, HL13, Nak14].
Probability [AW96, AS07, Ano13a, Ano14a, Bad77a, Bad77b, Bet98, BR76, Buk01, BNR87, CTS78, Cao87, CP08, CLCZ12, Cor78, Cou90, CL00, DH97, DMPG09, Don81, Gal79a, Gan78, Gan08, Gat85a, GNRS89, GZ93, Guc93, HP92, Hel75, HW09a, HR00, Ig73a, KR81a, KR81b, Kel12, KS01b, Kol14, Kote80, KS80, Kwe75, LZ05a, LZ05b, Lit74, Lit69a, MY03, Mec77, Mer79, MS76, Mor69, Müh97a, Neu78, Pro76b, RR95, RL10, RS86, Ros78, Rud74, SS95a, Sad95, Saw77, Sch74b, SW13, SG92, Sta73, SM87, Tam11, Urb77, Van88b, Wol80a, Yun86, Sak15, SS14, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano89e, Ano13a, Ano13b].
Probability-Generating [Mec77]. Probes [ACO98]. Problem [Abr79, Agr95, AS79, ARM99, AS73, ASC96, BSC11, Bat76a, BL04, BR88, BWY10, BLT03, Cha96, CS91a, CCH00, CM93, CO98b, Dag75a, Dag75b, DS93, Dan74a, DT84, DP12, EDH90, Eme73, FOFO6, FV95, Gla83, Gla96b, GGG98, Hl86, HS82, IL73, IL74, Kin77, Kne91, KS04a, KSC09, LY77, Lor79, MMC91, NM79, Odo80, Pap77, Rog90, Ros79, Ryc92, Sen78, SSS91, SY90, SY81, SZ11, Sta90a, Sta98, SW92, Tau75, Van74, Wan81, Won08, Yeh88, DM90, EL14, Nak14, Tam13, TK13], problème [DM90]. Problems [Ass78, Ba78, Bat70, BS95, BK83, Ben74, Ben75a, Ben98, Ben91, Big76, BL03b, BC04, C4K00, CC99b, D780, DE12, DNP801, DGo1, FR11, FT78, Gan87, GS13, Gl91, GRH81, HS74, Hüb87, Hüb80, KR85, Käm87, Kar83, KR71a, LY07, L85, LT73, MY99, Nag71, Neu75, Pet85, Pet82, Sam40b, Sch74b, SF79, Sie79, Tak76a, Tak76b, TJM98, Van73b, Wan01, EY14, J13, RW14, Hog86]. Procedure [DNP10, Fad74, PS94b, CP15]. Procedures [Bat73a, Bat73b, Bat73c, KS75]. Process [Agr74b, Aks75, AP98, Al83, AP05, Alm97, Ano93e, AG81, Ath79, BB01, BP79, BK83, BK80, Ber82, Bet98, Big76, BB93b, Bin79, BD74b, BD74a, Bor98, BDD12, Bro85, BN92, CY90, Cal00c, Che89a, CK07, CM03, Cra74a, Cra74b, D'S94, DH97, DH82, Dah85, Dan77, Dan89, DZ11a, Dai77, DN10, Dur75, Dwa74, Ell87, Eme73, FQVJ71, Fal84b, FS09a, Fil72, Fil74, FGM12,
FZ96, FS82, Fuj79, Fuj80, GT84, Gat97, GT12, Geo76, GT75, GM96, GZ11, GLM90, GZ93, GP88, HS91, Har81, Har77, HR78, HP78, HQ02, Hel75, Hey74b, HW09a, Hsi87, HP91, Hui04, IL01, IL97, JP98, JL77, JL79, Jac05, Jac80b, JH92a, KL83, Kar80, Kei74a, KR71a, KS83a, Kim83, KM80, KW03b, KT92, LJ04, LJ04, Lam03, Lat97, LL89, Li92]. **Process**

[LG05, Lie76, Lin80, MS87, MM06, MP08, Mec89, MNW08, Mel87, MP03, MSS95, MZ98, Nar91a, NS93, Neu70, Neu76b, Neu86c, Neu87, NZ77, NR06, OC10, Ott77a, Pak71a, Pak71b, Pak79, Pak86, Pak89b, Pak92, Pak98, Pak10, Pfe83, Pit74, Pit75, PS10, Qui72, RS95, Ric75, RW77, Ros80, Rud72, Sac90, San98, SB98, Sch01, ST10, Sch07, Sch82a, Sen69, Sha78a, Sha78b, Sha79, Sie76, Spo84, Sri85, Sud99, SS88b, Tak75c, Taq75, Tay77, Teu79, THo81b, Tod76, Tod77, Van85, Ven82, Wau81, WG83, Wen93, ZG88, BPS15, Cha14, CP15, CDIM13, FG81, Fro13, Gri14, KM14c, STZ14, SS14, Kon89b]. **Processer** [Coh78]. **Processes**

[AWZ93, AP97, Agr74a, AK05, AM01, Alp09, AK95, AK79, And99, ALS09, Ano77c, Ano79c, Ano86c, Ano84f, ABH80, Arj72a, AS73, AA85, AA86, AK78, Asm82, AP88, ASS99, AK00, AN78a, AS96, BB93a, BVM96, BD87, BS88, Bal90, BMY91, Ban09, Bar74a, Bar75, Bar76b, Bar80, BS81, BNJS98, BNJK00, BE88, BB87, BP83, BFE04a, Bas79, BLS80, Bat78, BG08, BL09a, BL10, BV97, BRR09, BOR02, Ber77, Ber78d, Ber78e, BW83, BC89a, Beu83, BR86, BA81, BC87, BHJ11, Bin73b, BD74a, BD75, BR83, BO07, BL08b, BG93, BV90, BL10, Ber76, BM02, BM05, Bri99, BK02, BGR82, BRT82, BM08, Bre73, BD93, BK05, CK73, Cao05, CP08, CDDP11, Cav78, CSY98, CI00, CF85, Cha92b, CORR91, CS97, CZL04]. **Processes**

[CLCZ12, CB99, CB00, CS99, CÎn75, CÎn78, Col74, CC77, CQZ03, Cow06, CÎ60, CP88, Cse92, DO74, Dal76, DRV00, Dav73a, DR89, DSSW11, De 10, DZ11b, Der09, DNPR01, Dia13, Die06, Don75, Duf77, DHP12, Ebe80, Edl78, Ell86, EJM85, Esh72, Fad90, Fan05, Fei76b, Fei78, FR12, FG00, FV99, Fou11, FS97, Fra85, FLZ12, GS88, GM71, GS13, Gar95, GL80, GB03, GTY70, Ger95, GNR90, GAH03, God85, GH80, Gra77, GL04b, Gre75, GS77a, GP80a, Gre89a, Gri80a, GM11, GM79, Gri92, GG98, GHL07, GY10, GW13, Gzy76, Gzy80, Hah98, HS98, HVJ10, Hal86, Har81, HMS03, HPJ08, Hen83, HPPT92, Her73, Her75, Hey74a, Hey79, Hey85, HL05, Hir90, Hof07a, Hof07b, HH85, Hop76b, Hop85, HV83, HK93, Hor91, HT89, Hu90, HW90]. **Processes**

[HLW03, Hui03a, HL06, Hum69, Hum84, Hum85, Hut80, HT10, IPV05, Ito79, Ito80, JL97, Jag77, JH92b, JP00a, JL99, JN98, Jir74, Jir76, JM86, KS09, KK73, KL79, Kar85b, Kas78, Kas80, Kei78, Kei74b, KW87, KVB99, KM00, Ken78a, Kes76, Kha80, KS01a, Kid96, Kid98, Kid01, Kij92, KNPV97, Kim83, Kin73, Kle84, KRS07, Kom96, Kön77, KW88, KR02, KKSS08, Kot80, KK03, Kri78, Kri79, KS75, KP11, LY88, LL91, Lam93, LS96, Lea76, LR97, Lee79, LP90, LP96, Lel02, Lel85, LRS10, Lev77, Lev79, Li98, Li09, Lin78, Lin79, Lin80, Lin74a, Lin74b, Lin92, LMHN90, Mac75a, Mac75b, MD79, MNR02, MS80a, MS83, MM98, Mat98, Mat77, McDS85, McK86, MDB75, Mc77, MT06a, Mel79b, MW96a, Mer06, Met80]. **Processes**
Processes [ST85, Sch71, Sch76a, Sch78b, Sch96, Sch00, SB77, Sch78c, Sch79, SX08, Sch81, Sch77, Sco73, Sel96, Sen74, Sen99b, SCA00, Ser75, Ser81, Ser86, Ser89, Ser05, Ser71, SS95b, Sha84, Shi93, Shi80, Sho74, Sml74, Smy76, Spo01, SR82, Ste02, Ste84, Ste80b, SVW83, Sti72, SW80, SBT96, Str78, SK85, SW97, Sze76, Tan81, Tav78, Tay89, TM91, Thö99, Tho83, Tjo76b, Tjo76a, Tjo83, TF08, TT79a, TT79b, TT79c, VP88, Van88a, Van89, Van91, Van94, Van87d, Vit01, VML80, Wal74, Wan97, WS10, Wee02, WW84, Wei97, WN94, Wes74, Wes87, Whi81a, Whi69, Whi80b, Whi80c, Whi80d, Whi83, Wij78, Wis80, Wis72, WHZ10, YZ01, YA00, Yeo78, Aaz13, Ale13, AB15, Ano99c, BR13, BA14]. processes [BY14, BJ77, CH14, CF14, DP13, DP15, EMOS14, GP15, GVZ13, HLN13, HS13, HS14, Jir13, JS14, Kol14, Liu97, LY15b, Par98, Pia01, SS15, Sak15]. Processing [BW93, GV98, GRW10, GW92, HKT91, Sch90]. Processor [BMV03, BB10, CFGW87, Gri92, Gri94, GRZ04, MM83, MM85, Sch84, TW83, Xu92]. Processor-Sharing [GRZ04, MM83, MM85, Sch84, TW83]. Processes [CN91, FR80, HK93, RX91, WR92]. Processus [BJ77, Pia01, FG81, Li97, Par98]. Procrustean [Le96, Le98]. producer [Lan13b]. producer-consumer [Lan13b]. Producers [Mit88]. Product [BV91, DTM07, DTV84, Eco05, FS89a, Miy93, MT97, Pes82a, PMG05, PMG08, RT90, YM98, YS94]. Product-Form [EC05, FS89a, Mi93, MT97, PMG05, PMG08, RT90, YS94]. Production [DTV84, PL89]. Production-Inventory [DTV84]. Production/Inventory [PL89]. Products [ALS08, BK98, Ma97, MNR02, Max77, Fra89]. Produits [Fra89]. Professor [Mon95]. Profiles [DH05, Stu88]. Progeny [Cur81, Pak71b]. Program [Ros81]. Programming [Ass78, CG80, FR97, GLA88, Ker78, Rie75, Ros74a, Sch73, VV78, Wes76]. Progression [Bar85b]. Prohorov [Pio80]. Projected [Kid96]. Projection [LB10, Mi180]. Projections [Gar95, Gri77, Mi180, Nier98, Nie99, Rat04, Zäh96]. Projective [GS14, MGW96]. Proliferation [BLS80, Jag77]. Promotion [Bar79]. Proof [Ber85, CN86, Dro89, Imh92, Jen96a, Lin77, Mi180, Pol80, Rog89, Van90, Vet80, Wil71]. Proofreading [Tie83]. Propagation [HR04, Nij74, Sut79]. Properties
[APP99, AR92, BVM96, Bal75, BR93, Beh11, BOR02, BD74b, BD74a, BD75, BH93b, BB96, Con77, CT94, CFPL12, DR89, DW06, EC75, Fin80, Gar99, Gha08, GL79, GT75, Hal85a, Hal86, HJ04, HJ08, HS92, HT89, KD94, Kij92, Koh78, LR11, Lan05, LS98b, Las04, LW92, Maj07, MCG82, Miy04, MS94, MS11a, MZ96, PT85a, Pak86, Pic74a, Pic74b, Pol75, RC94, RS12, Roy97, SK96, Saw77, ST10, SS84b, Sha78b, Sha80, ST04, Str78, Tam74, TE96, Urb77, ZLB98, Zuy99, BY14, HS14, ZHCC14].

**Property**

[AK05, Che99a, Eba78, Fei78, Gly82, HK93, Hua90, KT01, KS90, LC08, Num79, POGP95, Wal74].

**Proportion**

[AMS07, HQ00, Ken74, Wei78].

**Proportional**

[Bro98, IS06, Pau07, Sha87, Tam08].

**Prorok**

[Ano76e].

**Protocol**

[FFH86, Ott06].

**Prove**

[Ran77].

**Proving**

[BH93a].

**Proximate**

[Pak95].

**Pseudo**

[Maz89].

**Pseudo-Modular**

[Maz89].

**Pseudolikelihood**

[BT98].

**Pseudopolynomials**

[LP99, PL96].

**Pseudosystematic**

[GACO02].

**Pure**

[BK83, Dro89, Dro86, Aaz13].

**Purpose**

[Ros81].

**q**

[JL79].

**QBD**

[DSSW11].

**QED**

[DVN15].

**Quad**

[KW03a].

**Quad-Trees**

[KW03a].

**Quadratic**

[DMY93, Kes70a, Kes70b, Sur08, Whi81b].

**Quadtrees**

[CJ11].

**Quantile**

[LY12, SL80].

**Quantiles**

[DE08, Wei88].

**Quantitative**

[AH78, FGM12, HA79, Kit71, Smi79].

**Quantities**

[Jan86, NW98, PT85b, WN99].

**Quantum**

[Cor78, KR97, Moy72].

**Quarante**

[EL05].

**Quasi**

[Ano93g, Bar76b, BL10, BC89a, Bob04, Cav78, CM00, Daw75, Fal84b, FMP92, HPPT92, MPS98, MT06b, Nas96, NP93, Pak95, PS94b, TW83, Van91, Wij78].

**Quasi-Birth-and-Death**

[BL10, BC89a, MT06b].

**Quasi-Compactness**

[Wij78].

**Quasi-Deterministic**

[Daw75].

**Quasi-Input**

[Fal84b].

**Quasi-Reversibility**

[CM00].

**Quasi-Stochasticity**

[HPPT92, TW83].

**Quasi-Stationarity**

[Van91].

**Querques**

[CM00].

**Querque**

[AN04e, AFGRO6, AS82, AT81, BMS89, Box83, BK01, Coh74, CH80, Dag75a, Dag75b, Dag78, De 73a, De 74, De 76, De 80, De 83a, DW06, DK84, Dsh85, Dso0, Fal84b, Fal88, Fer93, GHT88, GM08, Gy78, GRI94, GGV99, Had74, Hal85b, HP96, Hau78, HK92, HK80, HK85, HK92, Igl71, KS83a, KS06, KDO8, KKF81, Kuc83, Kyp71, Lat77, Lat88, LPR93, LK93, LMHN90, MA95a, Min80, MZ04, Neu71, Neu76a, Neu77b, Neu77c, Neu86c, Ott77a, Ott77b, Ott87b, Ott87a, Par87, PR00, Ram84, Ram80, RG84, Re88, RW91, Ros73, SS95a, Sad95, Sat85, Sch84, Sch90, Sch97, Sen89a, Sen89b, SG92, SK73, SK80, ST08, ST62, Sys88, Sz90, ST94, Tak81, Tam74, TVF81, Tru75a, Tru75b, TW83, Van88b].

**Queue**

[WW03, YC96, Zwa00, Br75, Fri86, Fri87].

**Queue-Size**

[AL94, AANQ04, AN04e, AFGRO6, BL89, BW89, BW90a, BM04, Bn02, BW83, BM96, BM77, Bo86, BV91, Box78, Box97a, Box97b, Bra78, Bro05, BS82, Bur81, BSD84, Cao87, Cao89, Cao90, CM00, Coh72,
Coh73, Coh77a, CC77, Con77, CDH87, Dal76, Dos78, Eco05, FE98, Fal84a, FS91, FK89, Gal79b, GV98, GNR86, GNR87, HR89, Har84, HT92, HNT94, HV83, HS89, HP91, Hum79, Igl73b, Jan84, JML92, JS83, KR85, KP83b, Ken72b, KM95, KY88, Law92, LT00, MS90, Mel79a, Mel79b, Miy83, MT97, Nat75, Neu75, Neu77a, Neu78, PL89, Pol75, PRM00, RA98, Ser89, SW91, Sto78, TE96, TV78, Tör78, TW84a, Twe82, Van78a, VP88, Van88a, Van74, Van97, XZ96, YZ78, YM98, YZ02, Zha97, EW14, PY13. Queues [AMNW11, Ali90, AT90, Ano80e, Arj72b, AB94, AT81, AIL04, BBH84, BBW14, Bal79, BW89, BDM85, Bar76a, BDM99, BMV03, BZ03, BC89b, Bri76, BY89, CCP91, CYZ99, Cha92b, Che89b, CR04, Con83, DR92, DTM07, DT80, De 73c, De 73b, De 77, DS73, Deb76, DKS84, Fal89, FD83, GW91, Gre87, Gri92, GRZ04, Had80, Har78, He96, HK89a, Hun83a, Hun83b, Hun84, Hun85, IW70a, IW70b, Igl80, IS83, Jac80a, KW90a, Kel76, Ken72a, Ken72b, Kne00, KW90b, KZ92, KZ94, KKSS08, Lem74, LZ95, LC08, MB00, Mas84b, MW96b, MH97, Miy04, Neu86a, Neu86b, Num79, Num81, PR06, PT94, Rat75, Rey75, Rit94, Rob76b, Roe73, Rol81, Rol87, RSS99, Ros79a, Rub74, Sch71, Sch74a, Sch78a, Sch87, Ser81, Sha97, Son79a, Son79b, Sta90b]. Queues [Sti72, Szc86a, Szc86b, Szc90, Szc93, Tak75a, Tak75b, Tak76a, Tak76b, Tam74, TW87b, WS87, Web92, Whi70, Whi74, WH80, Whi81a, Whi82a, WD90, EW14]. Queuing [Lan82]. Quickest [GS13]. QuickSelect [FN13]. Quite [Sam04b].

radial [BCT13]. Radio [Rob92]. Radioactive [Lit69b]. Radiotherapy [HRY93]. Radix [EM11]. Radon [Pan06, Tod76, Tod77]. Railways [Gar99]. Random [Adl76, Adl77, AST10, AD93, Ahm80b, Aho77e, Ano85e, Ano92e, Ano96e, AS77, ACLM77, AML77, Ant78, Ant79, ACV80, ANR02, ACS93, AG05, ACDHT05, Asm82, ASC96, Ath85, ARS04, Ave76, AF91, AS95, BZ95, BH00, BBHM11, Bac00, BL06, BBSW08, BBW09, BMY94, BST09, BS12a, BKS12a, BM09, BN09, BFV10, BE85, BM00, BX06, BNK98, BS07, Bar78c, BK98, Beg12, Ber78a, Ber87, BD96, BVH10, BR04, BE06, Big78, BS05, BJ11, Bin73b, Bin80, BC81a, BG07, BL08a, BY09, Bhu84, BS03c, BB95, BM11, BV06, BK99, BS81b, BV02, Boy78, BHB98, BM02, BM05, Bro80, BGP87, Bro95a, Bro95b, BR91, BMS09, CS06, Can88, CGH99, Cha90a, CDL12, CS19a, CNT05, Chi12, Chi94, CCH00, Col98, CD14, CC96a, CC96b, Cow96, Cow97]. Random [Cow10, Cre74, Cre79, Cr07, Cro10, CWW09, DH97, Dai08, DO74, DS85, Dav73a, DMR88, De 10, DZ11b, DM06, DS07, DM12, DN02, DGN92, Di 01, DMPG09, Din94, Dom07, DM00, DEP91, DH05, DW96, DW02, Eco05, Eli77, FH02, FRW12, FGF07, Fér77, FM95, FH04, FV99, FLS87, FS09b, Fuh97, FL01, Fuh07, FP12, GM71, Gar99, Gat00, GJ80, GPD00, Geo84, GP79, Gl89, Gra77, Gre75, GS77b, GT78, GP80b, Gre89b, Gri77, GP02, GG90, GI10, GH75, Had76, Hág00, Hái80, HJ03, HJ04, HSS08, HJ08, Har71, H179, HM96, HM99, HSS05, Hen87, HM81, HNS13, HS82, Hög86, Hög76, Hol89, Hol90, Hol11, Hor03, Hui03a, Hui03b, HL06, H098, HR00, Hwa99.
Igl75, IM08, IM02, Iva80, Iva89, IY12, Jan86. Random [JK11, JML92, JK94, Jof75, Kti78, KAS1, Kap73, KOS7, Kar76, Kar86, KP86, Kat90, KLRM05, Kni87, KK80, Ken85, Ken00, Ken74, KK90, KK92, KMW96, Ker86, Kha86, Kh01, Kid98, KJ03, KM96, KM99, KP94, Klo82, KOS03, KI92, Kri77, Kry76, Kue75, Kii94, LYA07, LZ08, Le89a, Le89b, Le89c, Le89d, LS03, LO04, LS98e, LS93, LS13, LM03, LM04, LR12, Lin74a, Lin98, LC92, LR80, MR02, Ma97, Man76, Man79, Man90a, Man90b, Man94, Mas00, Mat99, Mat73, Max77, MCD81, MW78, MC77, MY99, MS01a, MNW08, MY80, Mij80, Mii71a, Mii80, Mii95, MM96b, Mii98, Mol93, MOK95, Mol99, Mol95b, MB12, Muk75, Myl02, NW05, Naw91, Nie99, ON96, OC12, OMS06, ORn77, OB89, ORs90]. Random [OD07, PW04, PW06, PW10, Per85a, Per85b, Pet84, Pfe85a, Phi78, PS94a, Pic00, Pic78, Pit77a, Pit96, Pre73, PT77, PS10, RS95, RSZM02, Ran80, Ra06, Rav83, Reh80, RFZ14, RN70, Res71, RW84, RW85, Roy07, Rub74, Rud98, Riä82, Sch02, Sch05, ST10, Ser80, Ser81, SS90, Sha87, She85, Sie79, Sil76, ST98, Sni74, Sta80, Sto98, Swi75, Szp94, Tak70, Tak84, Tam11, Tan96, TJM98, Tan81, Tau74, Tay79, Tho07, Tie81, Tjo76b, Tuc71, TW84a, Va96, VJ10, Van06, VJ05, Ver75, Ver79, Wac09, Wad07, Wan01, WSI1, Wat86a, Wat86b, Way96, WW84, WR76a, Wei77, Wes78, Whi70, Whi92, Wis80, Wee85, Wor95, Wor01, Yu08, Zir01, AS13, AB15, AD15, Bau14, BMZ14, BZ14, CYG14]. Random [CL14, CDIM13, DFV14, FKV14, Gal84, Gan15, HTO15, HL14, HNGS15, HS14, JW15, KM14b, KL14, KY15, LY15a, LX13, RW14, Sak15, ŠSKB13, Tam13, Mat72, Pak98a]. Random-Access [MY80]. Random-Coefficient [PS10]. Random-Parameter [Leh85]. Randomisation [Bat80]. Randomization [Lim97, YS79]. Randomized [FOF06, GV15]. Randomly [AMS07, AMS09, CC99a, Cow89b, GJL84, HM12, LB10, Lit69b, ZHCC14]. Randomly-Divided [CC99a]. Randomness [Lic76, Ruk02]. Range [CY99, DRV00, LM04, Maj07, MSV01, RPS01, Val96]. Ranging [BB01]. Rank [ASC96, HR05a, KSC09]. Ranked [SK08]. Ranking [JOC10, KKT06]. Ranks [Cam84, GP79]. Rare [BCO95]. Rapid [BW90b]. Rapidly [MR90]. Rare-Event [CDL12]. Rate [AA88a, AP98, AK93, BBL12, Bar85a, Bor79, Bro77, BPS80, Bro05, BP99, CIA95, Coh77c, Cra74a, DS82, GAD92, GM98, GI10, Hey77, JY04, JS83, KR71a, LL97, LY12, Maj07, Mer79, Naw91, Ott06, RW03, Rol78, Ros83, Rus10, Sig91, SRTM97, SE91, Tam08, Teu79, TV78, YZ78, HL14]. Rate-Conservative [Rol78]. Rates [AA88a, BW90b, BGPS87, Cao90, Coh77b, Coh77c, Coh82a, D’94, DW96, FE06, HJK05, Han78, HS85, Hol81, JHP00, Ken72a, Ken72b, MY01a, MÖh00, MT06b, Pol78, SS87, Sha87, Sni82, ST79, WS87, SWL14]. Ratio [BP00, GL95, KD85, KE95, KS01b]. Rationing [SSY91]. Ratios [Gla93b]. Ray [BE06, Gre78]. Reaching [Bro99]. Reaction [BLS+80, CR90, PV92, Pia01, Pia01]. Reaction-Diffusion [CR90].
Reaction-Dispersal  [BLS^+80].  Reactions  [AT80, Arn80, Kot87].  Real  [Ais79, BB07b, FH74, Fra89].  Realizable  [TM91].  Realization  [Cao87, Cao89, Cao90, GS78].  Reallocatable  [Miy93].  Reallocation  [MS895].  Recall  [Pet84, Pet82].  Recently  [Con77].  r´ecents  [BJ77].  Reciprocal  [BNK98].  Recognition  [RS98, Van94].  Recombination  [BS12b, Cha76, DR85a, HH81, KL79, Str75, Str76, AML77].  Reconstruction  [RS212].  Record  [Ano93e, BPS05, BN92, GM96, GH75, Hsi10, Pfe85b, Pfe91, Res74a, Wes78].  Records  [BR87, GLS01, GLS05, GLS11, Hol11, Kat90, Tho81b, Wes78].  Recovered  [Hal87].  Recovery  [Fro04, Lit69b, Wic77].  Rectangle  [Ros89].  Rectangles  [CC99a].  Rectangular  [BCM13, Cow97, MM96a].  Recurrence  [Ano79e, Bau14, Ber78a, HR78, HS92, Hut80, Kes76, Lev79, Pea89, Pro76b, Sad95, TT79c, Wis72].  Recurrency  [FT78].  Recurrent  [AN78b, AK98a, AK98b, Gly94, Num76].  Recursion  [RS95, SW80].  Recursions  [Ano07c, Cli07, GL95, SR00].  Recursive  [AH97, BV06, CTS76, DH05, EF80, EF81, HJ03, LM03, RR95].  Red  [Pon05].  Reduced  [BZ03, FV99, KM96, KM99].  Reduced-Peak  [BZ03].  Reducing  [LF13, Pic00].  Reduction  [AH096, Gla88, Nie98].  Reducer  [BZ03].  Reflecting  [Cre74, Ott76, Per85a, KM14b, Lin15].  Reflections  [PMG08].  Regeneration  [AN78b, Gal11, Num81].  Regenerative  [Bal79, Ber78d, Ber78e, Gla93a, H179, IS83, Kall80, Mai80, Mih80, Rub78, Sti72, Tho83, Wan97, FZ13].  Regime  [AVJ13, ES04, FS09a, GM08, LS03, PR00, WWY12, Ano04e].  Regime-Switching  [WWY12].  Region  [DRS11, Geo84, Ill98, Ill01].  Regions  [NRT83, SL80, She85].  Regression  [DR03, Han78, KSI74a, Ros75, Ryc87, Wes90, SSKB13].  Regret  [Agr95].  Regular  [Ano06e, ACDHT05, DMR13, EK12, HO09, HR05a, HL06, Pit77a, Pol91, Res80, Res86, Sta73, Tak84, Teu73, Zha15].  Regularity  [HBC90].  Regularly  [BL08a, Fas05, Fre82, Sen74].  Regulated  [AW87a, AW87b].  Regulating  [BBZ10].  Regulation  [Lom78, Ste80a].  Regulator  [Led79].  Reinforced  [AMS07, AMS90, AM01, PS04, ZHCC14].  Reinforced-Urn  [PS04].  Reinforcement  [AMS07].  Related  [AMS09, ACF09, BMS89, Bar75, Bob04, BMR05, Bro85, BLT03, CMF03, C186, FZ96, Gau02, HNS13, Jan86, KL79, KS83b, LOS03, MZ96, Oka79, Rey75, Sch74a, Sta98, Sto98, VL07, Sak15, Rai07].  Relatedness  [Lo73].  Relating  [Asm82].  Relation  [Ais79, LP93, MY03, Pre77, Ver78].  Relations  [Coh73, DL82, Hok85, HM11, Miy83, Pea89, SY91, Wis72].  Relationship  [Ano93g, Gri92, KS01b, NP93, Pfe85b, Sen89a, Sig91, TV10].  Relationships  [Don81, Muc05, WC11].  Relative  [Can84, GP79, HMM06, HIl76a, Nak96, Nav03].  Relatives  [Smi80].  Relativistic  [Cau76].  Relaxation  [Beg12, Sen78].  Relaxed  [Whi83].  Release  [Bro77, BRT82, HR78, HT92, Las04].  Reliability
[Bar78b, CF91, CS97, CTR00, Dro86, ENPS78, Ger84a, GL04b, Gup80, LR97, Lin80, Maz89, NSHH86, Pap87, Pap88, RS71, Smi83, Szá76, Wen89].

Reliable [Nak96].

Remainder [BW90b, Eng84, Nak79, Rog92]. Remaining [Sch90].

Remark [BV97, Der83, Jof77]. Remarks [Coh74, Get74, Gri80a, Jen84, Pf691, Sch86a, WB81].

Removal [Ste84].

Rendezvous [Lim97].

Rendezvous-Evasion [Lim97].

Renewal [Ahm81, Abh80, AN78a, Ath79, BS07, Ber77, BW83, BC87, BG07, CN86, Cin69, Cin74, Col74, Fre82, FL01, Gat00, GTY70, Gup80, Hun69, Hun74a, Hun74c, Hun74b, Hun77, Hun83a, Hun83b, Hun84, Hun85, Ito79, Ito80, JOC12, Jen84, KL83, KP84, Kij92, Lal84, LL91, Lam93, LG05, LTM01, Lin77, Lin92, LW04, MW05, NY95, Neu70, Neu76b, Neu86a, Neu87, OT02, Rog92, Sch71, Sim80, Slu84, SS88b, Szá76, Teu73, VY94, WCL01, Yeo78].

Renewal-Type [VY94].

Renovation [AH97].

Rényi [KI92].

Repair [Ave83, FS89b, Fin92, GV76, IL73, IL74, JMJ01, NPOTC00, SZ90, Yeh90].

Repair/Replacement [JMJ01].

Repairable [BFL04, BL04, Ebr93, JD89, LS98b, Las04, LBZ98, NPOTC00].

Repairman [IL73, IL74, Kne91].

Repeated [BC87, Big87, Cow96, Cow97, Fal84a, FW81].

Repetition [Blo83].

Replacement [Ave83, Ber78b, BO07, Geo76, Ger94, Ger95, HV83, JMJ01, KS78, RG89b, RG99a, SS95b, SM78, SZ90, Yeh88, Yeh90].

Replenished [Stu88].

Replicated [DMC00, WDH98].

Replication [KRW09].

Reply [Cha99b].

Representation [AM90, BS03c, CA94, Lac04, Sco73, Sze86a, Sze86b, Ver79, Wei76].

Representations [CLM08, WS10, NSB13, Yco84].

Represented [OB89].

Reproduction [KRS07].

Repulsive [HW09b].

Request [Oso10].

Requirements [BDM85].

Resampling [CDL12].

Research [Bad77a, Git69, Lit74, Mor69, WG91].

Resequencing [Xu92].

Reservation [FOF06].

Reserve [Asm82].

Reserved [FX00].

Reservoir [Has76].

Residence [BS81].

Residual [Arj80, BS99, DZ11b, RL77].

Residuals [Wal73].

Resistance [KR71b].

Resistors [TS98].

Resolution [ARM99].

Resource [Ala99, BGRSC10, BGZ95, Chi80, CLW95, Git69, Law92, NG77].

Resources [SS92, Whi96].

Respect [AK05, Mas79, NW05, RR90a, Wes76].

Response [KS04b, Wal81a, LF13].

Responses [Ano86e, Fra85].

Restarting [MSS01, Yin00].

Restless [GNM02, GRHK06, GKRH06, GHK13, NM01, WW91].

Restoration [CS98].

Restoration-Estimation [CS98].

Restricted [AB07, MT06a, Lem14].

Restrictions [PLRC08].

Result [Ber85, DM03, Jac74b].

résultats [BJ77].

Results [AMS09, ACF09, Ave79, BL07, BD96, BS05, CCP91, CNP91, CC77, Con83, Dag78, De 73c, De 73b, DEP91, Gzy76, Hey79, HS77, Hun74c, Hun74b, Jac80a, JL99, Kei77, KZ94, LeF07, LMP83, Mac75b, MW72, Móh98a, MZ96, MY11, Pak89a, Pra73, RS86, Sch86b, Sch06a, Sch79, SY90, SY97, Ste73, TWN12, Tjo83, Wes74, Zuy99, BJ77].

Resume [KS83a, Nai86].

s [FZ85, De 83a, Hok85, KS04b]. S. [Jof77]. Saddle [LR80]. Saddlepoint [Jen88]. Safety [Mal00]. salesmanship [Ste15]. Same [DK83, Sam04b, Son79a]. Sample [Agr95, AA88b, AB94, EG81, FVK08, Gri82, Hue94, Ks12, R888, Sig91, ST98, STC94, Wit79]. Sample-Path [Sig91]. Sampled [MT93a, Sch07, Swi75, Fas14]. samplers [BCJW14, JRR14]. Samples [DMR88, FM90, God85, Gro12, HS98, Hue99, Kar86, MY99, Wat78]. Sampling [AHO96, Ano03e, AC096b, ACA096a, ACC098, BCL10, BKS12b, BS12b, BL08a, CDP12, Chi12, Da08, DG04a, DG04b, DJ91, ENPS78, FFG07, GR08, Gri79a, GJ508, GAC000, GAC002, Kie98, Lee79, LPS93, LN92, LY12, Pes75, Pic83, Ste75a, Tho80, Tho82, VV01, WS11, Wit74, Xu11, AD15, BMM13]. Sand [BND81]. Santaló [Mon95]. Scalar [CR90]. Scale [AH99, Mat98, War01, Sto15]. Scale-Space [AH99]. Scales [Ano04f, EN80, EN88, SW98, YZ02]. Scaling [ACD12, Cro10, HJV03, O'B80, VGS10, FR14]. Scan
[Alm97, KS09, Loa91, Pen02, CK07]. Scanning [AP97]. Scattering [Hor91, KW87]. Scenario [MY11]. Sceneries [FS09b]. Schedules [WD90].

Scheduling
[ADZ99, BW93, BM04, CNP91, DW06, GV98, GF87, Gla91, GW92, Käm87, LY88, LBZ98, LT94, PT94, RX91, SSS04, VT94, Wei95b, Xuf92, ARW13].

Scheme [Gal11, Had76, PS94a, Sta98]. Schemes [Ave76, HH85, KM12, PV92, RS09, Tho80, Yas85]. Schweitzer [Ano79f].

Science [Kit71]. Score [AR92, KD92]. Scores [Han07]. Screening [Pro76a, Pro76b, SC77]. Search [CM93, DM03, DH05, Gha08, Gl93c, Ken88b, MSS01, Pfe85a, Sto80, VL10].

Searching [FH74, Smi79]. Seas [˚Abe07]. Secants [Col98]. Second [Als88, Bal79, Ben95, Bor99, DW06, Ell87, GVM+03, HK92, Kö181, Mor69, ST10, WN94, Yuh82]. Second-Order [Als88, Ben95, Bor99, DW06, Ell87, GVM+03, Kö181, ST10, WN94, Yuh82].

Secretary [ASC96, KSC09, Lor79]. Section [EC75, GKW96, Kid98].

Sectional [CVS96]. Sections [Kid96, Kid02, Kid08]. Securities [Har80].

Security [TW87a]. Sedimented [Lit69b]. Seed [Mih80]. Seeking [DMR13].

Segment [CSY98]. Segmental [KD92]. Segments [FX00, TWN12, Cow13].

Segregating [Gor01, Gri82, Møh06]. Segregating-Site [Gor01].

Seismology [VJ08]. Selecting [Bha86, Cur74, Hsi10]. Selection [ACV80, ABS00, Ave76, Ave79, BBSW10, BK99, BB96, Cam84, CG08, Chi80, CFW87, Edw74, EM11, FFT75, GR08, GP79, GR96, Hil75, Hil76a, LC76, Le676, Lom78, Pet84, Pet82, QG11, RT07, Rob76a, SS84a, Vet80, Wat79b, Whi70, AS14].


Self-Similarity [BE06, GVM+03]. Selfing [Möh98b]. Semi [Arj72a, Arj72b, AN78a, BCT13, BMY91, BD97, Bal97, BS81, BR86, BG93, Cao95, Cin75, FT78, Ger94, Hum84, LS13, MS87, Mat72, Mcd85, MSS95, Neu77c, Num76, Ott74, Ott75, Pic98, PZ86, Sch76a, Sch76b, SP73, Tak75c, Tho81b, VV06, Br675, Fra89, Fra89].

Semi-direct [Fra89, semi-directs [Fra89]. Semi-Hybrid [Pic98]. Semi-infinite [BCT13]. Semi-Markov [Arj72a, Arj72b, AN78a, BMY91, BD97, Bal97, BS81, BR86, BC93, Cao95, Cin75, FT78, Ger94, Hum84, LS13, MS87, Mat72, Mcd85, MSS95, Num76, Ott74, Ott75, PZ86, Sch76a, Sch76b, SP73, Tak75c, Tho81b, VV06].

Semi-Markovian [Neu77c]. Semi-Markovians [Mat72], semi-martingales [Br75]. Semigroup [Cap76]. Semigroups [Hög76, Muk75]. Semilinear [CLM08]. Semimartingales [JM86]. Semiperiodic [AI05]. Senescence [Leo76].

Seneta [Sch82a]. Sense [T]076b]. Sensitive [Whi81b].

Sensitivities [Cao89]. Sensitivity [AR92, BB93a, BT08, Cao90, Cao95, KZ92, KZ94]. Sentry [BBSW10].
Separable [Pol79, SE91]. Sequence [Cam84, CG08, Che89a, Fre82, GH75, JL77, JP00b, Kat90, Man90a, Man90b, Nav03, RN70, Ver73, Wat86b, WeI77]. Sequences [AH97, Ano06f, Bal77, BCL10, BC87, Big87, CC99a, CHM91, CC99b, GL80, Gla93a, IW70b, JM86, Jor10, KA81, KO87, Ken72b, Le07, McK88, McL75, NW03, O’88, Pol83, Red06, Roo83, WCK96, ZG04, FZ13]. Sequential [Bat80, BL09b, CDL12, Chi80, HH85, LY94, PS09, PS11, Sta98, Tho80, Van06, Whi69, BCJW14]. Serial [AH97, Ano84e, Ano86e, Ano04g, Bal79, BENF92, Cao98, CF91, CA94, CII11, Con90, Dav73b, Dav79, DDH78, DLO06, DH76, DR81, Fin69, Fra85, GDP00, Ger80, HJ04, Han78, HK84, HH03, Hoi89, Hua97, JL79, Kel82, Koh80a, Koh80b, Lac04, LL81, Lin90, Lom72, Neu70, Par77, Pic85a, PC96, Sch06a, Sch06b, SS92, Tjo78, Tjo83, Tjo90, Ven82, Wal73, Whi80a, Wit79]. Series-Parallel [HJ04, Lom72]. Served [Ros73]. Server [ADZ04, ARW11, BBH84, Box83, BC89b, DR92, De 73a, De 73c, De 73b, De 74, De 76, De 77, De 80, DKS84, FS89b, FS91, Fer93, FY78, GW91, GV76, Jac80a, KW90a, KD94, Lem74, LK93, LMHN90, MH97, Miy04, Ott87b, Sch74a, Sch87, SK73, Son79a, Son79b, Van88b, Whi70, WH80, DVN15, Fri86, Fri87, JvL15, PY13, Lat77]. Servers [ADZ99, CKW09, HP91, Neu70, RK89, SK08, Son79a, Son79b]. serveur [Fri86, Fri87]. Service [AT81, BDM85, BV90, Box78, Box79a, Box79b, BK01, BC89b, BGPS87, Bro05, Cao90, CS91b, Coh78, Con90, DTV84, De 73a, DS73, Deb76, Dos78, Gal79b, FY78, GG12b, Had76, Jac80a, JS83, KF00, KD94, LZ95, MAF07, MH97, MY11, Neu76a, Neu77c, PBM00, RA98, RW91, Rit94, Rub74, Sti78, TV78, VS87, Web92, YZ78, Fri86, Fri87, Sto15]. Service-Level [DTV84]. Service-Rate [JS83]. Service-Time [Neu76a]. ses [Liu97]. Set [ANR02, AFM91, BC01, BM11, BHB98, CB95, CB03, Cre79, Fer93, Gil02, H94, Her73, Her75, Led79, Leo09, Mill75, RSZ12, SS90, Sha09]. Set-Chains [HS94]. Set-up [Fre93]. Sets [AST10, ARS04, AS95, BKS12a, BS07, BS03c, Cao99, CFPL12, DMR88, DW96, EPS79, FM95, Ka80, KK80, Ken85, Ken00, Ken78a, Kid98, KJ03, KOS03, MAi80, Mas79, Mat72, Mol93, MOK95, Mrk01, Pic00, Sch02, WW84, Wor94, Wor95, Zuy99, ŠSKB13]. setting [Sva14]. Settings [FS08]. Settling [ST90]. Seventieth [DKMJ10]. Several [Bal85, BS12a, BGPS87, CK85, Ne77a, Ne77b, Whi80d]. Severity [BC93, BB07a, PL90]. Sex [Ben80, Dal85, GT84, HM81, Möh84]. Sex-Determination [Ben80]. Sexes [Str75]. Shadow [Kel88]. Shannon [AFN74]. Shape [Big78, CC99b, Dei03, DM91, Gat94, GM91, HJ00, HZ06, Ken77a, KL87, Ken95, Ken96, Ken98, KL00, KLO3, LE89b, Le96, LK00, Le01, LB10, Lin06, MD89, MD94, MW94, Pan06, Pim07, Wei95a, Wei97]. Shape-Densities [KL87]. Shaped [BC01]. Shapes [CC99a, Cow96, Cow97, Har71, Ken85, Ken88a, Le95, Le96, Le98, Man88, Man90a, Man90b, Mill95, RTO2, Wat86b]. Shared [Kel76, Sch86b, NSB13]. Sharing [BMV03, BB10, Coh78, G192, Gri94, GR20, HP82, LRS10, MAJ07, MM83, MM85, Sch84, Smi83, TIE82, TW83]. Sharp [AAL08, KS74b]. Sharply [Bar81]. Sharpness [FRW12]. Shattering [GKP84]. Shedler
[Ber85]. Sheep [Cha96]. Sheets [Pyk75]. Sheffield [Gan71]. Shell [MP03]. Shift [AK05, KS75, Sev71]. Shiu [LG05, PP07]. Shock [Ano93f, Ano94e, Dro86, Gut90, Koc90, MSM92, Pel93, POGP95, PZ86, SS84b, SJ89, SS85]. Shocks [RG89a]. Shops [PR82]. Short [AK08, LS89]. Short-Length [AK08]. Shortest [GGV89, HR89, Sch90, VGS10, HNGS15]. shortest-path [HNGS15]. Shot [BY09, BM02, Bri99, GT75, HS85, Hsi87, HT89, IJ02, Kon89b, Lan87, Moi03, MT05, RPS01, Ric77, Wei76]. Shot-Noise [Bri99, Lan87]. Showers [Gre78]. Shuffled [Ano06f, Rød06]. Sibships [Tho80]. Sided [Jac05, Rog90, Sta92, Yas85, CKL14]. Sides [Cal03b]. Signal [Hal87, HKT91]. Signalled [Gri80b]. Signalling [HNT94]. Signals [Hor02, Wor01]. Signed [Adl89]. Similar [BS07, BHJ11, BH89b, Cro07, Hue99, VJ05]. Similarity [BE06, GVM+03]. Simple [ACDP12, BP79, Ber85, BJML07, Cro10, DK12, DLO06, Dro89, ENPS78, GP88, HMV06, HH81, Hey74b, Imh92, KP86, Kem87, KP94, Kog89, KSC09, LR97, Lin92, Mit87, Mol72, Mor94, Pak79, Pak89b, Pak98, Par87, PV92, RG84, SC83, Sen74, Shi80, Ste75b, Val96, Van90, Ven82, WD71, Yun86]. Simplicity [Gri80b]. Singularity [BNBJ00, BS07]. Singularity [AL99, YZB03]. SINR [BBHM11]. SIR [BL01, BS12a, GL09, LP99]. SIS [Ano12, Nas96, Nea06, Nea14]. Site [Gor01]. Sites [Gri82, Möh06, Wat82]. Situation [SR76]. Size [And99, AT81, Ave76, Ave79, Bal86, BC93, BRS99, BF05, Cao99, CGH+99, DS03, Dan74b, DMPG09, Fil74, HRT97, Hey78, Hil81, Hu03b, KS06, Kle84, LJ04, LJ04, Le95, LP90, Leo09, Lip75, MW94, Mas95, ON96, ON98, PL90, Pit96, SC83, ST85, ST98, Ste80a, Szc90, Wau74, YC96, Yin00, CYG14]. Size-and-Shape [MW94]. Size-and-Shapes [Le95]. Size-Biased [DS03, Pit96]. Size-Dependent [LJ04, LJ04, Wan74]. Sizes [BK99, Möh06, Sar98, KL13]. Skeletons [SS15, TT79a]. Skewness [Lep76a]. Skip [GHT97, SW80]. Skip-Free [SW80]. Skorokhod [Sco73]. Slabs [Rat04]. Slacks [Tie81]. Slepian [Lin06]. Slice [JK94]. Sliced [SSKB13]. Slope [Lin10]. Slopes [Abe07]. Slow [AJV13, FS09a]. Small
[But94a, CT08, Dia13, Fuh07, GX07, Gha08, Hil76a, KD85, KKSS90, Vac09, ABL15, BR13, Chi14, CF14]. **Small-Noise** [KD85]. **Small-World** [CT08, GX07, Gha08, ABL15, BR13]. **Smallest** [BK99, Cal02, Lee99a]. **Smallest-Fit** [BK99]. **Smith** [GZ93]. **Smoluchowski** [Nar91a, Nar91b]. **Smooth** [BFV10, Sch03b, EY14, FKV14]. **Smoothed** [Sch03b]. **Smoothness** [AH99, Cal03a, Liu98, RS97]. **Smoothly** [Leh02, PLRC08]. **Software** [CS97]. **Sojourn** [BB10, Che89b, Cse92, Hoo78, Jan84, Kei74b, Kei74c, KP83b, Rit94, Tav76, WV80]. **Sojourns** [Ber82]. **Solution** [Boy78, Bra78, FKM82, Hok79, Hok80, Par87, Sac90, SY81, Spo84, Sys88, Wah76]. **Solutions** [Beh11, DSSW11, DN02, FR11, GR08, GT08, Kne00, Neu75, Sam04b, YS94]. **Solvable** [Gat85b]. **Solving** [Bu98, Ben74, Ben75a, BC04, CR90, FY95]. **Some** [Agr74a, Ano93e, Ano93f, AK98a, AK98b, AS96, BCO95, Bar75, BE83, BH89a, BNJS08, BL07, Ben75a, BD96, BS03b, BY09, BH89b, Bra78, BP82, Bro89, BMS09, BN92, Can74c, Cha96, CTR00, Coh74, Dav70, De 73b, DGN92, DMY93, EGV79, Fin92, GS78, Gan75, Gan78, Gan79, GS13, Get74, Ghu87, GN86, GNR87, Gla83, GRHK06, GL04b, Glo80, Gup80, Gut74, Gzy76, Hey78, Hol89, HS77, H¨ub8b, HT10, JK11, Jen84, Koc90, Köt80, KS80, KS75, LS98b, LL97, LP93, Lef07, Li09, Lin74b, LT73, Mac75b, MNR02, Mar75, Mc88, Mer06, MS76, MH97, Nec78, Neu77c, OM95, Pak71b, PT85a, Pak86, PH99, Pfe91, Pol74, PV92, RSS94, Ra06, RG84, Rob07, Ros80, SK96, ST85, Sch79, SY91, Sha78b, Shi80, SY90]. **Some** [SJ89, Smi74, SZ90, SB09, Ste73, Szp94, TJM98, Thö99, Tjo83, VML80, Wan01, Wat79a, Wau74, Wil79, Yor92, CYG14, LPST14, Yca84, Par98]. **Sort** [Cra97]. **Sorting** [BND81]. **Sources** [DS00, ES04, KS93, LM00]. **sous** [FG81]. **sous-vari´et´es** [FG81]. **Space** [AH99, Ahm80b, AL94, Ano04f, ADW+75, ARS04, BBHM11, BC89a, Cow89a, Cow89b, Fed78, Gzy76, HS91, Han96, Ken95, KO93, Kue75, KL00, LS11, MY01a, MS87, Mat99, Mec89, MS90, MP03, MS03b, OD07, Pit77a, Sav75a, Sav75b, SCA00, Sto98, Ver75, YZ02, MT13]. **Space-Time** [BBHM11, Sav75a, Sav75b]. **Spaced** [Mas83]. **Spaces** [AN78a, AN78b, BR76, GHL07, HZ06,Iso00, JY04, KM00, KL03, Le01, Mec77, Mil09, Mil71b, Pol79, Ser05, SK08]. **Spacings** [Ro93]. **Spanning** [BLP06, BR04, HNS13, Lee99b, Pen98, PW04, PW06, BCT13]. **Spans** [WR76a]. **Sparcs** [IL73, IL74]. **Sparse** [Kho01, PS94b]. **Spatial** [ABA+80, Ano84e, Bad80, BT98, Bar74b, Bar74c, BR93, BBD99, Bor06, BO07, BV90, CDP11, CORR91, Dan77, DMC00, E18b, HVN93, HBG99, Iva89, Kie98, Kri79, MPB96, MDB+75, MT11, MS10, MB12, MKS+78, PW10, Qio8, RC94, Ser05, TWN12, Tjo78, Tjo83, WC11, WD98, Lan13b]. **Spatially** [Mat77]. **Spatial** [Ma05]. **Spatial-Temporal** [Ma05]. **Special** [MY89]. **Species** [BCL10, Bul74, ENPS78, Hey78]. **Specific** [had76, MS01a]. **Specifically** [RT07]. **Specified** [BJM07, Hen87]. **Spectra** [BHJ11, BM02, BMR05, LW92]. **Spectral** [CK73, Cra74b, GHT96, HL14, Kho01, KOS03, Koh80a, Koh80b, LL98, Ric75, Tjo76a, LS15]. **Spectrally**
[Eme73, KR02, Rog90, WS11, YZ01, EY14]. **Spectrum** [Roy07]. **Speed** [Bar78c, Li09, SU79]. **Speeds** [BK01, Sch78b, Tay89]. **Spent** [Imh86, Ken74]. **Sphere** [Bro95a, Bro95b, CGH†99, GAC00, GAC02, Ols07, ZCWS96]. **Spheres** [Adl79, Gha08, Ken77c, HLPW14]. **Spherical** [DSS99, LS98a, Le89a, Le89b, Rat98, Tan96, Let82]. **Spherically** [EG81, Stu88]. **Spike** [BMR05]. **Spin** [Geo84]. **Spinning** [GKRH06]. **Split** [Hol11]. **Splitting** [Bar78a, GP80a, KI92]. **Spontaneous** [Fox14]. **spots** [Vv06]. **Spray** [BB96]. **Sprays** [ADZ99, H¨ub80]. **Stability** [BLS†80, WB71, Gar15]. **Stable** [ADZ99, Hiib80]. **States** [Ano83e, But94a, Coh77b, Daw75, Gat97, Kot87, MZ04, Pre73, Pre77, Rub81, Tho78]. **Station** [FE98, XZ96]. **Stationary** [BDLP14, DLS94, Hol07b, LW11, Szc93, Van91]. **Stationary** [AK05, AS07, Alp09, AH97, Ano80e, Ano93g, Ant78, Ant79, Ant78b, Bau76b, BLS98, Dat76b, BL99a, BK80, Ber78a, Bob04, Bra86, Bro77, BB96, Cav78, CA94, CHM91, CS99, Coh74, CK85, CY99, Dav73b, Dav73a, DM06, DKS84, DR81, Eco05, FMP92, Gat97, Ger80, Hal86, HR78, HV84, HH03, Hei98, HSS05, Hey74a, Hub80, HT10, Ill01, Kar90, Kar85b, Kar86, Kem73, Ken00, Ker78, Kid96, Kid98, Kid01, Koh80a, Koh80b, K¨on77, KZ92, KZ94, LS98a, Las06, Lee79, LZ05a, LZ05b, Lie76, MS03a, MPS98, Mat98, Mec96, Mec98a, Miy83, MZ04, Miy04, Mor73, N¨as96, N0w03, NW05, NP93, Nav03, Nor75, Ott87a, Pak95, PSS06, Pic74a, Pic74b, PMG05, PMG08, PS94b, RL10,
Rao06, Ric75, Rol78, Rol81, RSS99, Roo83, Roo88, RS07]. Stationary [Sam04a, Sch78a, Sch96, Sch00, Sco73, Sel96, Sen80, Sen88, Ser86, Sha78a, Sha78b, Spo01, Szc86a, Szc86b, Szc99, Tjo76b, Tjo76a, Twe82, Van91, VGS10, Wal73, Wee02, WW84, Whi80a, Wis72, ZG04, AB15, FG81, HS13, KM14b]. Stationnaires [FG81]. stations [MS14]. Statistical [Ano76k, Ano83e, Ano84e, Ano14b, Bal78, Bar74b, Bar74c, Bro73, CFPL12, Edm76, EMOS14, FM95, FS79, HCD94, IS83, Kas80, Kei78, Lep76b, MP96, Now88, Par77, Pic85b, Pru81, Rub81, Str78, Tjo78, Tjo83, FG81]. Statistics [Alm97, Bad80, BE83, Bat78, BR91, CK07, Dwa74, GM96, Hua02, HLPW14, KS99, Kho01, Kri77, Kri78, LO04, Loa91, MPP96, Mej77, Mol95a, Pic83, Rei81, RW77]. Statistique [FG81]. Stay [JLW05a, JLW05b]. Steady [GM08, Hok79, Hok80, Nat89, Neu77a, Neu77c, Sch78b, Sch90, Sen89b, SK73, TVF81, Wi98, YC96]. Steady-State [GM08, Hok79, Hok80, Nat89, Neu77a, Neu77c, Sch78b, Sch90, TVF81, YC96]. Stein [BH89a, BU98, DLU12, RAI07, Ros13]. Steiner [Mat74, Vit95]. Steinhaus [HS82]. Step [Yin00]. Stepping [Mar70, Ren86, Shi79]. Stepping-Stone [Ren86, Shi79]. Steps [BR88]. Stereological [HS98, JK94, Mas95, ON96, ON98]. Stereology [ACO96b, BCO95, Ben95, Ben98, HJ02, Mon95, OM95, WN94, TK13]. Stiefel [Mar77]. Stieltjes [BR83]. Stienen [Mat74, Vit95]. Stimuli [BP94]. STIT [Cow13, LR11, MN14, NW05, TWN12]. Stochastic [Aas82, AH99, APP99, AEM94, AT75, Ahm80b, ADZ99, AH97, Amb77a, Amb77b, AT90, ARM99, Ano84, Ano97, Ano12, Ano13b, Ano14b, ADW+75, AT80, Arr03, BMS89, BT71, Bal78, Bal85, BC93, B093, BO94, BL01, BND81, Bar77, Bar79, Bar84, BP83, Bas79, BS99, Ben75a, BDF+84, Bere80, BV93, Ben83, BENP92, BT08, B098, Bra86, Bro73, BK05, Cap76, CF78, CT85, CCP91, Cha92a, CR90, CK99, Cli07, CFW87, CE90, Col88, CMMS13, Cor14, Cra97, DLU12, DSSW11, De 10, DK12, DLS04, DGB+84, DK80, DG01, Dyn78, Elv71, EX11, Fad77, Fad79, Far76, Fed78, Fei76b, Fie75, Fin69, FP96, FZ13, FS08, G87, Gan75, GW10, Gl93b, GF87, Gl91, GW92, GL95, God85, GT08, GKP84, GRI80b, GRI75b, Gue93, GW13, Had79]. Stochastic [HRTY97, Har80, H79, HW95, Hey85, HJ00, Hor03, Hua97, Igl80, Imh08, IL97, JML92, JS80, KX94, KP10, Käm87, Kar83, Kar85a, Kar90, Kas78, KLRM05, Ken88b, Kes72a, Kes72b, Kha80, Kin97, KM10b, Kli80, KLS02, KOn87, KW88, KKS08, Kot80, Ks12, Lan13b, Le 74, LM90, LP93, L985, LMX05, LS93, LB98, LY77, Lin06, Lin10, LT94, LMS00, Mac75a, MNR02, MAF07, MW93, MS80b, MW96a, Met80, Mih80, Mit88, MS01b, MS04, Mor76, MS11b, Mü97b, Nar91a, Nar91b, NG77, Nea06, Nec78, Nij47, Nor82, Off74, ÖSZ11, OB89, PA01, PTW10, PT94, PG97, Pic74a, Pic74b, PR82, PR94, Pri77, RS95, Rao83, Rie80, R92, Rip77, Rob07, Rob74b, Roo78, Ros74b, Roz78, Rud72, Rü891, SK96, Sch81a, Sch06a, Sch06b]. Stochastic [Sch77, Ser75, Ser86, Sha03, SS87, SS88a, Sha87, SY19, Shi79, SR00, Sin98,
Stochastic/Deterministic [Fad79]. Stochastically [Gás12, LS93, SS90]. stochasticité [Lef88]. Stocks [KK03]. Stokes [MT13]. Stone [Mar70, Ren86, Shi79]. Stop [RR90a]. Stop-Loss [RR90a]. Stopped [Als88, CDH87, GT78, KK90, KK92, LC08]. Stopping [AP98, AM01, And75, AST3, AGSC04, Bat70, Bat76a, BS06, Ben91, BG93, CL87, DE12, DW02, FR11, Gau02, HS10, KK90, KK92, Kur78, LYA07, Sta92, Sza93, Tam11, Van73b, ZCWS96, Zuy99, YY14, GP15, PS83, Tam13]. Stopping-Allocation [Ben91]. Stops [LOS03]. Storage [AP88, BRT82, DH82, Gar09, GS77b, GS77a, HR78, Hun79, MS90, PT85b, SP73, SY81, Tak75c, Tol88, Woo80]. Store [VK78]. Store-and-Forward [VK78]. Stoyan [DKMJ10]. Strain [GL04a]. Strassen [Ver75]. Strategically [Hor03]. Strategies [ABS00, BJML07, Bro98, FW81, LY94, SZ90]. Strategy [Ave83, CG80, CM93, Dro89, Gar80, Gl81, SW92, WWY12]. Strategy-Frequencies [Gar80]. Stratified [Whi80c]. Stratonovitch [CDL99]. Stream [Rol81, Wei76]. Streams [BM77, Bro72, Maj07, Mel93a, Ott87b, Sch74a]. Strength [Dan89, HP82, PT73]. Stress [GG90, Las04]. Strict [Edl78, Tja76b]. String [Kin77, Wil85, DM90]. Strong [BO94, BZ14, GG12b, GLS01, Kla85, Moo89, Ran77, Zha97, Dio76, Dio78]. Strongly [VV77, VV78, Cap86]. Structural [CP91, ENPS78, Gha08, Tah71]. Structure [Ahn90a, BST09, BS12a, Bar77, Bar79, BGS89, Büh74, BB96, CK73, CI00, CF91, CPR01, Cin75, Coh77b, Coh77c, Ebr90, EM89, GJS08, Gue93, Hil76a, HAT79, Ig80, JK85, Kei76, KL87, Mas84b, MSS95, PL99, PS94b, Rej82, RR73a, RR73b, Rey75, Sch79, Sen79a, Sen79b, Tho79, Tod76, Tod77, TT79c, VV06, WS10, Wil82b, WH03, WA82, YS94, FZ13]. Structured [CW75, Hös11, Saw77, ZLB98]. Structures [CPZC05, HSS05, Kie98, VLO7]. Stuart [Ano78c]. Student [HL05]. Studied [Neu70]. Studies [MPB98, RPS01]. Study [Cap76, KR71b, MM98, Mr81b, Mühl7b, NSHH86, Pri77, Ros76b, Sch06a, Sch06b, Sch07, Ven82, Bli86]. Sub [DS00, Kes95]. Sub-Exponential [DS00]. Subadditive [Hey79, Smy76]. Subcritical [TV09, PT85b, Ven82]. Subdivided [BBZ10, DG04b, GJS08, WH03]. Subexponential [ASS99, CNT05, EGV79, GR88, JL99, LTW10, Miiy04, OMS06, Zwa00]. Subexponentiality [Van84]. Subgeometric [TT94]. Subject [AH87, Ano89e, BL04, GV76, Hai80, LM03, LM04, Neu71, Pau07, RG89a, SM78, Lai73a]. Subjected [LM90, Tay79, YZ78]. submanifolds [FG81]. Submartingales [Sud99]. Suboptimal [KSC09]. Subordinated [Sta73]. Subordinates [Rub78]. Subordination [BNPS01]. Subordinators
Subsamples [STW84]. Subsequence [AS14].
Subsequences [HMM06]. Subset [MS87]. Subsets [FM95, Gzy76, Tho07].
Subspace [SK04]. Substitution [JP00b]. Substitutions [Ant78, Wat82].
Substochastic [GT08]. Success [MPP07, Ver73]. Successes [BL88, CAYK00, Tan11].
Succession [Rej82]. Successional [Lan05].
Successive [TV75, Van78d, Wes76]. Sufficiency [DS76b, Nij74]. Sufficient [Bat78, BHO4b, DW06, Fal84a, Mer79, WCK96].
Suggestions [Ano83f, Nat82].
Sum [BP50b, BK99, CFW87, GM98, GHL07, LR80, Pak00, PP02, Yas85].
Sums [Als88, BE55, BX06, Bin73b, BG07, BR91, CW03, Cha09a, CNT05, CDH87, HM12, JML92, KD92, KS12, McD78, Mij80, OC12, OMS06, Ph78, RR90a, Riis82, Sho79, Tak70, TV75, Tuc71, Yu08].
Super [BD75, BP99, Wil74].
Super-Critical [BD75, Wil74]. Super-Stable [BP99]. Superadditive [AABK86, BGS89, ENM89].
Supercritical [BB93b, BD74b, BD74a, Edl78, GB03, Her75, LJ04, Ric11, Sch82a].
Superinfection [Pic98]. Superposition [BMTY97, Bet77, LL91, Lam93, MB12, Ste02, Ye07]. SupOU [MS11b].
Support [Wei98]. Supported [Eli77]. Suprema [Bin73b, Coh72, KK92].
Supremum [Box78, CS99, Har77, OB89, Wes76]. Sure [DM88, DM03, Gat00, GM96, KT01, Lin74a, Nav03]. Surface [Bal07, Hah98, HS98, LS96, Mil75, Mil80, PLRC08, HS13]. Surfaces [AA88b].
Surplus [Nyr98]. Surprising [Sch99a]. Survey [And74, Fie75, Jag77, Luk72, Pyk75, Ren86, Rey75].
Survival [BM08, CR11, CW75, DH97, DK97, McN90, Pol74, Sud93, BMZ14, BZ14, JLW05a].
Susceptibles [Bal85]. Swaps [EM11]. Sweep [Leo09]. Switch [TV78].
Switch-over [TV78]. Switched [Kel86, Keg88, Kog89, Mil87, Mor94, RT90].
Switching [Col77a, Deb76, KKSS90, KF90, LS03, VT94, WWY12, YAO0, YZB03].
switchover [PY13]. symbol [FN13]. Symbolic [Ken88a]. symétrique [Let82].
Symmetric [AM90, Cal03a, EG81, Gor01, Hun95, MW96b, Stu88, WH03, Let82].
symmetrizations [CD14]. Symmetry [ACLM77]. Symposium [Ano76k].
Synchronization [AW71, BMS89, PB89]. Synchronous [CS91b].
Synergetics [Hak82]. Synge [DM90]. System [ARW11, Ali03, Ano83f, Ben80, Box78, Bra98, BGPS87, Bro05, Bue88, CF91, CP90, Coh72, Coh77a, DK97, Dos78, Dur79, FS89a, Ger84b, GRW10, GV76, GS95, HR89, HS89, HP83, Iye88, Jac74a, JS80, JD89, KS83a, KS93, Las04, Le 78, LY77, LM03, LM04, MAF07, May78, MW78, Nat82, Nav91, Pap87, Pap88, Per85b, PS01, Pol75, PT77, RG89b, SS84b, SM78, SP80, Ste84, Sto98, Wu93, XZ96, YZ78, Yun86, FX13, Sto15]. Systematic [AC096b, AC096a, AC098, GR08, GAC000, Kië98].
Systems [Aas82, Adl89, AT75, Ali82, Ano04f, Ath79, AJV13, BMS89, BW93, BFL04, Bat73b, Bat73c, BGD95, BL04, BW83, BM96, BEN92, Bor06, BT08, BB10, Bur81, Cho93, CFGW87, Con77, CDL99, Daw75, DLS04, Din94, Dur80].
Ebr93, Fad77, Fal84a, FS91, FVK08, FLS+80, FY95, FN85, Gás12, GV98, GLM93, Geo84, GNR86, GNR87, GKRH06, GS77b, GS77a, Hak82, Han79, HI79, Hen80, Hun79, Jan84, JS83, Kai78, KP83a, KP84, Kei76, KS83b, Ken72b, KRW09, Kli80, KNT87, Kus94, LY94, Lan82, LS98b, Li98, Mal93, MD79, Maz89, MS90, Mel79, MM83, Miy83, MM85, Nak96, Nat80, Nat86, Nat89, ÖB05, Orn77, PS04, PTW10, Pri77, RA98, RG89a, Rob92, SS92, SW91, Sni83, SE91, Sti78, Sud93, Szá76, Szp94, Tak91b, TH90.

**Systems** [Tau74, Teo82, TV78, Ton82, VL98, VP88, Wei95a, Wei86, Wil98, YZ02, Zaz92, ZG04, vdHK04, BMZ14, DVN15, JvL15, Lan13b, LF13, NSB13].

**Tail** [ASS99, DR85b, DK83, Fre82, GRZ04, GW13, HM12, KS06, KM14b, LT98, Lit69a, MZ04, MS11b, RZ13, Sat84, Sta73, Tak81, Van88b, Wil90, ZG04, MN14]. **Tail-Ordering** [DK83, Sat84].

**Tails** [BN12, BZ03, CDL12, DS07, FR97, GPD00, GW13, HW09a, JT13, LZ05a, LZ05b, LM00, MB00, Pak00, Ste02]. **Tails** [AK06, GG96, Gre89b, JOC12, LTW10, OC10, BPS15]. **Taken** [FM09]. **Tan** [Kem75]. **Tandem** [ADZ99, Box79a, Box79b, Che89b, FR80, GC02, Gre87, Har92, HK92, LW11, MS90, Num79, Num81, Sch87, TW87b, Web92].

**Tangential** [Mil80]. **Targets** [Sto80]. **Tax** [Gla96b]. **Taylor** [Ano76k, HH03].

**Teams** [KKT06]. **Technique** [Dan74a, Eng84, VK78, Wei86]. **Techniques** [Ano76k, CSH80, Dan71, DFT77a, Pri77].

**Technology** [CX04].

**Telecommunication** [Kos78]. **Telecommunications** [Le74]. **Telegraph** [FGM12, CDIM13, Kol14]. **Teletraffic** [MD79, RT90]. **Teller** [BDM99].

**Temporal** [Iva89, Ma05]. **Temporally** [SS84a]. **temps** [Bré75]. **Tenable** [KM12]. **Tends** [Mal00]. **Tension** [MRV02]. **Term** [CPR01, Eng84, McN90, Nak79, PR90, Rok92, Sek06, Tam08, VV06].

**Terminal** [AT75, CM98, Lon72, Van71, Van73a, RW14]. **Terms** [AP88, Far76, Neu70]. **Tessellation** [BB01, BM03, BGR06, Cal03c, Chi94, CSV96, Deh98, HQ00, Hei98, Hor88, HO98, KTO1, KTO2, MC05, Muc10, TJM98, Yao10, Cow13].

**Tessellations** [AS08, BL07, BS03b, BCM13, Chi95, Cow10, HSS05, Iso00, LR11, LZ08, MM96a, MS03a, Mec96, Mec98a, MNW08, MM96b, Mil98, Mol89, Mol92, NW98, NW03, NW05, Sch03a, Sch09, ST10, TWIN12, VGS10, WN99, WC11, HH14, MN14]. **Test** [KL02, Rob76a, Sha79, SR76]. **Testable** [Sch82b].

**Testing** [Cur81, Dav77, Pic85a, Shi93, Wat79b, Wor01]. **Tests** [Hüb78, Lie76, Rav77, Ruk02, Str78, Wit79].

**Tetrahedron** [Man94]. **th** [Pic74b]. **th-Order** [Pic74b]. **Their** [Ahm80a, AH97, Bia02, CNT05, CY99, DRV00, EpI86, GM71, Gol77, KR85, LS13, Mar77, MD94, Mas84b, Mat73, MW96b, Mühl97a, Pap77, Rao06, Roe73, Sch03a, Tan96, TT79a, Was78, Wei98, ZLB98]. **Them** [Sch74a]. **Theorem** [Abb75, AMS09, AK95, AD94, Ano98e, Bad80, BCO95, Bar74a, Ber77, Blu84, Bro95b, CQ01, CEP10, Cow06, Dad84, Din94, DM00, Ell86, EL05, FP96, FP12, Gatt00, GW91, Gyi75, HM96, HM99, Hey77, Imhl92, KS83b, Kesk95, Kha80, KT92, Lee99b, LC76, Lin77, Mac79, Max77, McD76, Mil71b, Möhl98b,
MOK95, Nak79, Pak98, Pap87, PR99, Pit78, Pol80, Qi08, Ran80, RS86, Rog89, Rog92, Rog94, Rud98, SU79, Sho79, SGW96, VJO8, VS80, Vet80, WH80, Whi82a, Wil71, AS14, Liu97. théorème [Liu97]. théorèmes [Par98].

Theorems [AK78, Asm82, AN78a, AK98a, AK98b, Bac00, BP79, Ber87, Bin73a, BG93, Chi95, CH80, Cre79, EPS79, Gol77, GLS05, Gri75a, Gut74, HR89, Har81, HSS05, HR05b, Igl71, Igl75, Iva89, JL73, JK11, KK00, KK92, Kes72a, Kes72b, KR02, KS12, Lal84, Lec79, Lem74, Lin74b, Luk77, MeD78, MY01b, Mol93, Nor75, Num76, PTHW99, Pak71b, Pak79, Pak92, Pak10, PSS06, PW10, Pim07, Ral07, Ric11, Ros08, Ros78, SCh02, Sco73, Ser75, Sh80, ST76, ST78, Sta78a, Sta78b, ST94, Voi90, VML80, WOo80, ZK99, HS13, Jir13, LPS714, Par98].

Theoretic [Bin80]. Theory [Adl89, Ahm81, Als88, AH97, And74, Ano93e, Arj72a, Arj72b, AK78, AN78a, Bal78, Bar78b, Bas79, BVH10, Bin73a, Bin75, Bin91, BG07, BR83, BN92, CG80, Cha92a, Cin69, Cin74, Coh73, Coh82a, Cow89b, CDH87, DR85b, EBA78, Edw74, Fad79, FG00, FL01, Gal79a, Gan69, Gan79, GAT85a, Ger84a, GS77a, Gri81, GR96, Hai75, Har80, HS94, Hey74a, Hey75, Hös11, Hun74a, Hun74c, Hun77, Igl73b, JOC12, Kar85a, KKS90, Kha80, Kli80, KOS03, KR71b, LA84, LP93, Luk72, Mar75, Mel79b, Mit88, Moy72, Nag71, NHH86, Nett8, NSF78, Neu78, Neu86b, Off74, Pal93, PC97, PC96, Pro76a, Pro76b, RS71, Ros78, SCh74b, ST10, Sch77, Sen74, SH89, SMi82, Sta78a, St72, Sz76, Tak75a, Tak75b, Tak76a, Tak76b, Teu73, Van84, VP88, VAn88a].

Theory [VW77, Van74, Vet81, Wat74, Wei71, WEn89, Whi82a, Wil88, YZ01, Fas14].

Thermal [DH82]. Thermodynamic [Sch05]. Thermodynamics [Ton82].

These [Sam04b]. Thick [HJ93, Kid96, NP03]. Thin [BBl07, Gg96, HJ03, Pak99, Rat04]. Thin-Tailed [Pak99]. Thinning [BO97, CFD85, JL73, MS10, Sha03]. Thinning-Replacement [BO97].

Thinnings [Ser05, KL13]. Third [Lit74, Ors90, SB98, vdHK04]. Third-Generation [vdHK04]. Third-Order [Ors90]. Three [Abb75, AST10, Al99, FFF7b, Fie76b, FK89, Iso00, JL73, LO04, LC92, May78, Pit74, Pit75, Sar97, Sti06, Van71]. Three-Dimensional [Iso00, Pit74, Pit75]. Three-Handed [Sti06]. Three-Locus [Fie76b, May78]. Three-Node [FK89]. Three-Parameter [LC92]. Three-Terminal [Van71].

Threshold [BST09, BKO11, BLF09, BW97, Cli11, FS91, KK90, KK92, SB79b, VML80, Wil71]. Threshold-Stopped [KK90, KK92]. Throughput [AT90, Kel82, SM90, Naw91, TE96]. Throughputs [Cao89]. Through [Kin77, Wil85]. Ties [Cam84]. Tight [SS95a]. Tightness [Ssz99, Sto15].

Time [Aas82, Agr74a, Agr74b, AT75, Alf03, Alp09, Ano86e, Ano93g, Ano04f, Ant78, ADW76, BBM11, BSS98, Bar80, BMY91, BMY94, Bar97, BMTY97, BNJS98, BB07b, Bat76b, Ber78c, BV93, BR86, Bin75, BLo83, Bob04, BDD12, BMM92, Bro85, BW97, Bro99, BNR87, Cai07, Cha09b, CA94, CR04, CPZC05, Chi95, CY00, Cli11, Coh91, Cox80, CI86, DN78, Dav73b, Dav75, De 10, De 74, De 83b, DHH87, Der83, DGN92, DNR99, DLR99, DLO06, DHT76, DR81, ED90, Elf71, Epi86, EN80, EN88, FS89b, FIt76b, FL09, Fin69, FGM12, Fra85, Fre82, Fro94, Fuj79, Fuji80, FN85, Gal79b, GPD00, Ger80, GNR87,
GNRS89, GNR90, GM11, GHL07, GY10, GW13, Gzy80, Haj82, Hal86, Han78, HK84, HMS03, HS74, HK88, HC08, HT92, HV09a, Hoo78, Hor88.

**Time** [HIS76, HM10, Hua97, HT10, Imh86, JLM05a, JL79, Jac05, Jac80b, JH92b, JK11, Kap73, Kei76, KS83b, KS83a, Ken74, Ken78b, Kes80, KD94, KS06, Kim83, KMO0, Kne00, KLS02, Koh78, Koh80a, Koh80b, KKM08, KNT87, Kyp71, LL81, Leh02, LS89, LTW10, Lie86, LS13, Lin10, Liu90, LT73, McG82, MP08, MW96a, MT92, MT93a, MT93b, MVY84, MM83, MRSV86, Möh04, MM85, NM79, NP93, Nat80, Nat86, Neu76a, Nor82, OSZ11, Ott77a, Ott87a, Pak89b, Pak89a, Par77, Pes82b, Pho79, Pic85a, Pol87, PR90, PC96, Pro76a, Pro76b, RW91, Rit94, Ros80, Ros76a, ST96, SW90, Sal88, Sam04a, SC83, Sav75a, Sav75b, Sch90, Sch07, SS84b, Sha17, Sho74, SW93, SR00, SZ11, Sta92, ST90, Ste80b, SB79, Sys76, SZ11, Sta92, ST90, Ste80b, SBT96, Sys76, Szcz90, ST94, Szcz99].

**Time** [Tak81, TH90, TT04, Tav79, Tav79, Tie81, Tie82, Tje90, TC92, TF08, Van90, Van88b, Van82, Wal73, WIT79, YC96, YZ02, ZCWS96, Aaz13, ABL15, Azo09e, CMMS13, DP15, EW14, EP15, GVZ13, LF13, Mas15, STZ14].

**Time-Advanced** [OSZ11]. **Time-Average** [BR86]. **Time-Changed** [FL09, Gzy80]. **Time-Dependent** [Kim83, Kne00, LTW10, Ros76a, STZ14].

**Time-Non-Homogeneous** [GNR87, Hor88]. **Time-Reversible** [Ken78b].

**Time-Series** [Dav73b]. **Time-Shared** [Kei76]. **Time-Varying** [Hal86].

**Timed** [Wal81b]. **Times** [Adl89, Alb83, BS81, BH04a, BOR02, Blo89, Box78, Box79a, Box79b, BB10, Che89b, CCH00, Cae92, Dad82, Dad84, De 73a, Di 01, DO02, Fer93, FL01, Gau02, Gha08, GW92, Gor01, Gre78, Gut74, GH75, Had76, Hai80, Har84, Hor77, Jac80a, JH92a, Jan84, Jan86, Kal80, Kei74b, Kei74c, KP83b, KS04b, KW03b, Kur78, Lai84, Lam03, LL97, MY01a, Min80, Neu77a, Neu77b, Neu77c, NPOT00, Pfe83, Pol74, Pro76b, RA98, Res74a, RL77, SS95a, Sad95, Sha84, Shat9, Tam74, Tav76, VY94, Van78b, WV80, Wan01, Web92, WH03, Wis72, Ale13, FPZ13, Lem14, LZ13, RW14, STZ14, Zha15]. **Timid** [JK85].

**Tomassen** [Rog89]. **Tomography** [KR97]. **Tools** [Ste75b].

**Topics** [Mai80]. **Topological** [Deh98, Lea76, Ott75, WC11]. **Torus** [Qia90].

**Tossing** [Che89a]. **Total** [AAL08, AD94, Bal86, BGRSC10, CFW09, Cou90, DHP12, Hol76a, Hüs89, KS83a, Ker78, KLS02, LL07, Möh06, Pak71b, PW06, Tur74, DP13, GVZ13].

**Tournament** [KKT06]. **Tower** [BLT03]. **Trace** [SS77]. **Tracing** [BKO11, Tho82]. **Tracking** [SK04]. **Trade** [Lat77]. **Trade-off** [Lat77].

**Trading** [CS12, RW14]. **Traffic** [AH05, AR92, BB93a, BGZ95, BMV03, Bro72, Dag78, DR92, FQVJ71, Fal89, GW91, GRI94, HR89, Har78, IWTh, IWT70, IWT70b, Igl71, Jac80a, Ken72a, Ken72b, Kol81, KM95, Kos88, Kus94, Kyp71, Le 74, Maj07, Mar75, Mel79a, Mel79b, Ott77b, Rat75, Re88, Sch87, Sta78a, Szcz90, Szcz99, VL98, Wan97, Wei76, Wei86, Whi70, Whi80, Whi82a, Ye078, LF13, PY13]. **Trains** [Fie75]. **Trait** [AH78, Sim81, Vet78]. **Traits** [HiI76a, HA79]. **Trajectory** [Bal86].

**Transaction** [IS06, Tam08]. **Transceiver** [BBW09]. **Transsects** [CB95]. **Transfer** [LW92]. **Transfers** [MT97]. **Transform**
[BS01, HR05a, KLS02, Ott87a, SK85, Swi75, Xu11]. Transformation [Cal03a, Liu98, Whi92a]. Transformations [Bal75, BK98, JN98, Ken75, Kes70a, Kes70b, KRS07, O’B80]. Transformed [CK07]. Transforming [MB12]. Transforms [AW88, AW96, GKW96, LI02, RL77, Sak04, SM87, LZ13]. Transience [Ano79e, Hut80, Lev79, Bau14, Die82b]. Transient [AW87a, AW87b, AW88, BD96, BFK92, Cho93, Con83, DN78, FR12, GS95, Kei76, Kne91, LPF893, Mas84b, Par87, Yun86, FR14]. Transients [Cam79]. Transits [KKSS90]. Transition [Abr79, AM90, Blo89, CPZC05, CH76, Gri79b, Lin05, MK01, Per85a, Pes75, FS94b, SB09, Wac09, ZLB98]. Transitions [BV91, Lan05, Rud73, JW15]. Translation [So010]. Translation-Equivariant [Soo10]. Translative [Rat96b]. Translocation [Ste76b]. Transmission [Ott06, Fox14]. Transparent [GG12a]. Transport [DK12]. Traps [Bra98]. traveling [RY14, Ste15]. Treatment [BS83]. Treatments [Bat80]. Tree [Ano92e, BLP06, BR04, Har71, Har84, Jof75, KM10a, Min05, Pen98, PW06, Pit86, RSZM02, SK96, YS94, BCT13]. Tree-like [Har84]. Tree-Shapes [Har71]. Trees [BNK98, BV06, BMS09, Cro07, Cro10, DM03, DH05, Hol11, JOC10, JOC12, KW03a, Kho01, Lee99b, LMW96, PW04, SGW96, HNGS15]. Trend [BR87, Nos94]. Trente [EL05]. Triads [Ken88a]. Trial [Imh08, Whi96]. Trials [BE83, Bat80, BL88, FJ09, Tam11, Ver73, CDIM13]. Triangle [Ken96, Ken98, Man88, Man90a, Man90b]. Triangles [Gat94, HQ00, Ken85, Le89a, Le89b, Wat86b]. Triangular [HZ06, Ws18]. Tribute [DKMJ10]. Tridiagonal [MT06b, SB09]. Trigonometric [TW84b]. Trisomics [TS81]. trivariate [FPZ13]. Trivial [FMP92, MN14]. Truncated [Cov99, FFG07, MSV01]. Truncating [VPCG10]. truncations [Mas15]. Trunk [FOF06, Kus94]. Totelin [Die82a]. Tumor [HRTY97]. Tumour [Mol74, Wil74]. Tunnel [BND81]. Two [AWZ93, ADZ99, AMS07, AMS09, Alm97, And75, Ano83f, Ano04f, AGSC04, AT81, Ave79, Bal79, BDM85, BX01, BL06, BP83, BF80a, BF80b, Bor98, BK01, BW97, Cal03c, CR11, CNP91, Coh85, Cre74, CJ11, CR78, Dal85, DS93, Deh98, DH04, DGN92, Elv71, Eth93, EN80, EN88, EG90, FH02, FKM82, FX00, Fin92, FS08, GT84, Gat85a, Gec77, GV76, Gor01, GJS08, HKT91, HP92, Hau78, Hol83, Hoo89, Hun74a, Hun74c, Hun74b, Hun77, Hut80, IL73, IL74, Il101, IM02, Jac05, JH92a, KK80, Lom72, MA95a, MS80b, MSV01, Mer06, Moeh88a, Nat82, Neu70, NS77, PT94, Pea89, Pel83, Phii78, Pon05, Roe73, Rog90, Ryc92, Sch74a, Sch80a, SW13, She85, SW98, Str75, Sza93, TV78, Wat79b, Wr92, XZ96, Xu11, Yac85, ZY02]. two [AG13, BCT13, BDLP14, CKL14, KM14b, Kol14, Lin15, NSB13, STZ14]. Two-Alleles [Wat79b]. Two-Armed [BF80a, BF80b]. Two-Barrier [Ryc92]. Two-Choice [AGSC04]. Two-Color [AMS07, AMS09]. Two-Dimensional [AWZ93, Alm97, BX01, Cal03c, Cre74, CJ11, DGN92, FKM82, HKT91, Hut80, Ili01, IM02, KK80, MSV01, Pea89, BCT13, KM14b]. two-factor [BDLP14]. Two-Horse [BL06]. Two-Island [Gor01].
Two-Level [Eth93, HP82]. Two-Locus [CR78, EG90, GJS08].
Two-Parameter [Mer06, Xu11, MS80b]. Two-Person [And75, Phi78, Pon05].
Two-Point [DS93]. Two-Server [GV76]. Two-Sex [Dal85, GT84, Möh98a].
Two-Sided [Jac05, Rog90, Yas85, CKL14].
Two-Stage [ADZ99]. Two-State [Dal85, GT84, M¨oh98a].
Two-Sided [Jac05, Rog90, Yas85, CKL14].
Two-Stage [ADZ99]. Two-State [Dal85, GT84, M¨oh98a].
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